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VOL. XVII.
Tk Maid Git; News,
PUBLISHED EVEHY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - MICH.
L. MULDER, Publisher.
Terms of Subscription :
$1.50 per year if paid in advance ; $2.00
if paid at six months.
Rates of advertising made known
on application. •
§u$fofS$ |)iwrtonj.
Attorneys and JnitiooB.
SATURDAY, HOLLAN
Manufactories, Kills, Shops, Etc.
[ICH., SEPTEMBER 1, 1888. NO. 31,
TALISMAN, J.. Wagon and Carriage Marufac*± lory and biackemith ebon. Also mamirae*
turor of Ox Yoke*. River street.
TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY, A. Seif. Pro-11 prietor, capacity of Brewery 4,000 barrels.
Cor. Maple and Tenth streets.
1IOLLAND CITY STAVE FACTORY, Joseph
I L Filter, proprietor, manufacturer of Staves
and Headings. White and back Ash Bolts bought.
River Street.
LOCAL ITEMS.
TTOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,m Kan,er*' General Manager. Wind-
Mills, Tanks, etc., a specialty.
LTUNTLEY A., PracUcal Machlnlit, Mill and
11 En^ne Repairs a apeclalty. Shop on
Seventh street, near River.
EcKy'S4sti’lx;“Si,rrA,
River street.
and Con-
pactory on
TAIEKBMA G.J., Attorney at Law. CollectionsU promptly attended to. Office, Van der
Veen's block. Eighth street.
TjTAIRBANKS, Injustice of the Peace, NotaryE Public, and Pension Claim Agent, River St.,
near Tenth.
TIOST. J. C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law.1 Office: Post’s Block, corner Eighth and
River streets.
Bakeries.
c°"; TE.ffia Krs!TYLOM.O. Jr. dealer in Bakers’ Goods, Con-11 fectionery, Forlegn Fruits, Tobacco and
Cigars. Bioin's new block. Eighth street.
/’’tlTY BAKERY, J. PessInklBro., Proprietors,
\u Freih Bread and Bakers’ Goods, Confection-
ery, etc., Eighth street.
Bank.
TTOLLAND CITY BANK, foreign and domestic
11 exchange bought and sold. Collections
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
Barkers.
TTAUMGARTEL, W„ Tonsorial Parlors Eighth
11 and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly
attended to.
Boots and Shoes.
TTELDER, J. D., the cheapest place In the city
Ajl to bay Sotta and Shoes, River street.
TTAN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boots and
T Shoes. A large assortment always on hand .
Eighth street.
Clothing.
T) OSMAN, J. W„ Merchant Tailor. ke«ps the
11 largest slock of Cloths and Ready-made
^ Clothing in city. Eighth street.
T70R>T W., Tailor. Renovating and repairing
v clothing a specialty cheap and good. River
street.
Commission Merchant.
T>EACU, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
11 dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Offl
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
fice In Brick
Brags and Medicines.
QENTRALDRUG STOKE, U. KremersfM. D.,
T\OE8BUKG.J.O. Dealer in Drugs and Medb
JL1 clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Toilet Arti.
]7'EY8T(^K PLANING MILL. J. R. Kleyn
I\. Proprietor, Architect and Builder, dealer In
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, and Brick, Sixth atreet.
PHOENIX PLANING MILL. B.
* .Proprietor, dealer In Inmber, lath,
and brick. River street.
L. Scott,
shingles,
'pHECAPPON * BERTSCB LEATHER CO..
|.e,nl?S blaughter Sole, Harness,
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.
THEY ARE JUST THE SAME.'
Marriage makes no obongs in men,
A wife observed with clouded brow ;
My John is Just the same, I see,
As when he c&me a-courting me,
For home he never would go then.
And home he won’t come now.
Mrs. M. E. Crandall, of Lillcy constantly increasing. He guarantees
Junction, this State, who has been 'that the washer will do all that he
visiting her father, Mr. Win. Vorst, claims for it, and gives to all a fair trial
and other relatives of this city for the before purchasing,
past two weeks, returned home last I
School commences next Monday,
Sept. 3.
- 
J'ack Frost was around these parts
again this week.
Mr. E. E. Jarvis, of Fennviile, was
in the city Tuesday.
. . ‘ ,
Pessink Bros, has fresh oysters for
sale, the first of the season.
Yates & Kane have an advertise-
ment in this issue. Read it.
Club—
TAKKEN a DE SPELDER, Manufacturers of1 CarriaceB, Wagons. Unttera. Slelgha. Sole
owners of !XL Patent Wagon. Special attention
to Horseshoeing and Repairing. River atreet.
YTAN RAALTE, B., dealer In Farm imple
NluthSt?eVnd maChlnery- C°r* K,?er “nd
WILMS P.. Pump manufacturer, and dealer in
v v Agricultural Impleraenu of all kinds. South
River atreet.
Merchant Tailors.
J^RUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
Marble Works.
K- dealer in Granite and
.““role Monuments. Headstones, Tablets.
Building Work done. Eighth street.
Meat Markets.
Millinery.
Phyeicians.
T/'REMERS, B.., Physidnn and Surgeon.
IV Idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.I\MM -- J VUI. i MCI OU
Olbs it aia drug store of Kremorg* Bancs., Of.
Ice aairaf rm 11 a. m. to 12 m., and from 5 to fl p.m
\TABBSj J. A.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
irti ? v * Jk’* Drug Store. Residence, Corner
of Eighth and Fish streets. In bouse formerly oc-
cupied by L. Sprietsma. Office Hours: 9 to 10 a.
m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
TTTETMORE. J. D.. Homeopathic Physician
.J* ‘ndSnrgeon. Office Hours: 10.30 a. m. to
12 m., 2.9t)to4 p. m., and ".a1) to 9 p. m. 00 ce;
Upstairs In Satton’a new building.
Young Men's Republican
regular meeting-Wednesday, Sept. 5.
The brick work on the new Kanters
building is completed to the second
story.
C. L. Waking, who has been east
the past two weeks, returned lo this city
last Wednesday.
- - — -
An elocutionary contest for a silver
medal will occur Sept. 14th. Fmthcr
notice next week.
A. Hofman is shipping large quanti-
ties of apples and potatoes to Milwau-
kee and other points.
- -
We understand that a number of
weddings will soon happen. For further
particulars wait and see.
- - ,
Mr. B. J. Veneklassen,
Tuesday.
Mrs. David Bertsch has bought a
half interest in the millinery establish-
ment of L. & S. Van den Beige & Co.,
and the firm will hereafter be known
as Van den Berge & Bertsch. See Busi-
ness Local.
Ed J. Harrington Jr. announces
in- this issue that he lias a yoke of
working oxen for sale or to trade. He
also has on hand a number of horses
and mares which he will dispose of on
easy terms.
A marching company, in connection
with the Young Men’s Republican
Club, was organized at the Club’s rooms
last Wednesday evening. Those present
were put through the first movements
of drill by the drillmaster, P. A. Moes.
The boys did fairly well, god another
meeting will be held this evening, Fri-
day. Boys fall in!
and Mrs. Geo. H. Souter of Holland
Township. The young couple left on
the steamer Williams last Tuesday
evening for Chicago, where they will
make their home for tlie .present. Mr,
George H. Souter and his wife went to
Chicago on Friday evening, to assist
the young people in getting started in
housekeeping.
1
A fakir, one of those fellows who
claim to give you the earth for a dime
and throws in a picture card besides,
while he sells worthless goods at high
prices, was in the city this week. He
was fairly patronized.
The steamer Lizzie Walsh ran an
excursion to Spring Lake Thursday for
the benefit of the “soldier boys” of
this city who desired to attend the Ot-
tawa County Soldiers and Sailors Re-
union. Quite a number went.
Tins morning, Friday, about 9: 30,
the horse of the Co-operative Supply
Co., ran away and Arthur Huntley,
aged thirteen years, son of A. Huntley,
who was on the wagon, fell between
the thills and was kicked on the face
and neck by the horse. His injuries
are not dangerous. The horse was
stopi>ed4beforfe going far.
Prof. J. W. Welton, formerly of
the Grand Rapids Business College has
started a Commercial College at 23
FounUin street, Grand Rapids, which
we can recommend to the public as a
first-class institution. The professor is
well and favorably known by all who
have attended Swensberg’s Business
College, where be held the position of
principal for over twelve years. Any
information in regard to the college or
professor will be furnished by writing
to the above address.
B. F. Walsh is the only authorized
agent for Johnson’s Cyclopedia in Wes-
tern Michigan. Applications for ex-
amination, terms, etc., may be ad-
dressed to him through the post office
in this city or Marshall, Mich.
— 4
— «  ^   
The Grand Haven Baseball Club de-
feated a (ball) team supposed to be
from Holland, at the Fair Grounds last
Saturday afternoon. We were not a
witness of the game and therefore can-
not give the score correctly, but was
informed that the home nine managed,
by errors made by the visitors, to ob-
tain three funs, and that Grand Haven
made so many that It was impossible
to keep a record.
. 61 the
Groningen Brick Manufacturing Co.,
was in the city Tuesday.
E Hkrold lias received a new stock
of boots and shoes. Give him a call
and inspect his new line of goods.
The Y. W. C. A, of this city will re-
sume their regular meetings on Mon-
day, Sept. 10th, instead of Monday,
Sept. 3.
Beal Estate Agency.
yAN WERT, T. R. proprietor Holland Real
' K»tate ARency. Property of all kind*,
bought, sold or exchanged.
— v.wvc » .u.o nuu Ul UDUl'P 1 U.ICl m*
ties and Perfumer, Imported Havana, Key West,
and Domenlc Cigar*.
Saloons.
A great improvement was made this
week by placing a new crossing
at the corner of River and Seventh
streets.
One of the busiest men in Holland
QCUUUTEN. F. J.. M. D., proprietor of First
C* Ward Drug Store. Prescrlptlot,* carefully
compounded day or nlant. Klijhth street.
YY7AL8H, HKBER, Druuglit and Pharmacist; a
tnea* ^ #UM:k K00d* 10 lhe
"VTATES A KaN£, drugKitts and bookseller*.
. „?tock alwaJ'a fresh and complete, cor Eighth
•nd River streets.
Dry Gooli asl Groceries.
lyBRTSCH, D., dealer in Dry Goods. FancyU Goods, and Furnishing Goods, Eighth street.
"DOOT A KRAMER, dealer tn Dry Goods. No-
MJ lions. Groceries, Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth
•treet next to Bank. K
r.RANDELL, 8. R., dealer In Department Goods.V and proprietor of Holland City Bazaar
Eighih Street.
T\E JONGH, C.,dealer in Dry Goods, Groceries.
Bat*, and Cape. Bools and Shoe*, etc., Tenth
etreetopp. Union School building.
DE.Y?In 8JD”dc*J.er general Merchandise,
and Produce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy But-
ter alwaya on hand. Rlrer street, cor. Ninth .
CTEKETEE BASTIAN, general dealer inU Dry Goods and Groceries, Flour and Feed.
Thefluest stock of Crockery In city, cnr. Eighth
and River streets.
T7AN DER HAAR, H., general dealer in fine
? Groceries, etc. Oysters In season. Eighth
street. v
PUTTEN, G. A SONS. General Dealers In 1V Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. River street.
^IXTIHE J., dealer Id Notions and Fancy Goods,
CIlT Hall 80 Dtlr Work' EiShth ,,reet opposite
Furniture.
TffBYER, BROUWER A CO., Dealers In all J
i’A Jdnda of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper, £
Carpet*, Picture Frames, etc.; River St. J
T7ERBEEK, W.,dealerln Furniture, Wall Paper, '
v Plcinreframes, Household Decorations and
Novelties. Eighth Street. C
Flour Kills.
YV^ALSH, DE fiOO A CO., Manufacturers of 9
rMPlour’ Propriet-'M of Standard Roil- A
er Mills. Dally capacity. 800 b irrels. C
Hardware.
I/^ANTERS BROS., dealers In general hard- 
s^mSS'i.STS,?"1 *“ ‘
yAN DER VEEN,'*., dealer In stoves, hard-
Hotels, a
C"fh.a»,2£.LeTillt’^pr,7t l
cated In the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
state. Free baa In connection with the hotel.
PARK HOUSE, David L. Boyd, proprietor. HaaX been thoroughly renovated and newly fnr- «
nlsbed. Terms moderate. Cor. Fish and Ninth «streets. {4
pflfENIX HOTEL, Jas. Ryder, Proprietor, lo- to
Jr cated near depot of C. A W. M. R’y. A well «
apportioned Hotel. Ratea reasonable. tg
Livery and Sale Stablei.
TT ARRINGTON, E. J. Jr., proprietor of Hob 10
U. land City Sale and Exchange Stable. Gen- M
eral teaming done, cor. Market and Seventh eta. $5
BRiE: P£-u,ha^"rrtSn4d,‘r'0' ,n
doors eaat of City Hall.
Second Hand Store.
E?Lr sd,Br
Watches and Jewelry.
I) REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
Cor“er or U"l“’,
CTKYBNSON, C, i.. .uccc.surs to H. Wrk-
at present is H. L. Rosin, who is rushed
with orders for apples, potatoes, apd
poultry.
Mr. P. Holleman, a student of the
State University at Ann Arbor, who has
been visiting the past two months at
Dr. Steffens, returned this week from
his trip to the country, where he had
been rusticating for a short time.
- 4*4 -
The boot and shoe firm of Van
Duren Bros., have a new advertisement
in this issue. If you need first-class
goods at reasonable prices, give them
a call; and we will warrant that they
will satisfy you in every particular.
The Waverly Stone Company has
just purchased another engine and
boiler. Under the superintendence of
Mr. James Smith, work at the quarry
is being pushed rapidly and many im-
provements have been made there this
season.
The excursion from Battle Creek
and other stations on the line of the
C. J. & M. R. R. to the parks last Sun-
day did not bring as many as expected,
there being about seventy-five to a hun-
dred. The Lansing excursion, the
same day proved better however, over
eight hundred taking advantage of the
oiqwrtunity offered to visit Macai
Park and Ottawa Beach.
-- ^ V pp ....... 
We met Mr. George Roelofs, of
Grand Rapids, this week. He spent
several weeks at the Park with his
family; and was one of the first men
there to put pictures of his candidates
on the cottage he occupied. Mr. Roe-
lofs is an ardent supporter of Fisk and
Brooks. He is the nominee of the Pro-
libition party for register of deeds, in
Kent County. While he does not ex-
l»ect to receive all the votes1 cast, Mr.
Roelofs is making a thorough canvass
of the county and scaring both the
other candidates.
atyvwa
The reception of ihe golden wedding
of Mr. and Mrs. Win, Finch will be
held from 4 to 9 p. m., next Thursday,
Sept. 6th.
- -
De Hollander comes out this wee
Kiicellaneoas.
Udle^Sfll G^*,a®d,ma*e\lal-Veio7r fancy1 work!
street, between Market and
Cedar streets
uuu reriouical
Leave order for any
with a bran new heading which is som
what of an improvement to the a
pearance of the paper.
A Yerlee addressed a number of
citizens in the Holland language last
week Friday evening, in the Young
Men’s Republican Club rooms.
-
The public schools open on Monday,
and the little ones who have had such
a good time all summer must put on
the harness and go to work again.
The Workman Manufacturing Com-
pany are running their factory eleven
hours a day now, being compelled to
do so on account of increasing business.
^ofietirs.
I. 0. of 0. F.
• w
BquuiE Fairbanks lias just received
hotice that George B. Gillett of Hol-
Township has his pension in-
creased from e4 to $6 per month. Also
traf John De Jongh, of Grand Haven
one of his clients, has been increased
in the same manner.
The Ottawa hotel will close on Mon-
day. The Park note! will remain open
for several weeks yet. The pleasant
we&lier of the past week has filled up
nearly all the cottages at Macatawa
Park, and the daily crowds of visitors
continue to go to the parks.
--
We have received the Premium List
of the 14th Annual Fair of the Union
Agricultural Society, to be held at
Plainwell, Mich., Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday and Friday, September 25,
26, 27 and 28. The list was very neatly
printed at the Enterprise office
The Rev. Dr. Beardslee, who has so
acceptably supplied Hope Church pul-
pit during the last few Sundays, will
also preach to-morrow. The Doctor
does not wish to preach after the open-
^ of the Seminar}' as he expects to
The grass in Centennial Park is ripe
enough to mow. The Common Coun-
cil might derive considerable profit
from its disposal. Something surely
ought to be done to Improve the ap-
pearance of the grounds. The fence
needs to be taken away around the
Park, the hay cut, the trees trimmed,
gravelled walks laid, fountain put in
tlie centre, Ijenches placed in position, ...... .. ... —
and other necessary improvement® Petoskey at 8:00 p.made. * rate from Hollam
^ w ^ —
The Newfoundland dog belonging to
the Life Saving Station had a terrific
struggle In the water near the Maca-
S2S1tawa P&rk dock with a monster
last Suhday morning about ten o’clock.
Those that saw the serpent state that
it was so long that they were unable to
tell the exact length. Tlie editor of
tlie South Haven Sentinel, W. P.
Stewart, is not the only newspaper
man in tlie State that can tell a snake
yarn.
cacu week. i
Malting brotber* are cordlallv Invited.
, no ... M. Hakhi.noton, N.G.
L. D Baldu*, Bee y.
The schooner Wollin was sold las
Saturday by Capt. Borgman of thiscit
“ ", ft—. «. ‘t&zsr.
hundred and fifty dollars was the price/j r - -«•*> -paid. j We are pleased to receive commun-
cations and corresjiondence for the
F. ts A. M.,4 U~..
1. Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wedneaday
Mr. and Mrs. J. Esskuaggers were
made happy by the advent of a baby
boy last Wednesday, August 29. Mr.
Essebaggers is Pessink Bros.’ chi^baker. . x
wi. u, nov. wee. i
24 and December 27tb.
O.Bubyju?i,S<c’v. *
John,* days June
A. Hcnn.tr. W. M.
K. 0. T. M.
Crescent Tent, No. 68. meet* in Odd Fellows
•I 7:30 p. m., on Monday night next.
foil
W. A. Houiy, R. K
Parftrtis.
Produce. Etc.
..... i uuuer, io cents :
14c: Honey, 15c: Onlona, 50c; Potato**
BKTAIL.
Grain, Feed, Etc.
(WUOLIULI.)
(ComcUd tviry Friday by IF. B lUoch.)
“ ' **“- "100 *>i.,0Oc; Barley
- . bo.tJ.75; Corn Meal
cwt, |1.10; Corn, shelled — 50c. Flour,
II. Bacon left at this ottice this week
a braucli of the Earhart variety of
black raspberries. The stalk was fair-
ly loaded with large delicious looking
berries.
ews. Our friends must remember,
loweveivthat all matter must reach
lere not later than Thursday. Also
that it is a great convenience to have
them write on but one side of tlie
paper.
H. D. Werkman’s horse ran away
on Eighth street this morning, Friday
and created considerable excitement
for a time. No damage of importance
was done.
Who wants 40 purchase a mustang?
If you do attend W. H. Pomeroy’s sale
of Western horses and mares at tlie
vacant lot south of De Grondwt oftiee,
River street.
io aihl
ried by
Iran, fl 100 lbs.,
seed,* a S
» ewi, cum. oo , nour.
85c; Data, old, Slew. “new. *5cu. ; Pearl Barlay,
IDO to.,!4.00: Rye, new, 40c,: Timothy Seed,
.80; Wheat, white, 85c; Red Fultz, 80c: Lan.
BITAIL.
. mail, ft 100 fcg., 63c; Barley, V
Clover seed, * fc., $5.00; Corn
100 ft*., |1.15; Corn, shelled, 65c; Floor,
Ine cornmeal, W 100 fts., $1.60; Feed, «
ftOOfta., 1.15: Hay, 15 to $16;Middllngt, “ ‘ *
****»» j anu chiiu
can t>e had at all Umar,
— V iuu *,, vuc.; us ts, ax cents.
Mr. Charles Koeniqsbero
Miss Pauline Clark were married
the Rev. H. D. Jordan at the residence
of the bride’s parents in this city last*
Wednesday evening, August 29th. /
- -
Next Monday, Sept. 3, i» Labor
A party, composed of Mrs. G. Os-
borne, Miss Anna Osborne, Alfred and
Percy Osborne, Misses Mary and Netta
Huntley, Miss Ida Allen, Miss Sena
VUeclier, John Reach, Dr. Wetmore
and wife, and daughter Jeanie, went
to Saugatuck last Monday and spent
the day in picnicing at Baldhead Park.
Day. There will not be any observance
of the day in this city, the Land and
Labor Club deeming it best to save all
their funds for campaign purposes.
The store building, formerly occu-
pied by the News, as an office, is being
prepared for the Misses Workman,
dealers in millinery and fancy goods,
who will take possession in a short
time.
D. O'Connor, a brakeman on the
mixed train that rnns between New
Buffalo and Lacrosse, while on the
pilot of the engine last Wednesday al-
lowed his feet to slip off, tlie wheels
passing over them. We were unable to
learn how badly Mr. O’Connor was
hurt, or whether he will lose both feet
or not. .
Last Wednesday morning, while A.
Stoel, a peddler, and his son-in-law, L.
Kole, both living across Black River,
near the Grand Haven railroad bridge,
were driving near Graafschap, their
horse became frightened and ran away.
Stoel had his left forearm fractured
and bis right ankle dislocated. Kole
sustained a fracture of both bones of
left forearm and his left elbow was dis-
located. Dr. Wetmore dressed the in-
juries of both.
When we wrote tlie item, take,
from the Grand Rapids Democrat, las
week stating that the Holland Cit}
Band had secured second prize at the
band tournament held in Allegau dur-
ing the Re-union we were wondering
what organization it could be, being
aware that Holland could not boast of
band. We did have one, but it
crawled up a horn and died a natural
death. We learn this week that it was
the Allegan band that was awarded tb
prize.
Mr. Louis C. Sawyer, of Milwau-
kee, was in this city on Wednesday.
His brother William Sawy er, 18 years
of age, was lost overboard from tlie
Steamer Favorite, when about twelve
miles off Muskegon harbor on Monday
of this week. His brother is anxiously
ooking for the body. It is possible
that it may come ashore near Holland
harbor. In case the body is found by
any one, notice should at once be given
to Dr. O. E. Yates, coroner, or to Mr.
L. C. Sawyer, care of Filer-Sole Com-
pany, Milwaukee.
On Tuesday, Sept. 18th, a special
train will leave Holland at 11:50 a. m.
arriving at Traverse City at 6:40 and
 m. The round trip
nd to these places is
only $3.50, being in the reach of all.
Tickets will be good to return any time
within seven days at Traverse City or
Petoskey. Cheap rates can be had to
Mackinaw and other northern points.
For further partiouiars see handbills
or call on George Hunt at the depot.
This is an opportunity for our citizen*
to take a delightful trip to Northern
Michigan at a very low rate of fare.
hy
Chicago Steamboat Line.
Tlie Propeller Imperial, will make
regulartrips from Holland to Chicago
during the remainder of the season.
Tlie boat will make three trips eacli
week. Fruit will be carried at very low
rates. It will pay our fruit growers to
give the Imperial all their business, as
we understand that parties are ready
to put on a daily steamboat line from
Holland direct to Chicago, if our mer-
chants and shippers will give them
proper encouragement. Holland is the
only town on tlie East shore of Lake
Michigan that does not support a
steamboat to Chicago.
The O. C. Williams has made money
this year as a transfer to the Sauga-
tuck boats. It is time that we had a
direct line to Chicago; and it rests with
our people here to have one if they are
willing to support the boat.
^loljanil City va ‘‘The Scrubs.”
John Ver Sluis, formerly a brake-
man dn the Chicago and West Mich.
R’y and who is well known in this city,
met with a sad accident last Sunday
night while coupling cars in tlie yard of
the G. R. «Sc I. R. R. His right arm
was caught lietween two cars and was
mangled so badly that amputation was
necessary. It was feared at first that
he would die from tlie effects, but at
last reports he was doing somewhat
better and there are hopes of his re-
covery.
Ihe Globe Lighting Company o
Chicago, who have the contract for, - - ........ .... _________ __ „
lighting the city, have engaged tlie Weeks ago as being desirous of again
O Cl ft* 1 SI A r\f Y) A _ « • a a . D «... A _! A. 1 .11 « • m
We were life recipients one day this
week of a handsomely printed wedding
Srd, announcing tlie marriage of Mr.
domon Snuffletop, of Saugatuck, to
the widow who we mentioned a few
senice of P . A. Moes, as lamplighter. Entering the holy bonds of matrimony.
“Pete” will make a good man for the |pe are glad that we were the cause of
position, and we hope that iie will keep Wooing two loving hearts together.
tl,e. clean and wel1 trimmed, /We desire to call the attention of our
and will give us light on all the
nights.
J. Alberti, who has the right
manufacture and sell Mitchell’s Im-
proved Washer, for Ottawa County, re-
ports having disposed of a large number
Of the machines, and tlie demand is
business men to the fact that we liave
considerable advertising space in the
News yet to dispose of.
MABuiED:~At;the home of the bride's
parents, by Rev. H. D. Jordan, on Sun-
day Aug. 26, Leonard Kardux to
Ernestine Souter, third daughter of Mr.
The Holland City Base Ball Club
have at last wou a game, defeating
Gilmore’s “Scrubs” last Wednesday af-
ternoon at the Fair Grounds. The
“Scrubs” were made up of a picked
nine of young men about town, and
they did remarkably well not having
any practice, and knowing hardly any-
thing about tlie game. Some good
catches and brilliant plays were made
on both sides. H. Doesburg acted as
umpire and did himself proud. There
will be another match played next
Tuesday, Sept. 4th, when we hope that
tlie “Scrubs" will make a better show-
ing. The following is the score.
HOLLAND CITY.
Peter De Keyzer, c .............. 2
Frank Richardson, 2b, p ............ 3
Will Lamoreaux, lb ................ 2
Charles Price, 2b, p ................
Will Markle, 3b... ................
Charles Doesburg, ss ................
Eddie Bertsch, cf ..................
Fred Kamferbeek. rf ..............
Frank Doesburg, if ...... . ...... . . . . . 2
f-
Frank Nye, c .....................
Herman llosin, p ............. ....
Daree Gilmore, lb .................
“scrubs.1
Bastian Keppel, 2b ...............
Jyk, 8b ....... ...........
Gerrit Van der Hill,
John D
iiu i x m. ss ........
Peter Petersen, cf (liome run). . . .
ImonBot ---- lA
'arl Van
Simon Bos, rf.’....'.
 Kaalte, If
.. ...... .. ..... _____ _____ ..... ....... ^ _________ ____
fiig
HOLLAND CITI. WOHIGaN.
mm n m — ga
THE WORLD OYER.
I woman in Maine, commonly known as the
| Maine giantess, died at her home in Wil-
ton. Miss Hardy traveled with Barnnm's
for many years and was nearly seven feet
tall.
Horatio Hastings Wild, D. D., rec-
tor of Christ's Church at Riverton, N. J.,
is dead. He was formerly editor of the
New York Sun and the Boston Transcript.
4 Catalogue of the Week’s Im
portant Occurrences Con-
cisely Summarised.
JhteQigence by Electric Wire from
Every Quarter of the Civil-
ised World.
NEW YORK REPUBLICANS.
Warner Miller Heads the State Ticket, Sec-
onded by 8. V. R. Cruger.
The New York Republican State Con-
tention met at Saratoga and placed in
aominatiou the following candidates:
For Governor— Warner Miller.
For Lieutenant Governor— S. V. R. Cruger.
For Conn of Appeals Judge— Judge Kuuisey.
The platform indorses the platform and
nominees of the Chicago convention,
pledges the electoral vote of New York to
them, declares proper the rejection of the
fisheries treaty, and that President Cleve-
land's message “is a confession that his
administration has been grossly negligent
of its duties in the protection of Ameri-
can fisheries;" favors “a foreign policy
which shall do no wrong to the weakest
neighbor, and shall brook no indignity
from any power on earth;” censures Gov.
Hill for vetoing a measure inteuded to
purify the ballot and for vetoing the
nigh-license bill, and approves the high-
license legislation of the Republicans in
the last Legislature.
AFTER THE PENNANT.
Official Record of the Various Clubs Compet-
ing for the Prise.
The following table gives the relative
standing of the ball clubs competing for
the championship:l*M*ue. Won. Lo*t
Mow xork. ..... ................... .,....G3 34
Chicago ............................ . .... 56 42
Kr I::::::::::::::::::-::;::::?? S
Wet torn.
S£?ci“:::
Davenport,..
Won. Lost. American. Wou. Lost.
...53 26 St Louis....
..61 28
...55 31 Athletic ..... ..57 35
...49 35 Cincinnati . . . . ..60 37
...40 38]Brooklyn ..... .58 37
...40 4» Baltimore......40 60
...17 23 Cleveland .......31 49
...35 52 Louisville.......36 50
...21 47
i
1
..29 61
IRRITATED AMERICANS.
The leader of the Canadian Liberal Party
* Expresses His Views.
In an address at St. Thomas, Ontario,
the Hon. Mr. Lanrier, leader of the Lib-
eral party in Canada, said that the un-
friendly course of the Dominion Govern-
ment during the past twenty-five years
had irritated Americans, and that it was
high time that the policy should be re-
versed. He favored the most unrestricted
teciprocity of trade with the United
States, and asserted that Canadians
aboald no longer look with jealousy upon
Americans, but should regard them as
friends and brothers.
DELAWARE DEMOCRATS.
They Indorse President Cleveland and His
Administration.
The Delaware Democratic State Con-
vention was held at Dover. John P.
Pennington was renominated by acclama-
tion for Representative in Congress and
Presidential electors were chosen. The
platfonn indorses President Cleveland's
administration and approves his utter-
ances and attitude on tne fisheries ques-
tion, concnrs in the National Democratic
platform, Y&liflM the nomination of Cleve-
land and Thurman, and pledges them the
electoral vote of the State, and approves
the efforts of Congress to reduce taxation.
In the Race for Congreu.
Ths Republicans of the Fourth Michi-
gan District have renominated Julius C.
Burrows for Congress, at Dowagiac.
A. E. Morrison, of Perry, Iowa, has
been nominated for Congress by the Dem-
ocrats of the Seventh Iowa District.
David B. Bruner has been nomi-
nated for Congress by the Democrats of
Pennsylvania, in convention in Berks
County.
The Republicans of the Ninth Ken-
tucky District have nominated Major
DrewJ. Burchett, of Lawrence County,
for Congress.
Daniel L. Brinton has been nomin-
ated for Congress by the Republicans of
the Third Maryland District.
The Prohibitionists of the Eighth
IHtnois Congressional District have nom-
inated J. E. Reber, of Wheaton, for Con-
gress, at Joliet. _
Confirmed by the Senate.
The following nominations of Post-
masters have been confirmed by the Sen-
ate:
Indlana -D. L. Miller, Goahen.
lowa-K. L. Brownell, Spirit Lake ; P. H. H.
ton, Mapleton ; M. Cooper, Forest City.
Nebraska -F. W. Sprague, Rusbvllle. •
Kansas -J. W. Hughes, Cawker City ; D.
Clark. Phllllpsburg ; I. Steluberger, Erie ; W. ]
Kally. Ellis; T. Madigau, Wallace; E.
Steveus, Richfield. '
THE FISHERIES MESSAGE
WEST.
The Eighth United States Cavalry,
with regimental headquarters and band,
commanded by Col. J. Misener, has ar-
rived at Fort Robinson, Neb., having
completed 1,550 miles of their march from
Fort Davis, Texas, to Fort Meade, D. T.
The officers and men are in splendid
health and the horses are in excellent con-
dition. The regiment will reach Fort
Meade on Sept. 3.
Freeman G. Caret founder of Farm-
er's College, Cincinnati, where Gen. Ben-
jamin Harrison studied, is dead.
Mme. Verge, a French woman, died
at Peru, Ind., aud her hands and feet
were amputated and her heart cut out
and taken by her daughter to France for
burial in the native soil of the deceased,
according to her dying request.
Amand Yobbt, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
called on his daughter there, aud after a
pleasant chat went into another room and
shot himself, expiring instantly. No cause
is ascribed except insanity.
SOUTH. 0
A CYCLONE swept over Eastern Mary-
land demolishing houses and orchards,
wrecking the canning establishment nt
Still Pond, owned by Slack <L Krebs, of
Baltimore, in which were 100 men, women
and children, mostly Bohemians and Ger-
mans from Baltimore, and killed nine:
Charles Schweitzenberg, Charles Beau-
camp and wife, Lauri Alpheus, August
Goete, wife, and two boys, and Rosie
Gould. Three were dangerously hurt —
Gustave Frnnzi and Frank and Maggie
Siffering— and a number were slightly in-
jured. William Willis, whose house was
crushed, was fatally hurt.
Nine new cases of yellow fever and two
more deaths from the same have been re-
ported at the hospital at Jacksonville,
Fla. Two cures have been effected.
There have now been an even one hundred
cases. The infected district is gradually
extendipg. Great commotion was caused
at Jacksonville by a report that the
Savannah, Florida and Western Railroad
refused to take passengers from that point
even on through tickets to Northern
points where towns had invited refugees
from that city to go. On investigation
the report was found to be true. One
passenger was thrown off the mail car at
Lavilla Junction, as the conductor said
that he had orders not to allow a single
passenger to leave on the train. All ex-
press Isorth is refused.
POUTICS.
The Missouri Democratic State Con-
vention, in session at Jefferson City,
nominated this ticket:
Governor— Mayor David R. Francla of St Louis.
Lieutenant Governor— Stephen H. Claycomb
of Jasper County.
Secretary of State— Alexander LeSuour.
Auditor— J. M. Seibert
Treasurer— E. T. Noland.
Attorney General— John M. Wood.
The platform indorses the St. Louis
ticket and platform; indorses the Mills
bill; condemns trusts aud monopolies;
and deplores the death of Governor Mar-
maduke.
Judge Owens, of Lognnsport, was
renominated for Congress by the Repub-
licans of the Tenth Indiana District, at
Rochester.
The Republican State Convention of
Nebraska met at Lincoln, and after a
tedious struggle nominated the following
For Governor, John M. Thayer ; for Lieuten-
ant-Governor, G. D. Meiklejohn, of Nance
County ; for Secretary of State, Gilbert Laws ;
lor Treasurer, J. E. Hill of Gage County : for
Commissioner of 1’nblic Lan Is ind Buildings,
John Steen, of Saunders, aud for State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, George B. Lane,
of Washing to i. The nominees for Presidential
Electors are: At large, George H. Hastings, of
Saline, and H. C. Russell, »f Colfax ; First dis-
trict, M. M. Butler, of Cass ; Second district,
James McNeeny, of Webster; Third district,
Charles F. hidings, of Lincoln.
The platform indorses Harrison and
Morton and atraigua the Democratic ad-
ministration; pronounces in favor of nine
hours a legal day's work; and concludes
as follows:
IteAoired, That the Republicans of Nebraska
ii> convention assembled deem it due the elec-
tors of this State that the submiss'on of the
question, Khali the manufacture and sale at in-
toxicating liiiaors as a beverage be prohibited?
be made to the voters of the State.
The Greenback Labor party has nom-
inated Major W. L. Carpenter for Con-
gress at Dos Moines, In. He will be in-
dorsed by the Democrats.
The Hon. Benjamin Butterworth has
been renominated for Congress by the Re-
publicans of the First Ohio district.
Col. D. B. Henderson has been
/•nominated for Congress nt Waterloo,
la., by the Republicans of the Third
Iowa district.
Republicans of the Seventh Michi-
gan District have nominated Gen. William
Hartsuff for Congress.
Congressman Browne has been re-
nominated by tbe Republicans of the
First Virginia District.
James G. Hawley has been nominat-
ed for delegate in Congress by the Demo-
crats of Idaho.
Referred to a Sab-Commltter-Mr. Hoar’s Res-
olution Passed by the Seaate.
T«k conference report on the sundry civil bill
was taken op by the Senate, tbe ittth, and Mr.
Allison made a general defense of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, criticising the ad-
ministration in regard to public buildings and
•almvagance. Senator Beck replied in defense.
Fending a disposition of the report the Senate
adjourned. The Senate awed to the resolution
alered by Mr. Hoar last week, with the amend-
ment offered by Mr. Edmunds, cilllug on the
Fresldent for copies of all remonstrances made
by bit dlrtction agaiusi unfair treatment by the
British Oovermneuf of American citizens, etc.
The House Committee on Foreign Affairs re-
lerred the Pros! ent's message on the fisheries
and the Wilson bill to a sub-cummUtae consist-
ing of Messrs. McCr -ary, Chipman, mid Hitt.
At Saratoga George Law, n wealthy
lad eccentric New-Yorker, while in a con-
vivial and generous mood, made presents
of diamonds valued at from 1500 up to
Jero Dnun, Joe Coburn, and others of
that ilk, whojrere helping him enjoy him-
•elf. 'p
Jennie Sanford, alias Burns, a young
woman dressed in male attire who has
been tramping throdgh the country, has
boco arrested at Utica, N. Y. She says
bar borne is in Jackson, Mich.
Mxm Sylvia Hardy, the biggest
John A. Caldwell, Judge of the Cir-
cuit Police Court, has been nominated for
Congress by the Republicans of the tiec-
ond Ohio District.
The Democrats of the Ninth Kentucky
District have nominated Thomas H.
Paynter for Congress.
Republican conventions have been
held in the Fifth and Sixth Congressional
Districts of Maryland.. Sidney E. Mudd„
of Port Tobacco, Charles Comity, was
nominated in tbe Fifth, and Louis E.
McComas, of Hagerstown, Washington
County, was nominated in the Bixth.
The Republicans of the Congressional
Convention, Third Indiana District, nom-
inated Col. Stephen D. Bayles of Salem.
The Republicans of tbe Fifth Ohio
District have nominated Wilson J. Yance
for Congress.
J. H. McGinnis was nominated for
Congress by the Third West Virginia Dis-
trict Republicans.
| The Hon. James B. Reilly, of Potts-
j ville, Pa., has been nominated for Con-
gress by the Democrats of the Thirteenth
Pennsylvania District.
1 G. A. Mathews was nominated for
V' m.
Congress by the Republicans of Dakota,
at Watertown, over Gifford, on the sev-
enteenth ballot. Mathews is a yonng
lawyer. He was Speaker of the last Ter-
ritorial House.
FOREIGN.
Eight hundred workmen at Teng-
Leon, China, were drowned recently by
an inundation.
A Vienna special states that the offi-
cial report of the world’s harvest shows
that the wheat crop in Italy, France,
Great Britain and Russian Podolia is
from 20 to 25 per cent, below the average,
and in Austria-Hungary, Southeastern
Europe and Egypt from 7 to 30 per cent,
above the average. The barley crop in
Great Britain, Austrian Hungary, France
and Egypt is deficient from 1 to 25 per
cent.; in Germany there is an average
crop, and in Moldavia the crop is 25 per
cent, above the average.
Mb. Gladstone has presented to a
church iu Flintshire the money he receiv-
ed for his reply to Robert G. Ingersoll.
Minnie Hauk is suffering from nervous
prostration. She will not bo able to go
to America for the next operatic seasou.
GENERAL.
R. G. Dun <fc Co.’s weekly review of
trade reports a better feeling in every
direction. It says:
Crop proipects Improve, manufacturers are
gaining confidence, aud dealer*, no longer oper-
ating on a fal.ing market, keenlv appreciate the
difference. The preaent state of unaineas ia
clearly encouraging, larger in volume than a
year ago, and growing more confident in tone.
Extensive reports within the last week
strengthen belief that the corn crop will be
large, the oat crop large, the yield of wheat
not below recent estimates, and the yield of
cotton better than the trade has expected. The
iron trad# does not brighten as was expected,
though prices are a litUe stronger in Pittsburg.
The coal trade is phenomenally active, and an
advance in price has been agreed upon. For the
first time in eight years leather dealers are no
longer selling on a declining market. In the
wool trade a better feeling is seen, and in
some grades bettor prices. Money
is firmer at many points, with an
Increasing demand, but scarcely anyw'here ia
there complaint of closeness, and collection!
do not seem to be more backward than is usual
"* ibis season. In the dry goods trade improve-
mt is especially noted in Chicago, and here a
full average business In cottons is in progress,
with a somewhat more satisfactory movement
in woolens, especially in men’s wear goods of
spring weights, aad in carpets. Failures last
week numbered 214, as compared with a total of
219 the previous week.
The Signal- Sen-ice weather-crop bul-
letin, issued the 27th, says:
*Th e weather for the last week has been es-
pecially favorable for harvesting and farm work
in the Northwest. The wheat harvest progress-
ed rapidly in the central and northern portions
of Dakota and Minnesota, from which region the
reports Indicate that the damage to the
wheat crop from the frosts of laat week
was largely overestimated. In the north-
ern portions of the corn belt the weather was
favorable, but the growth of the plant was re-
tarded by the low temperature. Very light
frosts occurred in Michigan and Northern Illi-
nois on the 22d, probab y causing no injury to
the crops. High winds damaged corn iu Tennes-
see, Kentncky, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and New Jersey, but the attending rains wUl
doubtless improve the crop.''
The President has vetoed the Senate
bill for the erection of a public building
at Sioux City, Iowa.
FARMER HOARD WINS.
The Wisconsin Republican Convention
met at Milwaukee, aud nominated theii
State ticket as follows:
Governor— W. D. Hoard.
Lieutenant Governor— G. W. Rvland.
Secretary of State— F.rne*t G. Timwe.
Treasurer— H. K. Harshaw.
Attorney General— C. E. Estabrook.
Superintendent of Education— J. B. Thayer.
R. R. Commissioner— Alley Peterson.
Ins. Commissioner— Philip Cheek, Jr,
W. D. Hoard, the nominee for Gover-
nor, is a farmer of Jackson County.
Against him were pitted nearly all the
prominent politicians of the State, but h«
publican national platform ond candi-
dates, praises Republican administtation
of State affairs, and eulogizes Gov. Rusk.
MARKET JUEP0RT8.
CHICAGO.
CATTLK-Choiee to Prime Steers.! r.00 © 6.50
Good ................... 5 00 (<«5.75
Common ........ ....... a50 0 4.75
Hoos— Shipping Grades .......... 6.00 0 6.75
Sheep...* ................ ' ........ 4.50 0 C.V
Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 91 0 .92
Cohn-No. 2 ....................... 4>!*0 .4C'<i
Oath -No. 2 ....................... 25 0 .25)4
Rn:— No. 2 ....................... 4S 0 .50
Buttkii— Choice Creamery ........ 18 0 .20
Hue Dairy .............. li 0 .17
Cheese -Fnd Cream, flat ......... 08 0 ,t8)4
Eiic. <— Fresh ........ .............. 14 0 .15
Potatoes — New, per bn ........... 42 0 .46
Pin;— Mess ..................... 13.W 014.00
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat Cash ............. . ....... 90 @ .«
Corn-No. 3 ........... .* ........... 444<<* .45'i
Oats-No. 2 White ................ M)** .31)a
Hte-No. 1 ........................ 50 0 .52
Baklkt— No. 2 .................... 62 0 .64
PoRK-Mess ...................... mo 014.00
CINCINNATI.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ 89 0 .91
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 44 >40 .m
Oats— No. 2 Mixed ................ .27),
Hooh ............................. 6,00 © 6.50
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 92!$0 M'i
Cork-No. 2 ....................... 41 0 .42
Oats-No. 2 ..... 25 0 .96
RtK— No. 3 ........................ 48 0 .50
Bablkv ........................... 75 0 .65
Pork-Moss ...................... 14.00 01150
NEW YORK.
C*TTLt ........................... 4 00 ©fl.25
H08* ............................. 0 00 0 7.00
Sheep ............................ 350 0 5.00
Wheat-No. 2 Bod ............... .W S L00
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 54 0 .55
OATS-Whlte .................... as 0 .42
Pork— New Mess ................ 15.00 015.50
DETROIT.
CATTLR ........................... < 00 0 5.25
Sheep ...... . ..................... 3 00 0 4.00
Wheat-No. 5 Red ............... ,w 0 .93
Corn— No. 2 YeUnw ............... 47 0 .48
OATe-No.2.WWU....__ .30 0 .31
.4:S
«««*’•«* ............................ 1 0) 0 4.50
^ ............. Toledo:— ^  **
Wheat ............................ 97 0 .91
Cohn .......................... /... .46)40 .47)<
0*ts... ........................ <- .25 0 .20
Clove* Hikd ......... 4.00 g, 4.65„ EAST LIBERTY.
'^2?*:::::::::::::;:::: IS gig
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THE PACIFIC K0MHWE8T.
A Marrelons Opening Up of Industries
and Settlement Through the Advent of
Railways— A Country Rich in Agricul-
ture, Timber, Minerals, Stock, and
Water-power-Unsurpassed Climate and
Wonderful Scenery.
Portland, Oregon. Aug. 32. 1888.— In the
mind of the observer who takes but furtive
glances from the cur window in hastening
through the Pacific Northwest, the impres-
sions created may not be altogether favor-
able. but the man who comes and looks for
facts will be favored by a constant succes-
sion of surprises. Its agricultural resources ;
its mineral wealth; its timber: It* manu-
facturing possibiUties, through the close
association of water-power and raw ma-
terial; its climate; and a full share of those
superb creations of nature which distinguish
our country from all others, convey to the
Intelligent traveler the- most gratifying
thoughts, assuring him of its future prog-
ress and prosperity.
WHERE IS OREGON?
It Is the State of the Paciflo Northwest,
dhd has the ocean for its western boundary.
It is bounded on the north by Washington
Territory, on the east by Idaho, and on the
south by Nevada and California. It has an
area of 96,000 square miles, or over sixty
million acres, larger than Old England and
New England combined, and is capable of
supporting ten persons where it now has
one. If you have never been there, admit
that you know nothing or very little about
it Oregon has not only a variety of material
resources, but there is a difference in the
climate east and west of the Cascade
Mountains. On the coast there are four
seasons, but two only are conspicuous— the
wet and the dry— while in the eastern part
of the State there is a greater range of
temperature, the winter, however, rarely
having more than a few weeks or months of
snow, with summers eooler and more equa-
ble than in the States east. The rainy season
on the coast is in the winter, and the idea is
common that the rainfall is excessive, but
wrong, because the Signal Service shows
every South Atlantic and Gulf State to have
from five to twenty inches more of rain than
Portland, whore the annual average is fif-
teen to twenty inches in excess of the States
of the Upper Mississippi Valley. In the
Southern States the rain is heavy; out here
the showers are lighter, come oftener. and
never with driving wind, and without the
shivering dampness usual to the rainy sea-
sons on the Atlantic coast. The snowfall at
Portland Is light, seldom enougli for sleigh-
ing. In the heat of summer there is no sun-
stroke, nor the lassitude of Southern Cali-
fornia. and no night was over so hot as to
preclude the need of bed clothing. The
reasons for so mild and uniform climate so
far north have been so often told that a
mere mention of the chief one is all that is
necessary. This is the influence of the
Japan current, an immense "gulf stream"
in the Pacific Ocean which sweeps toward
the North Pacific coast and affects it as the
Gulf Stream does the British Islands. The
potency of the Japan current is seen when
we state that the annual temperature 01
Sitka. Alaska, is about that of Minnesota.
This current is the source of the "Chinook
winds." which pass inland to Montana and
even Dakota, melting in a few hours the
snow in Oregon and Washington Territory,
and allowing the stock to crop the heritage,
which is green mid growing under the snow.
The lawns of Portland are bright and green the
whole winter tbrougb, and flowers bloom in the
open air long aftor the irost has withered the
vegetation of Virginia. Thunder storms ant
practically unknown, and there has never been
a blizzard or cyclone. The farmer* can plow in
the coldest part of Oregon an early as February,
and in nearly all parts of it he can have an or-
BRITISH COlhMSiA.
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST,
chard and garden adjoining his home, bearing
the fruits and vegetables of tbe warm and cold
temperate zones. Tbe cultivated grasses thrive,
hut nheat bay, six to eight tons an acre, can be
hail, of which stock ia hh fond as of the best
timothy. Wheat ranges from thirty to sixty
bushels to the acre, while flax yields from twen-
ty lo forty bushels and furnishes a fiber equal to
that which makes the l»est Irish linen. Oata,
barley and rye grow bountifully, but com is not
a universal crop, owing to cool nights. Pork is
tut toned on jieua. wheat and barley, making a
firmer imd sweeter meat than the com fed, hut
not so tut. There has never been a complete
fuilu-e of crops.
In the Eumem States the bottoms along the
slremns are usually of heavy Foil, the poor land
being up on the high plac-s. Hero this is re-
versed: as ft rule the river and creek bottoms
wist of the Cascndcs are sandy, rocky, and un-
sightly, with the arable sections on the table
hinds and hills, ai.d not always, indeed rarely,
to be seen from the car*. Taking Oregon over,
to give the range of productions from apples to
wheat, would be to reprint the premium list of
an agricultural society or a nursery catalogue.
The resou ees of the State, however, are not all
of an agricultural kind. There is stored away
in the hills u variety of metals and minerals,
ra giug over no less than thirty-six distinct
natural products of value, while every condition
favors stock husbandry in the highest dfgree.
It is already one of the leading wool-growing
Sfites, and begins to take high rank us aproducer
of fine horses and dairy product*. In climate,
oil, t mber, minerals, aud grazing lands, and iu
ocean, river, and rail transportation, ©regon has
incomparable advantages. It bus a popu-
lation mainly of the lie«t sort for respon-
fibls citizenship, intelligent and self-reliant.
Army rej»orta from the Department of
the Columbia, (overing thirty years, show
an huuuhI death-rate of C to each 1,000 soldiers,
the lowest In the Union, and census statistics
confirm the general hoalthfulness of this sec-
tion. No epidemic has ever prevailed. Living
exixnisei are a trifle lower than in the East ami
labor is he: tor paid. There is variety enough,
hut 110 ( ne cun tell iu advance just what will
suit the different tastes, capacities arid ex-
Iieriences of the new-comer who has probably
never lived Iu a country of such opportunities.
The man who goes to a distant part of tbe coun-
try must adapt himself to new methods and
coudltions, and no one should attempt to make
a home In the Uacific Northwest or anywhere
else without first going < ver the ground, seeiug
for himself and assuming tbe responsibility for
the choice. In Portion 1 tbe writer learned
t-iuch of the itossibilitios of this section, through
the kindness of the Board of Immigration, at
whose rooms can be seen a rich display of the
products of the State, aud whose officer* are al-
ways ready to welcome Granger* an J tourist*
without fee. Reliable information is famished
free 10 all applicants.
WHAT OF PORTLAND?
It is the second richest city tier capita in the
United States, aad has a populat ion, Including
environs, of about 60,00). Tno location of the
city 4a most picturesque; the views to be ob-
tained from the heights west of tbe city, or from
Fairmount Lookout, soon to be quickly reached
by cable cars, are truly Inspiring. Hero nature
has wrought with a bolder hand in the large-
featured sublimity of the scenery than in lands
that boast of an older civilization. Five snow-
white peaks, miles and miles apart, and inter-
vening crags and hilla of blue are s.en. and two
great rivers, tbe Columbia and Willamette,
twin vaHeys. with thrifty farms creeping down
to tbe water, the whole sceue backed by verdant
woodlands. Below us is the city, with broad,
shady streets and two score church spires ris-
ing above the tree-tope. Along the docks ves-
sels from distant lauds are discharging their
cargoes. This is the trade center and metropo-
lis of the Pacific Northwest Look here, you
man of 45 years, you will not admit that you
are old, -yet when you were pulling Oown your
Christmas stocking this fair city had
ao place on the nun,
of land stretching 2,000 allies
was a wilderness. Upon
noueerowned with homes of c ---- --
were tree* .rook*, and Indian tepees. Where
now are solid sauares of business blocks, the
wolf howled and tbe wild deer wandered ; while
the river, now crowded by sailing crafts of every
sort, wa« disturbed only by the bark canoeor the
dash of wild ducks. Within the city that last
year apeat HWtvOOO In public improvements,
and tbe empire
to the great lakes
these hillsides.
uj«u» wore lyis m iww niue ana oar* wig.
warns. Where now a hundred trains daily un-
load their thousands, a dozen swarthy trappers
picked their way along a bridle-path. In the
district where last year millions' worth of sta-
ples were wholesaled a few traders were swap-
ping beads and blankets with Indians for furs.
There wee no newspaper on the Pacific coast;
now Portland has rour daily, fifteen we.-kly, and
rooms, good hotels, a dozen banks, and four st.~«-
car companies. It has the finest high-school
building west of tbe Mississippi River, seven
ward school houses and --- -------- “
It* factories
thickly dot
seven teachers.1] eighty- se’ ________
lea employ 4,0(0 men. The city li
-ted with the elegant abodes of ths
HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING, PORTLAND, OREGON.
rich, and everywhere ere cottages which display
not wealtn so muen as taste, care and thrift
making every locality respectable and knowing
no favored spot. In few cities are there propor-
tionatoly more of those in the humbler walks
of life who own their own homes. Look at the
causes that have made this growth not only a
possibility but a necessit/. The Columbia River
and tributaries include all of the navigable fresh
waters of the Paciflo Northwest, and Portland
is the point of discharge of a funnel, being not
only the converging point of all the fresh waters
hut of the railroads, which, in following
the only natural grade to the coast, come
through the passes of the Columbia, mak-
ing it the only Paciflo seaport reached from
the interior of the continent without the neces-
sity of climbing heavy pradee, passing through
long tunnels, or contending with snows. Pass-
ing with the Columbia River through the Cas-
cade Mountaius, the railway and steamboat
routes of Portland expand like a fan over nn
inland empire rich with mines, with forests, with
grain fields and pasture lands. Portland is
the real terminus of the Northern Pacific,
the Union Pacific, and the Southern Pa-
cific Railways, and the nominal terminus
of the Canadian Pacific, of which theso are
traffic connections. It is also headquarters for
the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company’*
extensive system of ocean, river, and rail
servioe. Fourteen separate Hues of river
boats center at Portland, exclusive of regular
ocean service by steamers and sailing
vessels to all parts of the world. Port-
land is 110 miles from the ocean, on
the Willamette River, twelve miles from
its confluence with the Columbia, and is reached
by deep-se* vessels in all seasons. It controls
tbe great salmon fliherles of the Columbia, has
large trade with /flanka. and derive* the major
benefit from the development of the mining dis-
tricts of Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. The
Willamette Valley alone has resources enough
to support a million inhabitants, not to mention
the other elements of greatness within the grasp
of Portland— the wonderful mines, the vast for-
ests, the flab-canning Indus. ry, the great grain
trade, the products of pasturo lands and orch-
ards, and important shipping interests, which
have developed into commercial size that de-
mands recognition, and iu some instances su-
premacy, in the business circles of the world.
Moses Folsom.
Exploding a Crocodile.
Yes,” said Uocle Cap, “I have not
only seen hundreds of alligators and
cromliles in the course of my wander-
ings, but I once hod the pleasure of
destroying in a novel and most effectual
manner a great man-eating cayman, as
the crocodile is called in South Amer-
ica.”
“Was he like my alligator?” asked
Bryce.
“Very like him, the only difference
being that while your alligator is about
sixteen inches long, my cayman was
a little over sixteen feet, and as ugly a
looking monster as ever swam. I had
been detached from the Porpoise, and
ordered to explore a portion of Vene-
zuela, in company with a party of Amer-
ican engineers, who were constructing
a telegraph line for the government of
that country. We were following down
a tributary of the great river Orinoco,
and rested one Sunday at a little village
on the bank of the stream. During the
afternoon, as we were all lying asleep
in our hammocks, there came a terrible
screaming and crying from the village,
and we ran to see what was up.
“It seemed that several boys had
been bathing in the river just below
the village, when all at once, without
the slightest warning, one of them had
been seized and drawn under the turbid
waters ty- the great ‘devil cayman,’ as
the Indians called one of these crea-
tures which had long been a terror to
the community.
“I suggested to the chief of the engi-
neers, a fine young fellow named Rob-
erts, that we set a trap for ftie man-
eater, and after explaining my idea, got
him to agree to it. As we were to be
in that vicinity for several days, we
waited until we thought it was about
time for the cayman to be hungry again.
Then we shot a fat monkey, sewed in-
side of him a stone bottle containing
five pounds of powder, inserted in it
the ends of two coils of fine wire, bound
these to strong ropes tf equal length,
and connected the other ends with the
little test battery that we carried.
“When all was ready we floated our
bait, upheld by two inflated bladders,
near where the poor boy was seized,
and crouched iu the bushes to await
developments. We had waited in per-
fect silence for more than an hour, and
we were about ready to give it up, when
there came a ripple in the water, and
the huge head, with horrid open jaws,
was cautiously lifted. Then the jaws
closed with a snap upon our bait, the
head instantly disappeared, and the
ropes began to run swiftly out, showing
that the monster was inaking for deep
water. I had charge of the batterv, and
quickly connected the wires. Like a
flash there came a deep muffled explo-
sion, a torrent of blood-stained water
was thrown high in the air, and mingled
with it were fragments of the scaly hide
of the monster, in whose side a hole
two feet square had been blown.
“The poor natives were at first terri-
fied, then mystified, and finally over-
joyed at the success of our experiment,
and ever afterward they treated us like
beings possessed of supernatural i>oir-
era. Notwithstanding this, we noticed
that the boys did not seem to care for
bathing for some time afterward.”
Keep the home near heaven. Let it
face toward the Father’s house.—
Jamet Hamilton. _
Join the bright side of life. The
fools are on the other aide.
NATIONAL LAWMAKEBS.
What Is Being Done by the National
Legislature.
M*. Chandler concluded his speech in the
Senate on the Louisiana election frauds, the 23d.
The resolution portalrlng thereto was laid aside
without action. A resolution was adopted br
the BsuaU accepting and returning thankaifor a.
bust of Garibaldi presented to the United
States bjr the Italian citizeue of this country
Tbe Senate took up the resolution reported
from the Judiciary Committee July 23 regard,
inc ih* suppression of colored votes at
the Jackson (Miss.) municipal electiou, and was
addressed by Wilson (Iowa). Before Mr. WUsoxk
bad concluded the Senate adjourned. In the-
House Mr. Kichardsou (Tenn.) presented the
majority report of the special committee that
ha* been inveetigat'ng the Government printing:
office. It ie a comprehensive defense of Mr.
Benedict'* management and a comparison be-
tween that and Mr. Rounds' mana :ement, with,
conclusions tending to show that there has been
more economy and honesty of service and a-
much better condition of affairs generally sincfr
Mr. Benedict assumed charge. It acquits Mr.
Benedict of every charge made agiinst him. A
minority report will be preaentol toon. The
House rejected the conference report on the
army appropriation bill by a vote of 38 to 61, and
fuither insiktod 011 its dissgieemcut to the
Senate amendments. A further conference was
ordered. The Hcuse passed the Senate bill au-
thorizing tbe Leavenworth Rapid Transit Com-
pany to construct a road across the Fort Leav-
enworth (Kan.) military reservation; also the
Senate bill delarlng that certain water-reserve
lauds in Wisconsin are subject to the provisions
of the act granting to railroad companies the
right of way through tho public lauds of the United
Suae*. The House went into committee of the
whole on the deficiency bill. No progress wsa
made, however, as the point of no quorum waa
raised on an appeal from a di vision of the
Sjteaker sus.ainlnx the point of order against
tne French spoliation claims section. The House*
so.m after adjourued.
fishery treaty waa read in the Senate on the 24th.
Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont, immediately took
the floor and in a lengthy speech accused the*
I’resident of making a political move. He said
that, though there waa a statute providing for
self-defense against Canadian injustice, the
country was now informed that no step of any
kind had been taken to carry into execution the
iilatn provisions of that law. If. in the*
rresldent's opinion, there had been
instances of tho denial of just rights
to American clilzemi engaged in the
buvineis described In the act of le87, why was-
it that the Prezident haa not taken any step in
the exercise of the powers which the law im-
posed upon him and the exercise of the high
duty which the Constitution imposes on him.
of taking care that the laws were faith-
folly executed? Senators Hoar, Hale,
aud Sherman also attacked the Presi-
dent's message and the whole courie of the-
administration in the matter of the fisheries
troubles. Senator Morgan defended the mes-
sage. Republican opposition to ibis whole
fishery affair, said he, had not been to get the
people or the Government into bettor shape,
but to entrap the Executive and put him where*
be would do the bidding of the minority of the
people represented by the majority of the Sen-
ate. He waa gratified to know that the Presi-
dent did not feel alarmed at this at all. Mr.
Morgan favored putting it in the
power of the President to retali-
ate. and thereby convince Great Britain,
and Canada that the United States had armed,
it* local authorities with power enough to recti-
fy whatever wrong they might do, and that the-
United States meant to execute its purpose un-
less they came to aeme wise and just and hon-
orable agreement with it. If any Senator bad
proposed to do something else, let him avow it.
If any Senator thought it was the duty of the
President immediately to proceed to retaliate
on Canadian commerce for Injuries and
wrongs that bad beeu done to the United
States previous tithat time, let him avow it.
Fifteen thousand copies of the President'a-
flsheries treaty message have been ordered
printed by the House. Tho House Psnsiona
Committee reported Mrs. Sheridan's pension,
bill with an amendment similar to that report-
ed to the Senate, reducing the amount to tSJMO.
The House voted to non-concur in tbe Senate
amendments to the bill for the allotment of
lands in severalty to the united Miami Indiana
in the Indian Territory. The House went into
committee of the whole on the deficiency bill,
but nothing was done, as no quorum wae-presenl. v
On motion ef Mr. Blount, of Georgia, Mr.
Crisp, of Georgia, was elected as Speaker pro-
tom. of the House, the 25th, to act during the*
temporary absence of the Speaker. Mr. Rogers,
of Arkansas, from the Committee on the Ju-
diciary, report'd a resolution (as a sub-
atkuto for one offered by Dubois of Idaho)
calling on the Attorney General for in- '
formation as to the number of convlctiona-
that have been made for tbe offenses of polyga-
my. adultery and unlawful cohabitation iu Utah
and Idaho, and as to the number of pardons
granted to persons so convicted. Mr. Caine, of
Utah, commented in eulogistic terms upon the
Industry, intelligence and ability of the Mor-
mons in Utah, and declared that polygamy was
a dead issue. Tbe Mormon Church uo longer
gave > permission for plural marriage. The
resolution was adopted. Mr. 1’ayson,
of Illinois, who had objected to*
the several leaves of absence, offered a resolu-
tion revoking all leaves of absence except those*
granted on account of illness, this revocation In-
take effect tbe 27th. Tbe resolution also pro-
vides that after the 27th and until further notice
no pain shall be filed or recognized. The ab-
sentees of both parties were severely arraigned
for a dereliction of duty. The resolution waa
adopted. After consuming several hours in a
vain effort to get a quorum, the House ad-
journed.
The Jackson (Miss.) electiou report was again,
taken up by the Senate, the 27th, and Mr.WUson-
(lowai concluded his remarks, followed by Mr.
Wa thall, after which the report went over. Mr.
Edmunds proposed the following amendment to*
Mr. Hoar's resolution calling on the Fresldent
to communicate to Congress all remonstrances,
if any, which be has addreibod to Cauada in re-
gad to discriminations against Ame; lean ves-
sels passing through Canadian carols: “Audi
also that there 'je communicated to the Senate
conies of all paper*, correspondence and
iufonnation touching the mailer of the refusal
of the British Government, or that of any of her
Kor.k American dominions, to allow entrance
at Dominion seaports of American fish or other1
cargoes for transportation in bond to the
United States since July 1, 1887. And also that,
he communicate to the Senate what instance*
have occurred since March 3, 1887, of wrongs
to American fishing vessels, or other American,
vessels, in tbe ports or waters of British North
America, and what steps, if any, have been
taken in respect thereto. After a long dis-
cussion the Senate adopted Mr. Stewart's,
resolution calling for copies of reports, affidavits,
and communications on which the Commission-
er of the General Laud Office based bis letter to*
Mr. Buroes on tbe subject of timber depreda-
tions, with an amencment adding the words “ex-
cept such as ought to be withheld for porposea
of justice.* Thi Senate agreed to a new confer-
ence on tha army appropriation bill, and Messrs.
Allison, Plumb, and Gorman were appointed
conferred*. The House passed the deficiency
appropriation bill, with the French spoliation
claims section omitted, the decision of the chair-
man of the committee of the whole in ruling it
out having been previously sustained.
Dresses of wash fabrics are cut in gneb
simple styles this summer that amatenr
dreHBinnkiDg is rendered mnch easier than
is nsnal. Skirts— short skirts are per-
fectly plain or arranged in side plaits,
and, if trimmed at all, have only a straight
band of velvet embroidery or Irish point
lace round the bottom. The favorite-
waist, a blouse, requites no fitting, and.
the yoke waist needs very little. The
main difficulty lies, therefore, in th&
drapery. Fall straight widths in the back,
are the latest thing, but full straight
widths on every dress become slightly
monotonous, and the classic arrangement
of drapery which is considered desirable
can only be the result of mnch experi-
ence. Still, if one uses tennis seats for
morning wear, they can be manufactured
so easily and at so little cost that more ie
left for putting ont one’s good gown to *
first-class shop, and that ia a satisfaction.
Lord Wolseley pronounces the bi-
cycle "a military instrument ofpreat
promise.” The bicycle claims a victim
now and then, but it is extremely
doubtful if it ever proves as destructive
of human life as the Krupp gun.— JVor-
ristown Herald.
The Chicago poundmaster destroyed
eighty dogs a few days ago by asphyxi-
ation. Bologna sausage, Wienerwurst,
and other delicacies of like nature con-
tinue to be among the windy city’s
chief exports,— Indianapoliii News.
TALMAGE IN CANADA.
Great Results Hang on What
Seem Very Slender Cir-
cumstances.
Ther* Are Ho Iniig-mfi cancel in Oar Lives.
The Cuu&l, the Aoeideat&l, Are Ferta
of a Great Flan.
The Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D. D.,
of Brooklyn, preached on the camp
ground at Grimsby, Can. The subject of
his sermon was “Great Results May
Depend on Small Events." Dr. Talmage
<ook for his text: “Through a window,
in a basket, was I let down by the wall."
II. Cor. ii, 33. Ho said:
Damascus is acity of white and glisten-
ing architecture sometimes called “the
•eye of the East," sometimes called “a
marl surrounded by emeralds;" at one
ime distinguished for swords of the
best material called Damascus blades,
I
and upholstery of richest fabric called
damasks. A horseman by the name of
had been
he horse had
Paul, riding toward this citv,
thrown from the saddle. Th _________
dropped under a flash from the sky,
whicn at the same time was so bright it
blinded the rider for many days, and I
think so permonently injured his eye-
sight that this defect of vision became
the thorn in the flesh ho afterwards
speaks of. He started from Damascus
to butcher Christians, but after that hard
fall from his horse he was a changed
man and preached Christ in Damascus
till the city was shaken to its founda-
tion.
The mayor gives authority for his ar-
rest, and the popular cry is "Kill him!
Kill him!" The city is surrounded by a
high wall, and the gates are watched by
the police lest the Cilician preacher
«scape. Many of the houses are built on
the wall, and their balconies projected
clear over and hovered above the gardens
outside. It was customary to lower
baskets out of these balconies and pull
tip fruits and flowers 'from the gardens.
To this day visitors at the monastery of
Mount Sinai are lifted and letdown in
baskets. Detectives prowled around from
house to house looking for Paul, but his
friends hid him now in one place, now
in another. He is no coward, as fifty in-
cidents in his life demonstrate. But he
feels his work is not done yet, and so he
evades assassination. “Is that preacher
here?" the foaming mob shout at one
housedoor. “Is that fanatic here!" the
police shout at another house door.
Sometimes on the street incognito he
passes through a cloud of clenched fists,
Audftonurtimes he secretes himself on the
housetop. At last the infuriate popu
lace get on sure track of him. They
have positive evidence that ho is in the
house of one of the Christians, the bal-
iy l ______ __
wall. “Here he is! Hero he is!" The
vociferation and blasphemy and howling
of the pursuers are at the front door.
They break in. “Fetch out that Gospel-
izer, and let us hang his head on
the city gate. Where is ho?" The
emergency was terrible. Providentially
there was a good stout basket in the
house. Paul's friends fasten a rope to
the baket. Paul steps into it. The
baskst is lifted to tho edge of the balcony
on the wall, and then while Paul holds
on to the rope with both hands his
friends lower away, carefully and cau-
tiously, slowly but surely, further down
and further down, until the basket
strikes the earth and the apostle steps
out, and afoot and alone starts on that
famous missionary tour, the story of
which has astonished earth and Heaven.
Appropriate entry in Paul's diary of
travels: “Through a window, in a bas-
ket, was I let down by the wall.
Observe, first, on what a slender ten-
ore great results hang. The ropemakcr
who twisted that cord fastened to that
lowering basket never knew how much
would depend on the strength of it.
How if it had been, broken and the
apostle’s life had been dashed out?
W!hat would have become of the Chris-
tian Church? All that magnificent mis-
sionary work in Pamphilia, Cappadocia,
Galatia, Macedonia would never have
been accomplished. All ‘his writings
that make up so indispensable and en-
chanting a part of the New Testament
would never have been written. The
story of resurrection would never have
been so .gloriously told ns he told it.
That example of heroic and triumphant
endurance at Philippi, in the Mediter-
ranean euroelvdou. under flagellation
and nt his beheading would not have
kindled the courage of 10,000 martyr-
doms. But that rope holding that bas-
ket, how much depended on it? So again
and again great results have hung on
what seemed slender circumstances.
Did ever ship of many thousand tons
crossing the sea have such important
passenger as had once a boat of leaves,
from taffrail to stern only three or four
feet, the vessel made waterproof by a
coat of bitumen, and floating on the
Nile with the infant lawgiver of the
Jews on board? What if some crocodile
should crunch it? What if some of the
cattle wading in for a drink should sink
it? Vessels of war sometimes carry
forty guns looking through the port-
holes ready to open battle. But that
...... NTtiny craft on the ile seems to be armed
with all the guns of thunder that bom-
barded Sinai nt the law-giving. On how
fragile craft sailed how much of histor-
ical importance!
Tho parsonage at Epworth, England,
is on hre in the night, and the father
rushed through the hallwnv for the
uV** ~ ---rescue of his children. Seven children
are out and safe on the ground, but one
remains in the consuming building.
That one wakes, and, finding his bed on
fire and the building crumbling, comes
to the window, and two peasants make a
ladder of their bodies, one peasant
standing on the shoulder of the other,
and down the human ladder the boy de-
scends— John Wesley. If you would
know how much depended on that lad-
der of peasants ask the millions of
Methodists on both sides of the sea. Ask
their mission stations all around the
world. Ask their hundreds of thousands
already ascended to join their founder,
who would have perished but for the
livin * * .....
An
Island, and __ ______ _ _____ ____ ...
rounding cannibalism and squalor, the
passengers discovered a Christian col-
ony of churches and schools and beau-
tiful homes and highest style of relig-
ion and civilization. For fifty years no
missionary and no Christian influence
bad landed there. Why this oasis of
light amid a desert of heathendom?
Sixty years before a ship had met dis-
aster, and one of the sailors, unable to
save anything else, went to his trunk
and took out a Bible which his mother
had placed there, and swam ashore, the
Bible held in his teeth. The book was
lead on all sidts u^til tho rough and
"vicious population were evangelized,
«nd a church was started, and an en-
lightened commonwealth established,
and the world's history has no more
toilliant page than that which tells pf
the transformation of a nation by one
book. It did not seem of much impor-
tance whether the sailor continued to
hold the book in his teeth or let it fall
in the breakers, but upon what small
circumstances depended what mighty
results!
Pcactical influence: There are no in-
significances in our lives. The minutest
thing is part of a magnitude. Infinity
is made up of infinitesimals. Great
things an aggregation of small things.
Bethlehem manger pulling on a star in
the eastern sky. One book in a drenched
sailor's mouth the evangelization of a
multitude. One boat of papyrus on tho
Nile freighted w ith events for all ages.
The fate of Christendom in a basket let
down from a window on the wall. What
you do, do well. If you make a rope,
make it strong and true, for you know
your way in the world, but I think there
have been helpful influences that you
have never fully acknowledged. Has
not ^ how much may depend on your
workmanship. If you fashion a boat
let it be waterproof, for you know not
who may sail in it. If you put a Bible
in the trunk of your boy as lie goes from
heard in your prayershome, let it be _____ ___ r...J
for it may have a mission as far reach-
ing as the book which the sailor carried
in his t/eith to tho Pitcairn beach. The
plainest man’s life is an island between
two eternities -eternity past rippling
against his shoulders, eternity to come
touching his brow. The casual, the ac-
cidental, that which merely happens so
in, and the rope
ostle from the
are parts of a great pla
that lets the fugitive ap i
Damascus wall is the caole that holds to
its mooring the ship of the church in
the northeast storm of the centuries.
Again, notice unrecognized and unre-
corded services. Who spun the rope?
Who tied it to the basket? Who steadied
the illustrious preacher os he stepped
•le ofinto it? Who relaxed not a muse ____
the arm or dismissed an anxious look
from his face until the basket touched
the ground and discharged its magnifi-
cent cargo? Not one of their names has
come to us, but there was no work done
that day in Damascus or in all tho earth
compared with the importance of their
w-ork. What if they had in the agitation
tied a knot that could slip? What if
the sound of a mob at tho door had led
them to say: “Paul must take care of
himself, and we will take care of our-
selves." No, no! They held tho rope,
and in doing so did more fprtho Chris-
tian church than any thousand of ns
will ever accomplish. But God knows
and has made eternal record of their
undertaking. And they know. How
exultant they must have felt when
they rend his letter to tho Ro-
mans, to tho Corinthians, to the Gala-
tians, to the Ephesians, to the Philippi-
Thessalinns, to the Colossians, to tho o-
niaus, to Timothy, to Titus, to Philo-
mon, to the Hebrews, and when they
heard how he walked out of prison with
tho earthquake unlocking tho door for
g stairs of peasants’ shoulders,
n English ship stopped nt Pitcairn
nd, nd right in the midst of sur-
him, and took command of tho Alexan
drian corn ship when the sailors were
nearly scared to death, and preached n
sermon that nearly shook Felix off his
judgment sent. I hear men and women
who helped him down through the win-
dow and over the wall talking in private
over the matter, saying: “How glad I am
that wo effected that rescue! In coming
times others may get the glory of Paul’s
work, but no one shall rob us of the sat-
isfaction of knowing that we held tho
rope."
There are said to be about sixty-nine
thousand ministers of religion in this
country. About fifty thousand I war-
rant came from early homes which had
to struggle for the necessaries of life.
The sous of rich bankers and mer-
chants generally become bankers and
merchants. The most of those who be-
come ministers are the sous of those who
had terrific struggle to get their every
day bread. The collegiate and theolog-
ical education of that sou took every
luxury from the parental table for eight
years. The other children were more
scantily appareled. The son nt college
every little while got a bundle from
home. In it were the socks that mother
had knit, sitting up late at night, her
sight not us good us once it was.
And there also were some delicacies
from the sister's hand for the voracious
appetite of a hungry student. The fa-
ther swung the heavy cradle through the
wheat, the sweat rolling from his chin
bedewing every step of the way, and
then sitting down under the cherry tree
nt noon thinking to himself: “I am
fearfully tired, but it will pay if I can
once see that bov through college, and
. .. . .R -
if I can know that he will be preaching
tho Gospel after I am dead.” The
younger children want to know why
they can't have this and that as others
do, and the mother says: “Be patient
my children, until your brother gradu-
ates, and then you shall have more lux-
uries, but we must seethat boy through.”
The years go by and the sou has been
ordhined and is preaching the glorious
Gospel, and a great revival comes, and
souls by scores and hundreds accept the
Gospel from tne lips of that young
preacher, and father and mother, quite
old now, are visiting the son nt the vil-
lage parsonage, and at the close of a
Knnbath of mighty blessing father and
mother retire to their room, the son
lighting the way and asking them if he
could do anything to make them more
comfortable, saying if they want any-
thing in the night just to knock on the
wall. And then all alone father and
mother talk over the gracious influences
of the day and say: “Well, it was worth
nil we went through to educate that boy.
It was a hard pull, but we held on till
the work was done. Tho world may
not know it, but, mother, we held the
rope, didn’t we?" And the voice, trem-
ulous with joyful emotion, responds:
“Yes, father; we held the rope. I feel
my work is done. Now, Lord, lettest
thou thy servant depart in pence, for
mine eyes have seen thy salvation."
“Pshaw!" says the father, “I never felt
so much like living in my life ns now.
I want to see what that fellow is going
on to do, he has begun so well."
Something occurs tome quite personal.
I was the Youngest of a large family of
children. My parents were neither rich
nor poor; four of the sons wanted col-
legiate education, and four obtained it,
but not without great home struggle.
We never heard the old people say once
that they wdre denying themselves to
effect this, but I remember now that my
parents always looked tired. I don't
think that they ever got rested until they
lay down in tho Summerville cemetery.
Mother would sit down in the evening,
and say: "Well, I don’t know whM
makes me feel so tired!" Father would
fall immediately to sleep, seated by the
evening stand, overcome with the day’s
fatigues. One of the four brothers,
after preaching the Gospel for about
fifty years, entered upon his heavenly
rest. Another of tho four is now on the
other side of the earth, a missionary of
the cross. Two of us are in this land in
the holy ministry, and I think all of us
are willing to acknowledge our obliga-
tion to the old folks at* home. About
twenty-two years ago the one, and about
twenty-four years ago the other, put
down the burdens of this life, but they
still hold the rope.
0 men and women hero assembled,
you brag sometimes how ^  ught
there not been some influence in your
early or present home that the world
cannot see? Does there not reach to
you from among the Canadian hills, or
Western prairie, or from Houtheru plan-
tation, or from English or Scottisu or
Irish home a cord of influence that has
kept you right when you would have
gone astray, and which, after you had
made a crooked track, recalled you?
The rope may be as long as thirty years,
or five hundred miles long, or three
thousand miles long, but hands that
went out of mortal sight long ago still
hold the rope. You want a very swift
horse, and yon need to rowel him with
sharpest spurs, and to let tho reins lie
loose upon the neck, and to give a shout
to, a racer, if you are going to ride out of
reach of your mothers prayers. Whv, a
shij) crossing the Atlantic in seven days
can t sail away from that! A sailor finds
them on the lookout as he takes his
place, and finds them on the mast as ho
climbs the ratlines to disentangle a rope
in the tempest, and finds them swing-
ing on the hammock when ho turns in.
Why not be frank and acknowledge it—
tho most of us would long ago have been
dashod to pieces had not gracious and
loving hands steadily and lovingly and
mightily held tho ropo.
But there must come a time when wo
shall find out who these Damascene were
who lowered Paul in the basket, and
greet them and all those who have ren-
dered to God and the world unrecognized
and unrecorded services. That is going
to bo one of the glad excitements of
Heaven— the hunting up and picking out
of those who did good on earth and got no
credit for it. Here the church has been
going on nineteen centuries, and this is
probably the first sermon everrecoguiz
ing the services of the people in that
Damascus balcony. Charles G. Finney
said to a dying Christian: “Give mvlove
to St. Paul when you meet him." When
you and I meet him, as wo will, I shall
ask him to introduce me to those people
who got him out of tho Damascene
peril.
We go into long sermon to prove that
wo will be able to recognize people in
Heaven, when there is one reason we fail
to present, and that is better than all-
God will introduce us. We shall have
them all pointed out. You would not bo
guilty of tho impoliteness of having
friends in your parlor not introduced,
and celestial politeness will demand that
we be made acquainted with all the
heavenly household. What rehearsal of
old times and recital of stirring reminis-
cences. If others fail to give introduc-
tion, God will take us through, and be-
fore our first twenty-four hours in
Heaven— if it were calculated by earthly
time pieces— have passed, we shall meet
and talk with more Heavenly celebrities
than in our entire mortal state we met
with earthly celebrities. Many who
made great noise of usefulness will sit
on the last sent by the front door of tho
Heavenly temple, while right up within
ann’s reach of the Heavenly throne will
be many who. though they could not
prdach themselves or do great exploits
for God, nevertheless held the rope.
Come, let us go right up and accost
those on this circle of heavenly thrones.
Surely they must have killed in battle a
million men. Surelv they must have
been buried with all the cathedrals
sounding a dirge and all the towers of
all the cities tolling the national grief.
Who art thou, mighty one of Heaven?
“I lived by choice tho unmarried daugh-
ter in an humble home that I might take
care of my parents in their old age, and
I endured without complaints all their
ouernlousness and administered to all
their wants for twenty years."
Let us pass on round the circle of
thrones. Who art thou, mighty one of
Heaven? “I was for thirty years a Chris-
tian invalid, and suffered all the while,
occasionally writing a note of sympathy
for those worse off than I, and was gen-
eral confident of all those who had
trouble, and once in a while I was strong
enough to make a garment for that poor
Tv .......family in the back lane." Pass on to
another throne. “Who art thou, mighty
one of Heaven? “I was the mother who
raised a w hole family of children for
God, and they are out in the world
Christian merchants, Christian mechan-
ics, Christian wives, and I have had full
reward of all my toil.” Let us pass on
in the circle of thrones. "I had a Sab-
bath-school class, and they were always
on my heart, and they all entered the
kingdom of God, and I am waiting for
their arrival."
But who art thou, tho mighty one of
Heaven on this other throne? “In time
of bitter persecution I owned a house in
Damascus, a house op the wall. A man
who preached Christ was hounded from
street to street and I hid him from the
assassins, and when I found them break-
ing in my house and I could no longer
keep him safely, I advised him to fli
for nis life, and a basket was let down
ee
over the wall with the maltreated man
in it, and I was one who helped hold
the rope." And I said: “Is that all."
And while I was lost in amazement, I
heard a strong voice that sounded as
though it might once have been hoarse
from many exposures and triumphant ns
though it might have belonged to one
of the martyrs, and it said: "Not many
mighty, not many noble are called, but
God hath chosen the weak things of the
world to confound the things which are
mighty, and base things of the world
and things which are despised hath God
chosen, yen, and things which are not to
bring to naught things which are, that
no flesh should glorv in His presence.”
And I looked to see from whence the
voice came, and lo! it was the very one
who had said: “Through n window, in a
basket, was I let down by the wall."
Henceforth look nt nothing ns insig-
nificant. A little thing may decide your
all. A cuuarder put out from England
for New Y’ork. It was well equipped,
ni
but in putting up n stove in the pilot-
box a nail was driven too near the com-
pass, -You know how that nail would af-
fect the compass. The ship s officer, de-
ceived by that distracted compass, put
and sui
the ship 200 miles off her right course,
ddenlj the man on the loc
- . ____ -_Jp ____
halted within a few yards of her demo-
ly okout
cried, “Land, ho! and the shi was
lition on Nantucket shoals. A sixpenny
nail came near wrecking a cuuarder.
Small ropes hold mighty destinies.
A minister seated in Boston nt his
table, lacking a word puts his hand be-
hind his hepd and tilts back his chair to
think, and the ceiling falls and crashes
the table and would have crushed him.
A minister in Jamaica at night bv the
light of an insect, called the caudle fly,
e a
the
is kept from stepping over a precipic
hundred feet. F. W. Robertson,
celebrated English clergyman, said that
he entered the ministry from a train of
circumstances started In- the barking of
a dog. Had the wind (lown one way
on a certain day the Spanish Inquisition
would have been established in England;
but it blew the other way, and that
dropped the accursed institution with
75,OOU tons of shipping to the bottom of
the sea or flung the splintered logs on
tha rocks.
AGRICULTURAL TOPICS.
Some Practical aid Instructive Sug-
gestions for Oor Roril
Readers.
Information of Value to the Farmer,
Stock-Breeder, Housewife, and
Kitchen-Maid.
A HE FARM.
Abasing th«
It never pays to abuse stock of any
kind, and especially the work teams and
the milk cows. During the hot weather
of summer with tho pressing work of
finishing up the cultivation of the corn
and potatoes, and tho necessary worth
of harvesting the crops, tho teams are
kept hard at work, mid unless special
cure is taken, they will run down con-
siderably. And if in addition to this
they are constantly abused, as is often
the case, certainly the rate of the poor
animals is to be pitied, to say the least.
There is no occasion for mistreating a
dumb brute. Tho abuse may not always
consist in using the whip, kicking or
For milk and beef the Ayrshire is
placed fourth.
Of this classification D. W. French, of
North Andover. Mass., says:
“In classing for butter onlv, he disre
gards the mere nuantity of milk, and
Id of huconsiders the yiel  b tter in connec
tiou with size of cow, which may par-
tially account for the Ayrshires net tak-
ing a higher and perhans deserved rank.
The Ayrshire breed, however, has tho
highest average excellence for all
classes. No other breed stands at the
head in two classes."
Taken all in all, many consider the
Ayrshire the best dairy cow.— Farm,
Field, and Stockman.
THE DAIRY.
A Rabat Hula for Aran.
Heretofore bran has tuen an econom-
ical food for the dairy im.n'n use, but the
yearly increase in demand has greatly
increased its market value. It now be-
comes an important question to the
former: “Cant I find u substitute that
will give the same results, and that can
bo furnished at less cost?”
The use of bran or some other ration
that will supply proteiu food must be
continued in order that the nervous and
muscular system of the cow may be prop-
erl ------ 1 ’
beating. Failing to feed ’properly,” to
rest when needed, to
rly supported.
'I he leguminous plants, such ns clover,
ons, and beaus, are all rich in proteiu.
water sufficiently
often, so that they will not suffer for tho
want of it; compelling them to work in
ill-fitting harness, or obliging them to
pull a heavier load than they are really
capable of, are just as much nu abuse as
to beat or kick. Food sufficiently early
in the morning to give them plenty of
time to eat; let them rest and eat nt
noon, and then quit work sufficiently
early nt night to give time to properly
feed and bed. They ought to bo made
ns comfortable ns possible. Have a good
supply of water; not only what they waut
but also when they waut it.
See that the harness fits so that they
will work easily, and at every opportun-
ity favor them ns much us possible.
Some mon work a team with the idea of
getting all out of them it is possible to
secure. Another works to save his team
as much as possible. Oue nlnisiug bis
team, and tho other treating it humanely.
It is easy to seriously injure a team at
this time, and it hardly pays to run tho
risk with a valuable horse or two in or-
der to do just a little more work than is
reasonable to expect. Tho injury or
loss of a good horse will often be more
than tho profit on a crop and it is cer-
tainly poor economy to risk the loss to
save only a portion.— Farm, Fild, and
Stockman,
Mom on Krult-Tifoii.
J. H. Halo, of Connecticut, on ex-
perienced and successful orohardist,
writes to tho American Aoriculturint:
“Moss is found most often on pear-
trees not in a vigorous growing condi-
tion or in moist, shady places. The
moss is a sort of fungus growth, which
is^easily kept off by washing the trees
with strong soap suds. This treatment
promotes tho growth of smooth and
healthy bark. If tho trees are badly
mossed over now it will be the best to
take an old hoe and scrape off tho
thickest of tho moss before washing tho
trees, and then wash them two’or three
times during the next two months. In
the fall, after the Itfhves are off, spray
the whole tree with the soap-suds, re-
peating this early in the spring. At Elm
fruit farm we make a borer wash for our
peach aud other trees, and it also an-
swers the double purpose of keening out
the borer and keeping tho barlt clean
and healthy. This wash is prepared by
adding to a common bucketful of water
two quarts of strong soft soap, half a
pint of crude carbolic acid, two ounces
of paris green, with lime enough to
make thin paste that will adhere to the
tree. If convenient, a little clay or fresh
cow dung may bo added to assist in
making tho wash stick. Apirty it with a
he base of theswab or brush about t
tree and in tho crotches of tho main
branches. The rains will wash it down
from time to time, and the whole trunk
will receivethe benefit. In spraying the
trees when not in leaf I usually add a
quarter of a pound or more of potash to
ful ofeach bucketful  soap-suds, so ns to
make quite a strong lye. These washes
cost but little aud are of groat value in
tho orchard.
THE STOCK RANCH.
Ayrshire Cattle,
It is natural for every thoughtful man
to consider the breed of horses, cattle,
sheep, or swine, in which he is in-
terested, the best. There is no doubt
but what every highly bred, carefully
cared for breed has some points of ex-
cellence not possessed by others. If one
wants a general purpose animal, bo
should select the one that seems to pos-
sess the most points that go to make up
the general purpose animal, be it horse,
cow, sheep, or swine. If one wishes to
engage in any particular lino of stock
raising, or in keening stock for any par-
ticular purnose, then he should select
the particular breed for which his situa-
tion is best suited or that will give him
the best returns for his work and feed.
For instance, the man who lives where
pe
and if we can obtain tho same amount of
nourishment and milk from some of
these cheaper than from the use of bran
wo ought certainly to do it. Wo
know of no experiments, either scien-
tific or practical, that have been made to
demonstrate the relative value of brnu
and pen meal alone.
We know of one instance where pons
were drilled in with oats. the#two were
allowed to ripen together, and when
threshed were ground and fed to milch
cows with good results; this is as far as
our personal experience goes with ripe
peas as a food for dairy cows. Ouo
thing is certain, our farmer friends
across tho water use peas and beaus very
do.much more than we ....
The dairyman must not depend upon
corn alone, it in too heating. Ho must
........ hnot feed less protein.If t ere is a ra-
tion cheaper than bran that will give
him the needed supply he ongbt to find
it. Will not some of our State Experi-
mental Stations help in this?
But, fanner friends, do not wait for
them, try yourselves. Wo must push
out and on. You can satisfy yourselves
at very little expense whether it will pay
----- * ..... Giveyou to raise peas for a dairy food,
it a trial.
Dairy Nolen.
It is growing harder and harder to get
good milkers on tho farms whore but
few cows are kept. Milking seems to
be getting more and more the work of a
specialist. Good milkers on dairy farms
are generally sure of the best wages.
Size of the udder docs not always in-
dicate the cow’s capacity for milk giving.
Sometimes it is “ fleshy r and is not re-
duced by drawing the milk. Some ud-
ders as a rule, are objectionable; and
ore generally attached to small milkers.
The water a cow drinks exerts as much
or more influence over tho purity and
healthfulness of the milk she produces,
ns does tho food she outs, and access to
stagnant pools, barnyard ponds, and the
like, should bo rigidly guarded against.
The more rapidly the animal heat is
e milktaken from th k after it leaves the
cow, the longer will tho milk and cream
retain sweetness, and the better will bo
the quality of butter made from it, if
proper care is taken in preserving the
churning.
No matter what the breed may bo,
Some individual cows will excel the
others iu milk and butter production,
and on the snino quantity aud kind of
food. This is an advantage, and it per-
mits the dairyman to improve his stock
by selection.
IT is just as necessary to keep salt
from absorbing bad odors as cream. A
sack of best salt standing where there
is a smell of fish or any objectionable
odor, will absorb the flavor, and the but-
ter will hold that flavor as long ns there
is a bit of it left.
A CLEANLY-KEPT cow will yield sweet
milk with an agreeable, sweet odor, and
quite free from any taint or injurious
quality whatever. That such milk in
very rare, is simply because such cows
are rare, and this is the reason why tho
very best, purely flavored butter is rare
too.
THE POUL'ERY yard.
the milk of the neighborhood goes to a
factory where nothing but cheese is^ -- — -  vsiuvnum
made, would not be wise to ]>ut iu a herd
of Jersey cows from which to sell milk
in competition with his neighbors who
sold milk from Holstein or grade cows
of large milk breeds. 8o the man who
lives where the cream is gathered for
making into butter nt a factor)', would
not be wise to keep Ayrshires. There
are places where the Ayrshire cannot be
beaten. If you are in oue of those
places they are the cattle for you to
keep. The best paying herd of cows, of
our acquaintance, owned by a farmer
who is not a professional stock raiser, is
one of high grade Ayrshires. They are
well fed aud their milk is sold at a* fac-
tory where butter and cheese are both
made.
Prof. J. P. Sheldon Bays of this bre-ed:
"They are wonderful milkers, doing.well
in milk where most other breeds would
hardly live; more completely than most,
if not all other breeds, they possess tho
property of concerting into milk the
elements of food. They are hardy
enough to stand se vere climates, while
have the fatthey culty of quickly adapt-
ing themselves to altered conditions. A
careful examination of the milic of dif-
ferent families of Ayrshires would seem
to indicate that tho breed might be
divided into two olasses— the oue for
butter and the other for chees. The
milk of one of the types has butter glo-
bules scarcely inferior to those of Jersey
milk, though they vary much more in
size, while the globules in the milk of
the other are much smaller aud more
Preserving Kggi.
Our own judgment is that unless you
have a home market it will hardly pay
to pack eggs There are so many South-
ern eggs in the market during the win-
ter. the difference in the price of fresh
eggs in summer and pickled eggs in
winter is so small that it hardly pays for
the trouble.
If you do not have to find s/ile for
your eggs upon tho general market, or
have families or hotels that you supply
with fresh eggs the year round, it will
pay you to put down what eggs you wish
for your own use (cooking) during the
winter, in order that you can sell all of
the winter lain at a good price.
If you have to buy the eggs you pack,
get of some one that will bring you fresh
ones.
Supposing that you are able to gather
the eggs from your “own vine and fig
tree," so to speak, the siwplest way we
know of is to take the eggs an gathered
from day to day, and rob them with lard
and place them on the small end in a
day, add some of the brine so ns to ke««
all completely covered all the while.—
Farm, Field, and Stockman.
THE HOUSEHOLD.
DImmm In Pillows mud Bolaton
A correspondent of a medical journal
bids ns take note of the fact that diaeaea
and death lurk in the very pillows and
bolsters on which we lay our head* at
night. It is easy to talk of down and
feathers, but ns a fact, if they were out
open, these articles would be often
found to be more or less stuffed with tha
most heterogeneous materials. Pillows,
bolsters, and beds have been examined.
aud found to contain portions of filthy,
coarse black serge, apparently parts of
soldiers’ coat sleeves, pieces of dirty,
greasy silk dresses, old worsted braid
from the borders of women’s gowns.
soiled linen rags and colored calico and
even nuts and walnut shells and pieces
of criuoliue wire. The bedding in this
case was bought new, we are assured, a
few years ago of an expensive and re-
spectable upholsterer. Moreover, a wo-
man who was employed to do the un-
picking work for the trade informed the
lady of the household that the practico
of stuffing bedding with dirty rubbish,
and rags was very general, and that few
beds or bolsters contain only the mater-
ials of which they are supposed to con-
Bl8wa
Illnta to Houiekoopora.
To cere and heal a running lore, ap-
ply alum water twice a pay.
Let clothes that fade aoak over night
in one ounce of sugar of lead in a pail
of water.
Ceilings that have been smoked with
a kerosene lamp should be washed oS
with soda water.
An excellent furniture polish is of
equal parts of shellao varnish, linseed,
oil, and spirits of wine.
For a scald or burn, apply immediately
pulverized charcoal and oil. Lamp oil
will do, but linseed ia better.
A sure and safe way to remove grease
pots from si Ik is to rub the spot quickly
with brown paper. The friction will
soon draw out the grease.
A SIMPLE remedy for neuralgia ii to
apply grated horseradish, prepared the
same as for table use, t6 the temple
when the face or head is affected, or to
tho wrist when the pain is in the arm or
shoulder.
Papered walls are cleaned by being
wiped down with a flannel cloth tied
over a broom or brush. Then ent off *
thick piece of stale bread and rub down
with this. Bogin at tho top and go
straight down.
For dyspepsia pour one quart of cold
water on two tablespoonfulsof unilaked
lime; let stand a few minutes, bottle and
cork, aud when clear it is ready for use;
put three tablespoonfuls in a cup of
milk, aud driuk any time, usually be-
fore meals.
Thick brown paper should be laid
under carpets, if the patent thing is not
to be had. It saves wear and prevents
the inroads of moths, which however,
will seldom give trouble if salt Is
sprinkled around the edget when the
carpet is laid.
There is scarcely an ache to which
children are subject so hard to bear and
so difficult to cure as earache. A remedy
which never fails is a pinch of black
pepper gathered up iu a bit of cotton
oatfng wet iu sweat oil and inserted in
tho ear. It will give immediate relief.
A good wash to prevent the hair from
iae
_ an ounce of poi
dered camphor, one quart of boiling
falling out is mad  with one onnoe
powdered borax, half w-
water. When cool, pour into a bottle
for use, and clean tne head with it, ap-
plying with a flannel or sponge once a
week.
There is nothing better for a cut than
powdered rosin. Found it until-fine.
and put it in an empty, clean pepper-
box with perforated top; then you can
easily sift it out on the out, aud put*
soft cloth around the injured member,
and wet it with cold water once in a
while. It will prevent inflamation and
soreness.
layer of bran, in any box or other vessel.
After a laver of eggs, put in another
layer of bran, and so on until you have
down all you wish. Keep in a cool
place— if the cellar is dry that is a good
place. We have kept eggs this way un-
til late spring, perfectly good.
There is another that has the same ob-
ject, closing the pores of tho shell, in
view: Take one pound ground glue and
two quarts of boiling water, dissolve the
glue in water; when the glne becomes
cool enough, with an ordinary brush
paint each egg. After the preparation
has become dry on the egg, pacic in any
vessel, pack with bran or oats, first a
To cure a felon, fill a tumbler with
c(jual parts of fine salt and ice; mix well..
Sink the finger in the center, aud allow
it to remain until it is nearly frozen and
numb, then withdraw it, and when sen-
sation is restored renew the operation
four or five times, when it will be found
the disease is destroyed. This must bo
done before pus is formed.
To make stick ing- plaster, put two
spoonfuls of balsam of Peru to six of
isinglass, melted with very little water,
and strained. Mix these well together
in a small stone jar over the fire. Pin
out some black Persian or sarcenet on a
board, and dipping a brush into the mix-
ture, pass it over the silk five or six
times; then hold it to the fire, but not
very near, aud it will soon become black
aud shiuiug.
KITCHEN.
Handy Arrangements.
The kitchen table should be high
enough that no backaches or stooping
shouiders will result from work dono
there. It should have a drawer for
keeping the cooking knives, forks, and
spoons.
A second table is very convenient to
have when baking, on which to set bread
or pies to cool before putting away. If
the kitchen is small aud space limited, a
broad shelf, fastened against the wall,
arranged to let down like the leaf of a
table, is a convenience. It can then bo
turned down, when not needed for use.
and the room it occupies taken for some
hiother purpose. We nave recently seen
a suggestion for an ironing-board made
layer ol packing and then a layer of
eggs, placing tu~ ---- — 41 ! --- *oo-. r ----- o he eggs on their end,
large end down. Proceed in this man-
ner until the vessel is filled.. The same
process can be done by the use of Damar
varnish.
If you have regular customers you can
simply rub off the bran from those
ked in -
numerous; the former represents the
:hibutter and the latter the cneese type of
Ayrshire cowsu"
He then proceeds to classify them in
the order of merit for the dairy, under
different heads:
For milt the Ayrshire is placed first.
For cheese the Ayrshire is placed first.
For butter the Ayrshire is placedfifth.
pac n the first manner. But we
doubt if you could sell them packed
either way upon the general market, un-
less you take the further trouble to re-
move the glue or varnish with warm
water, either of which will readily yield
to its nse.
The following recipe has been tried
by a lady who says she has eggs that
were preserved by it four years. Thay
still good. Take one pound of nn-
slacked lime and one pint of common-------------------  —
salt to two gallons of soft water. Put
your eggs on end, in layers, in any good
tight vessel— a jar is good. When as
full as you wish, make enough of the
brine to completely cover the eggs. If
iu the same manner. In this case, the
supports, of course, roust be quite strong.
The best way of securing this is by a leg
at each corner, hinged like those on the
folding tables often seen. There are
two advantages in using this style of
ironing-table over the ordinary one.
First, a table for this purpose should be
six inches higher than for ordinaiy use.
Second, the sprface is apt to be discol-
ored or blistered by the action of heat.
even if abundant covering ia used. Any
•enter can make either of these
tables at a trifling cost.
A good Ijght is indispensable to the
kitchen. Basement kitehens in the city
are often dark, but in the country there
is no reason why they should not have
windows sufficient to
-- well light the
room. -When a lamp is necessary, it is
best to have one or two brackets screwed
np at convenient points. These should
be provided with a movable reflector be-
hind the lamp.
An abundant supply of utensils and
conveniences will greatly simplify and
expedite the labon of the kitohen, bn*
unless due care is taken in the c'
ance of the adage, “A place for
thing and eveprthing in its place," .
order and untidiness will be the zesi
Above all things perfect cleanliness
all things is necessary.
*
§!
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Republican National Ticket.
FOR PRESIDENT-
BENJAMIN HARRISON,
OF INDIANA.
FOR VICE PRESIDENT-
LEV! P. MORTON,
OF NEW YORK.
- -
For Presidential Electors.
At Large J Russell A. Aloes. Detroit .
I Isaac Cappon, Holland,
lit District— Edward Burk, Detroit.
Scd District.— Julius E. Beal, Add Arbor.
8rd District.— Richard KLnoman, Calbouu.
4th District— Joseph W. French, St Joseph.
5th District— Don J. Leathers, Kent.
6th District -James M. Turner, Lansing.
7th District— John & Thomson, Sanilac.
8th District.— Elliott F. Orabill. Montcalm.
9th District— Wellington N. Cummer.
Wexford.
10th District -Harry P. Merril, Bay.
11th District— Perry Hannah, G'd Traverse.
Slate Ticket.
For Governor—
CYRUS G. LUCE, of Gilead.
For Lieutenant Governor—
JAMES H. MACDONALD, of Escanaba.
For Secretary of State-
GILBEBT a OSMUN. of Detroit
For State Treasurer— -
GEORGE L. MALTZ, of Alpena.
For Auditor General—
HENRY H. ALPIN, of West Bay City.
FOr Commissioner of the Land Office—
ROSCOE D. DIX, of Berrien Springs.
FOr Attorney General—
STEPHEN Y. R TROWBRIDGE, of Ionia.
For Superintendent of Public Instruction—
JOSEPH E8TABROOK, of Olivet.
For Member of State Board of Education—
PERRY POWERS, of Cadillac.
County Ticket.
For Judf e of Probate-CHARLES E. SOULE.
•• ShfrilT— EDWARD VAUPELL.
" Chrk— WALTERS. COLE.
“ Recorder- WILLIAM F. KELLY.
“ Treasurer— EDWARD P. GIBBS.
“ Prosecuting Attorney— WALTER I. LILLIE.
“ CircultConrtCommlBBlpners— WALTER G.
VAN SLYCK. ABEND VISSCHER.
“ Surveyor— EMMET H. PECK.
" Coroners— CURTIS W. GRAY, OSCAR E.
YATES.
For Representatives—
First District G. J. DIEKEMA.
Second District J. V. B. GOODRICH.
For Congress for Fifth District —
CHARLES J. DUNLAP, of Grand Rapids.
Master Workman Powderly, of
the Knights of Labor, says:
I am a high tariff man and a protec-
tionist, for the reason that I am an
American, and a friend of American la-
bor. Xo workingman has ever called
for any reduction, and no reduction
should be made until it has been de-
manded by the people. We need no
tariff tinkering. We want protection
from one end of the country to the
other. Touch not the tariff. Raise the
duties so high that not a single article
of foreign manufacture can come into
the country.
.. ....... — .« |
Congretfitonal Convention.
The Republican Congressional con-
vention for this district, was held at
Grand Rapids on Thursday. Full dele-
gations were present from all the coun-
ties in the district. Dr. G. B. Nicholls,
of Allegan was selected as chairman
andG. J. Diekema, of Holland, Secre-
tary.
The first ballot resulted: Capt. C.
E. Belknap, of Grand Rapids, received
63 votes, Maj. G. W. McBride, of Otta-
wa, 17. Mr. McBride’s name was then
withdrawn; and the nomination of
Capt. Belknap made unanimous.
The nominee, Charles E. Belknap is
a resident of Grand Rapids, where he
has lived for many years. He was a
soldier during the war; and is one of
of the most popular men in Kent Coun-
ty. Last Spring he was the Republican
candidate for Mayor. His opponent
I. M. Weston, Chairman of the Demo-
cratic State Committee expected to
have at least one thousand majority.
He barely succeeded in being elected;
and his majority was only nine votes.
This shows what the people of Grand
Rapids think of Mr. Belknap.
Mr. Belknap is a manufacturer who
has worked his way upward in life
from that of a day laborer; and all his
sympathies are with the masses. The
nomination is an excellent one in every
respect: and Ottawa County will give
liim a large majority.
Cleveland and Hie Fishery
question.
The Democratic press and politicians
have been made happy this week, by a
new move on the part of their cham-
pion. The campaign thus far lias had
the tariff as its principal issue. In the
discussion of the American system of
protection in comparison with Cleve-
land’s free trade doctrines, hut one re-
sult was possible. This was the stam-
pede of thousands of voters from the
Democratic ranks. The letter we print
elsewhere from Mr. E. P. Allis of Mil-
waukee, and the extract from a speech
by Mr. Powderly, show that these
representative men, one a manufac-
turer, the other the great leader of the
Knights of Labor, Iwth favor the Re-
publican system of protection.
With this tidal wave of rebellion in’
the Democratic camp threatening to
bury the party in November, the lead-
ers besought Cleveland or Congress to
make some new issue. The Demo-
cratic House of Representatives is so
far behind the age that it imagines
that the passage of the Mills bill is
mifficient to entitle its members to the
gratitude of the American people; and
all important national legislation must
wait until next year.
The Senate had rejected a treaty
with England in regard to the New-
foundland fisheries. Here was the great
opportunity for King Cleveland.
The President sends a message' to
the Senate in which he loftily states
that he had favored the treaty just re-
jected by the Senate. This opiiiion
not having been concurred in by the
Senate, he concludes that he will scare
the British Lion and Canadian Beaver
into hysterics, by a policy and system
of “retaliation.” This means that our
Canadian neighbors shall be hindered
and damaged by petty annoyances, not
sufficient to bring on a war, but still
enough to stir them up aud keep alive
in their minds the memory of Grover
Cleveland.
The President says of this very states-
manlike policy:
“Plainly stated, the policy of nation-
al retaliation manifestly embraces the
infliction of the greatest harm upon
those who have injured us, with the hast
possible (lunger to ourselves. * * It will
be impossible to injure our Canadian
neighbors by retaliatory measures rrif/t-
out inflicting some damage upon our own
citizens." The message then enlarges
upon the question and concludes by re-
commending retaliatory legislation.
This i| the great bomb which was to
make a new issue when it exploded. It
has been fired, the smoke has cleared
away and the result has l)een a boomer-
ang for the Democrats. The cool re-
flection of the American people at once
declared against the childish course
proposed by the President. He says in
the message of the legislation lie
favors, to “inflict the greatest harm
upon those who have injured us, with
the least possible danger to ourselves. ”
This plan might be a safe one In
dealing with Mexico, or some other
weak nation, but even then it would
be cowardly. When such a course is
pursued toward England, it becomes
dangerous. John Bull is not accustomed
to sit still and permit his subjects to
be treated in a “retaliatory manner.”
England has a magnificent navy which
could in a month’s time destroy all our
seaboard cities, or make Cleveland get
down on his knees and swallow his
blustering message. If the Democrats
had been less anxious about reducing
the surplus by free trade legislation
and had provided the navy and fortifi-
cations which the statesmen of both
parties have favored, we might risk the
proposed legislation, if it were not
otherwise objectionable.
But the fact is also stated “it will be
impossible to injure our Canadian
neighbors by retaliatory measures
without inflicting some damage upon
our own citizens.” With the business
interests of the country prostrate# by
the agitation of the tariff question,
the only new issue tfhich Cleveland
and the Democrats can furnish pro-
claims on its face that it will damage
onr own citizens.
General Grant under precisely simi-
lar circumstances, after the rejection
of a treaty with England, proposed a
Board of Arbitration which resulted in
the satisfactory settlement of the Ala-
bama claims with England.
So long as we are without an ade-
quate navy, good policy requires us to
endeavor to secure our rights by arbi-
tration and treaty, and not by attempt-
ing to frighten England by the sound
of Democratic bass drum messages.
The Democratic County Con-
vention.
On Tuesday morning a number of
men appeared upon the street arrayed
in their Sunday clothes and wearing
white stovepipe hats. It was at first
supjiosed that a flock of Chicago dudes
had been cast ashore during the night.
Close inspection, however, revealed the
features of Postmaster Van Putten, as
the leader of the band. The father
fact was also observed that each hat
wore a band of mourning. It was then
ascertained that the “dudes” were del-
egates cn route for Grand Haven, to at-
tend the Democratic County Conven-
tion. The crape on their hats was an
omen of the burial of the Democratic
party and its Mogul, Cleveland, in No-
vember.
The Convention was duly held. Af-
ter much persuasion the following vic-
tims consented to be slaughtered at the
next election: Forjudge of Probate,
C. W. Ingraham, of Allendale; Sheriff,
W. L. R. A. Andres, of Grand Haven;
Itegister of Deeds, L. T. Kanters, of
Holland; Treasurer, N. R. Stanton, of
Coopersville; “Justice of the Peace,”
J. A. Meyer, of Berlin; Prosecuting
Attorney, P. J. Danhof, Grand Haven;
Circuit Court Commissioners, W. N.
Angel, C. T. Pagelson, both of Grand
Haven; Coroners, 0. M. Sherburne,
Blendon; L. Van Drezer, Grand Haven;
Representative to State Legislature,
First District, Henry Bloecker, of
Grand Haven; Second District, R. D.
McNaughton, of Coopersville.
We take the above list from the
Grand Rapids Democrat, the organ of
the Cleveland party in this district.
From the report of the proceedings of
the Convention the reader is led to in-
fer that it was a very harmonious and
enthusiastic one. There must have
been considerable Democratic “har-
mony” about it, to have nominated
Mr. Meyer for “Justice of the Peace,”
as is stated by the paper.
The reporter also says of the ticket
“It is divided up nicely.” Grand Haven
takes five of the eleven nominations for
county officers. Tfie^fare sixteen
townships' Md two cijjfc? in Ottawa
County, so it is an easy matter to see
what share of the nominations the peo-
ple outside of Grand Haveh'^ity re-
ceived. It was, however, a difficult
matter to secure any <jfe who would
consent to appear upon the ticket, so
that the fact that it is almost entirely
made up of “celery and sawdust”
will make no particular difference with
Democrats. •
Knows What Hejs Talking About.
An Open Letter from Mr. E. P.
Allis to the Men In HIS Employ^.
Benefits of.Protectlon Put in a Vkfty
that HeJWho Runs May Read.??
Foreign Pauper Labor, the Allege i Treas-
ury Surplus, and Importations
Touched Upon.
OF IXTERESTTO WORKING-
MEN.
»
Mr. E. P. Allis, the head of the large
machinery-manufacturing establish-
ment, which employs nearly 2,000 men,
hist evening distributed to his men as
they left their work an open letter, or
address, of which the subjoined is a
copy. Mr. Allis has beeir twice The
mation of their workmen, and of the
keep its men going when others had to
shut down. Mr. Allis has never since
the war come out as flat-fopted for the
Republican ticket as he has -now dojfe.
MR. ALLIS’S LETTER.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 17.— To My
Employees: I have been asked by many
of you for my opinion upon the present
political situation, and in view of the
great importance of the question itself,
whether my opinion is of value or other-
wise, it seems best to reply in an bpen
letter to yon all.
As you know, I am a believer Tn the
financial and industrial views of that
eminent American thinker and writer
upon industrial subjects, Ilenry C.
Carey, and have been a sincere worker
in the “Greenback” and “Greenback
Labor” parties, which more nearly than
any other embodied his principles, and
if my vote and influence could establish
those principles*at this time, it would
be so given. t.
The underlying sentiment of those
principles is that American labor i&the
foundation stone of our National life
and future greatness, and that to en-
courage and aid the working and pro-
ducing classes, whether on the farm, in
the workshop, or in tlie office, should
be the first duty of government, and
that our legislation should be fotfvofi!
own people and country; atnPhot foftri-
governed by other nations. .
TWO LEADING FEATURES .... -
of this belief are. first, that the govern-
ment alone should furnish the currency
of the country, and, second, tlj*t tlifc
good raw material of our own countir
should be utilized by and for our own
people, without damaging competition
from the people of different govern-
ments and diverse social and economic
conditions. Of those two; great princi-
ples, the labor party alone at the pres-
ent time advocates the first, but thfe
success of that party in the approach-
ing election is an impossibility, and its
success even, with the loss of the second
of these principles, which it does not
endorse, would. I fear, be a fruitless
victory. The two dominant political
parties, one of which must gpoceed iu
this election, while alike ignoring the
first of these questions, take distinct
issue upon the second, and it is made
the pivotal question of the day, and in
the triumph of one or the other of these
two parties rests the settlement of this
question for many years to come, and
the consequent good or ill for a long
time to our beloved Republic.
effect of Foreign competition
would be to reduce his wages, it is only
necessary to apply it to our own case,
right here at home.
Our city is! divided, by rivers into
three important sections, viz.: the East,
West, and South Sides, in the latter of
winch our works are located. Here we
are 1,500 strong, fully occupied at as
high a rate of wages as prevails in the
l nited States in similar establishments
and, whether as high as it ought to be
or not, it is twice to three times as
high as is paid abroad. Now, suppose
a similar establishment should be start-
ed upon the East or West Side, and,
for some reason, that establishment
could obtain its workmen at materially
less w ages than we pay on the South
Side. Since labor represents far the
largest per cent of the cost of our pro-
ducts, you can readily see that it would
only be a matter of short time when
our establishment would be compelled
to do one of three things: either close
its doors, move over to the other side
or reduce its wages to the rate paid on
the other side. This result would be
inevitable, and there is no escape from
it. If our river was broadened to a
lake, and Uie lake extended to an ocean
it would make no difference in the in-
evitable necessity of change iu location,
lower wages or failure, and, as change
of location would be impossible, and
closing or failure would be no remedy,
the inevitable outcome would be lower
wages. It is true that the matter of
transportation between two distant
points enters into calculation, but com-
munication by water and steam is so
close, that the cost of transportation
is of minor importance. The great fact
remains, that the nations of the world
are our competitors, and we must adopt
their scale of wages or go out of busi-
ness in our own country, if we permit
their wares to come free among us.
They may claim we are exclusive in
this, but phUanthrophy begins at home,
and America is large enough and good
enough for us, and we are legislating
for America and Americans and not
for Europe and Europeans. One great
claim that is urged for the removal of
duties on imports, in the interest of
workmen, is, that under a protective
policy, he has to pay a higher price for
what he consumes; but admitting this
•ta be true, we must also consider the
other truth, that is h6 pays more, he
has farmore to pay it with. The true
meaaurp of the cost of living to the
workingman is not in dollars and cents,
but in days and hours of labor, and
there is no countiy on earth where the
labor of the workingman will buy more
than one-third to one-half of the neees-'
saries, comforts, and luxuries of life,
that it does in our own favored land,
under the present system of protection.
THE TREASURY SURPLUS.
Another claim is, that more is paid
into the treasury than we need, but is
it so? Have we more income thah we
can profitably me? Which of you hav-
ing a debt of $1,000 upon his home-
stead, and a saving of $100 over and
Above his living expenses, would con-
sider that amount, laid away to pay on
the debt, a bad condition of tilings?
and yet this is precisely a parallel case.
MONDAY, SEPT. 3,
School Commences.
Don’t send the boy to school with his Old
Suit when so little money will
buy a New One.
We have the largest and most complete
v stock of
Boys’ and Children’s Suits
Ever put on show in Grand Rapids.
Note These Prices:
20 Styles Good School Suits, at
10 Styles Good Cassimere Suits, at
15 Styles Good Cassimere Suits, at
81,75
2.50
3.00
Suits from $4.00 to $6.00, better than ever
offered before at same money.
Our government has a debt (in round
numbers) of a thousand millions, draw-
ing interest and secured by a mortgage
on the homes and property of us an,
and has an accumulation of a hundred
millions toward paying it, to which has
been given the alarming title, of a
“dangerous surplus.” It is a “danger-
bus surplus” to one, and only one, in-
terest among us and that is, to the
holders of our National debt, but they
am not justly complain at its being
paid. To the people at large, the sur-
jdus and the means of continuing it, is
a blessing unparalleled, aud while we
have a dollar of unpaid debt, there is
no such thing as “a surplus” possible,
and there is no safety in reducing the
means of rapidly extinguishing the
debt. Neither would the income we
receive necessarily be a burden if there
was no debt to be paid, for there are
thousands of uses, beneficial to all the
people, to which the money could he
put. But if our debt were paid and we ,
were in a position to reduce this in- 1
come, there is a method to do it ten!
thousand times better than to open our
HOUSEMAN, DONNALLY & JONES,
Reliable and Square Dealing Clothiers,
34, 36 and 38 Monroe St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. HARRINGTON, A. 0. HUSTED, I. H. GARVEI.INK.
Harrington, Hnsted & Co.,
WHOLESALE COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Handle all kinds of Fruit and Produce. We solicit your consignments
of fruit and guarantee good sales and prompt returns.
274 8. Water street,
18-Grn.
Chicago, III.
Chicago & West Michigan R’y.
TIME TABEE,
Taking Effect July 15th, 1888.1
The working men of America have ports to the products of the starvation
many difficulties to contend with, 'but labor of Europe.
Train!* Arrive and Depart from Holland as below:
DEPAKT-CESTRiL StanuardTime.
under present conditions they arc
gradually acquiring the [rower to more
successfully cope with them, and
though the process may be thought
slow, it is nevertheless certain that
they are constantly bettering their
condition, while their brethren across
the sea are a vast multitude so steeped
in poverty and weakness as to almost
abandon hope of a better future. This
fact is beyond successful dispute, that
whatever ills the" American workman
lias to contend against, his rate of
wages is twice to three times that of
his European brother and it is this
j>oint of vantage that it is Ids vital and
lasting interest to maintain. Itisalso
of vital interest to the country itself,
that it should he maintained,:5 foF if
American workmen must be reduced
to the low rate of wages paid abroad
and to the want and misery that natur-
ally follows that
LOW EBB OF PAYMENT,
as evidenced not only by foreign re-
ports, but by the destitute hordes of
emigrants now landing upon our shores,
then our government of and for the
people is a failure and a fraud. The
only [icssible way that this difference
of wages between our own and foreign
lands is and can be maintained, is by
the continuation of the policy that
made the difference exist, vifc.: the ex-
clusion, to a greater or less extent, of
the products of that foreign, cheap
labor from our shores. The policy
which does this is the jiolicy of pro-
tection to home industries, and it is
this policy which is now being threat-
ened by the present National admini-
stration and which is. to lie passed upon
in Uie approaching election. For the
time being, this question dwarfs all
others and every other issue sinks into
insignificance lieside it. The removal
of this protection which he now enjoys,
would place the American workman
upon the same plane as his less fortun-
ate foreign brother, and take from his
hands the great weapon of letter wages
which he now holds and is using suc-
cesssully to contend with the giant and
grasping spirit of the age. It is quite
probable that the rate of yn
fauUy and that the producer does not
IMPORTATIONS.
Last year there was brought into this
country, in spite of the present tariff,
$700,000,000 of foreign manufactures,
representing the labor of woman at $oo
per year and of men at perhaps not
over double that sum. All of tliis starv-
ation labor was brought into direct
competition with our mechanics, ar-
tisans and laborers and had just that
depressing effect upon their wages and
occupation. With that $700,000,000
kept out, there would have been at
least that much more paid out in
America for good American material
and labor and as much more as the
greater consumption of the people due
to their greater prosperity, would en-
gender. If we are getting too much
revenue, or if what we get is costing
too much in its getting, let us legislate
to keep out entirely that $700,000,000 of
pauper made imports, from which the
revenue is derived.
lean only add, that I think our
present labor representative in Con-
gress, Henry Smith— with whom I have
formerly been in sympathy— in voting
for the “Mills” bill has betrayed the
cause of lalxir, which he was elected to
represent, and that I deem it my duty
at the present time, temporarily sink-
ing all other questions— to be revived
at a more auspicious time— to do my
utmost in this election to strengthen
the Republican party, which broadly
and openly espouses the cause of pro-
tection to American industries, and
trust that every one of you that loves
his family, his home and his country,
will do the same.
Ewd. F. Allis.
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get liis proper share, but I am equally
sure that the road to a better distrib-
ution does not lie in reducing the share
he now gets. That the
RHilroad Extendon.
We are informed that' General Man-
ager Mulliken and Chief Engineer
Petheram, of the C. and W. M. Rail-
way visited Ottawa Beach on Wednes-
day, with a view to the extension of
their railroad line to that place. Mr.
Mulliken is also manager of the De-
troit, Lafising and Northern railroad;
and the proposed extension would be
used by that road as its lake terminus.
A line of boats would be put on from
Milwaukee ; for the transportation of
freight for iastem points. We should
be glad to see such a road built.
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FOR THE
Best Goods
-AND-
CHEAPEST PRICES
-GO TO THE—
DRY GOODS STORE
-OF-
D. BERTSCH.
• Daily. Other train? dally except Sanday.
Palace Sleeping Car* to and Irnm Chicago on
night train*.
Tickets to all potnta in the United States and
Canada.
W. A. GAVETT. Am. Gen. Pa»». Agt.
W. A. CARPENTER. Traffic Manager.
Fancy Goods a Specialty.
A Yoke of Working Oxen
for sale or to trade. Splendid-
ly matched, 5 years old, weight
3,200 pounds. No finer yoke
of cattle in this State. Ap-
ply to Ed. J. Harrington’s sta-
ble, cor. 7th and Market Sts.,
Holland, Mich. Also on hand
16 Horses and Mares, which
will be sold on easy pay-
ments or traded for other
property. Come and see.
Take your Laundry Work
TO THE '
HOLLAND CITY
LAUNDRY,
EIGHTH STREET.
E. B. SCOTT, Proprietor.
A stock of
PEACH TARLET0N
Kept on hand.
D. BERTSCH.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 3, 1888.
27-lyr.
I Wtr 4, le tattr,
Dealers in
FRESH. SAIT, AND SMOKED '
MEATS.
Parties desiring
Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are especially invited to call.
Market on River Street.
DE KRAKER & DE KOSTER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 8, 1888. 27-lyr
List of letters remaming in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., AAug. 30th, ’88.
Frank Gorm; Miss Mary Hoebeke; A.
W. Hall; Win. White; Mrs. Lulu
Weeks.
Jacob G. Van Putten, P. M.
- -
This office is turning out some of the
best job work ever executed in this
city, and is ready to do more. If you
want bill heads, letter heads, note
heads, envelopes, tags, business cards,
circulars, dodgers, posters, etc., done in
the finest style, call on us. We make
a specialty of book work and wedding
stationery. If you intend to get mar-
ried you will save money, and receive
a first-class job in every respect, by
ordering your invitation cards at this
office.
The Cn«lno Opera Company.
The Casino Opera Company, former-
ly the Boston Opera Co., which was
here last season, played at the Opera
House two evenings of tli^ week, Mon-
day and Tuesday, opening on the first
night with “Olivette” to a fair audience.
The opera was well received and the
actors played and sang to the best of
their ability, and the comedian of the
troupe, Mr. Chas. Tyrrel kept the spec-
tators in good humor by his local hits
and comic songs. On Tuesday night
the company produced “The Bohemian
Girl’’ to a good house. This opera did
not contain any comic part and was
not so highly appreciated by the major-
ity of those present as “Olivette'’, but
the singing was excellent, that of Miss
Beatrice Golde, the star of the com-
pany, and Mr. N. C. Holmes, the lead-
ing tenor, being especially fine. We
hope to see this troupe here again
and trust that they will be met by a
crowded house. Manager Rogers de-
serves credit for securing such good
attractions, even if onr citizens are
si ow about appreciating them.
[official.]
Common Council.
Holland, Mich., Augatt 27, 1686.
The Common CounMl met pursuant to ad-
journment and was called to order by the
Mayor.
Present : Mayor DeRoo, Aldermen Keppel, De
’ Vries, De Merell. Van Putten and Van Ark, and
the Clerk.
Minutes of the last meeting were approved.
To the Honorable Mayor and Common Coun-
cil of the City of Holland.
Gentlemen:— Your petitioners, constituting
the Board of Trustees of the Holland Cemetery,
would respectfully ask, that when a beginning is
made with the contemplated Improvement of
Sixteenth street, the intersection of Land and
Sixteenth streets be designated as the starting
l*oint, and from thence west. WhUe this re-
quest is made more with* view to our funerals
from the city, stUl the vast traffle from the coun-
try, east of the city, coming in along that road
and .Fish street, should not be overlooked. In
both cf these objects we all have a common in-
terest. And your peUtioners will ever pray.
Signed, R. Kanters, President^. Dykema, vice
President; K. Schaddelee, Sec. and Treas.i G.
Van Echelven, T. Keppel, L Cappon, G. Slenk, J.
A. Ter Vreo and A. Vennema.
Dated, Holland. Aug 20th, 1888
—Referred to the Committee on Streets and
Bridges.
The following bills were presented for payment,
viz : Steketee A Bos, paid five p or orders, ?(i 00 ;
A. Dogger. 2 days driving nails in sidewalks,
*2.50 ; Geo. H. Hipp, three months salary as di-
rector of the poor, $10.00; H. Geerlings, three
months pay as fireman, $2. 50. -Approved and
warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer in
payment thereof.
To the Honorable the Mayor and Common Coun-
cil of the City of HolUvid.
Gentlemen :-Your committee to whom was
referred thfc request of George H. Souter in re-
gard to improving Sixteenth street on the west
end, respectfully report the following : That the
Township has already made a big improvement
on said street as far as they have gone, and have,
as near as we could find out, expended about
twenty. five dollars for grading, and about seven-
ty-five dollars for graveling about five-twelfths
of it, the other seven-twelfths of port of said
street should be graveled also, but, requires
about one hundred dollars to carry out the object
thereof. Your committee respectfully recom-
mend that the necessary amount shall be appro-
priated by the city, not to exceed one hundred
dollars to defray their share of the expense of
said improvement. -All of which is respectfully
submitted. Signed, D. De Vries, T. Keppel, R.
N. De Merell. Committee on Streets and Bridges.
Dated, Holland, Aug. 21st, 1888.
—Report adopted and the recommendations
ordered carried out.
The Committee on Streets and Bridges recom-
.mended the expenditure of twenty dollars under
the supervision of the street commissioner for
the improvement ofSecoud street.— Report and
recommendation adopted.
The Committee on Poor reported presenting
the semi-monthly report of the director of the
poor and said committee, recommending thirty
dollars for the support of the poor for the two
weeks ending Bept. 5tb, 1888. and having extend
ed temporary aid to the amount of four dollars.
—Report approved and warrants ordered issued
on the city treasurer for the several amounts as
recommended.
The Marshal reported the collection of six dol-
lars water rent money and receipt of the city
treasurer -Kiled,
The Secretary af Hose Co. No. 2. reported the
resignation of Henry Geerlings as member of
Slid company —Accepted.
The following claims approved by the Board
of Water Commissioners were certified to the
Common Council for payment, vis : J. De Fey-
ter, freight and dtayage on pump filter, 50 cents ;
Geo . H. Slpp, map of the City of HoUand, triple
size of original map. $80.00; J. Kramer, paid
Wm. Bishop for tarring smokestack, |8.00; A
Van Vureu, cleaning canal, 81.50. -Allowed and
warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer in
payment thereof.
Aid. Van Ark moved that the committee on
streets and bridges be and are hereby directed to
Investigate and report to this Council on the fol-
lowing matters, vis : Whether the owner of lot
do. 4, Tannery Addition, is encroaching on Lake
street . Whether it will be advisable for the city
to replace stakes that are lost on Van Raalte
Avenue and some other streets. Whether it Is
advisable to extend First Avenue from Ninth
street to Lake Street-Carried.
Aid. Kramer hero appeared and took his seat .
Council adjourned.
GEO. H. 8IPP, City Clerk.
OUR NEIGHBORS.
New Holland.
Aug. so,
Mr. D. M.Stegenga is visiting friends
at Allegan.
Mrs. Van Hesse! and Mrs. Gelden of
Grand Rapids ate being pleasantly en-
tertained by Mrs. A. Wagner and fam-
ily. We are always glad to have these
genial and jovial Grand Rapids folks
with us.
Dr. Van den Berg and Willie Nien-
liuis attended the Democratic County
Convention last Tuesday, at Grand'
Haven.
The school building is receiving a
thorough cleaning at the hands of Mrs.
Van der Poel.
Last Sunday evening as Mr. C. Schil-
leman was returning from one of his
neighbors where he had been visiting,
he suspected “game” in his watermelon
patch. He immediately started in pur-
suit, and with the aid of his dog suc-
ceeded in running one of the sneak
watermelon thieves into a gate and
captured him. As might he expectec
from one of this class, lie wilted until
he was as limp as a “rag baby” and
begged for mercy. We hope to see
these night marauders, whose highest
ambition is to plunder gardens and
orchards and destroy property, be dealt
with according to law.
The abundant harvest of this year
compelled many of the farmers to stack
part of their grain outside. And every-
body wants tlie thresher at once, be-
fore rain comes. Have a little patience
farmers, the threshers are working ear-
ly and late and will soon he ready to
help you.
Mrs. R. Schilleman celebrated her
80th birthday last Monday. She is still
hale and hearty and the many friends
who called upon her were pleasantly
entertained.
School begins on next Monday. The
teachers have been engaged, and it now
remains for the school hoard to see
that their work is thoroughly per-
formed and to enforce the attendance
of those children whose parents are ac-
customed to keeping them out of
school to work and do errands at home,
thus depriving them of their easly edu-
cation.
“CO RK.”
Olive Ce nlre.
Aug. 20.
Be sure and attend school meeting
next Monday night, and see that men
are put iu office that are interested in
educational affairs and fitted for the
position.
We expected that “Andrew” would
report the Grange Picnic, but he seems
to he laid off with the rest of his demo-
cratic brethren, so we will just say that
the Grangers and their friends from
this place, picniced at the Parks on the
18th, climbed sand hills, bathed, took
in the sights and bad a good time.
Last Thursday and Friday there was
a regular Mass meeting of Grangers at
the Centre, coming from all over this
county and some from over the line,
among them were recognized some of
the best farmers, and most prominent
citizens of the county. The literary pro-
gramme was carried out, and some sub-
jects of interest to the farmer dis-
cussed, and all agreed that they had
enjoyed a very pleasant and profitable
time.
Anna Honing of Holland is visiting
her sister Mrs. John Ovens.
Retta Merritt accompanied Bert and
Adella De Cator of Hudsonville home
from here last Friday, and returned
•Tuesday having had a very pleasant
time.
Eliza Ovens has a new organ, and is
taking lessons of Prof. Bolt who has
been sojourning at the Centre the past
week. Mr. Bolt is a tine musician, and
as a business man he gets there just
the same.
The greatness of the American Re-
public is due mainly to the fact that al-
most every citizen is the possessor of i
his home. If youOWIM
even a single dollar of stock iu an en-
terprise, you are interested in, it and do
all you can to make it a success. The
same is true of a government where
the citizen owns part of the soil which
is protected by its flag and laws. He
has come to stay, at least a longer time
than the man boarding at a hotel, or
even one renting some shabby tene-
ment, and is, therefore, interested in
securing good laws. If
A number of neighbors spent Tues-
day evening very pleasantly at J. D.
Merrits being entertained bv Prof. Bolt
and Kate Pierce two very good organ-
ists and vocalists.
Frank Parker of Allendale, Harpers’
agent was working the school boards
of this town this week.
“Crank.”
business guraU
A Sound Legal Opinion.
E. Bainbridge Monday Esq., Countv
Atty., Clay Co., Tex. says: “Have used
Electric Bitters with most happy re-
sults. My brother also was very low
with Malarial Fever and Jaundice, but
was cured by timely use of this medi-
cine. Am satisfied Electric Bitters
saved his life.”
Mr. D. I. Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adds a like testimony, saying: He
positively believes he would have died,
had it not been for Electric Bitters.
This great remedy will ward off, as
well as cure all Malaria Diseases, and
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach Dis-
orders stands unemialed. Price 50c.
and 81. at Yates & Kane, Holland; H.
De Kniif, Zeeland.
JolinNon-s Cyclopedia.
From J. B. AOgell L. L. D., Pres, of
the University or Mich.: The work is
worthy of the highest commodation.
It is the most useful and really avail-
able cyclopedia with which I am
acquainted. If I desire immediate in-
formation on some point, in regard to
which I am uninformed, I should refer
to Johnson's Cyclopedia; and so far, it
has never disappointed me. With re-
newed confidence I still recommend it
as the test.
B. F. Cocker,
Prof. University, Mich.
We quite concur in the above state-
ments concerning the excellence of
Johnson's Cyclopedia.
Prof. A. K. Adams,
Prof. H. S. Frieze.
present work and residence is at Hoi
land, but you are paying some man or
woman from one to three dollars per
week for the privilege of living in some
tumble down house, this sermon is an
important one for you. Real estate is
cheaper now in Holland than it will
ever be again. Cut off your little ex-
penses for a few weeks, and you will
b6 delighted to find that you can make
the first payment on your
HOJVTE
if you are wise enough to apply to me*
before I sell all the desirable houses in
town. I now have some summer bar-
gains, including
A good lot for 850, worth 8100, size
82 by 132, assessed bv the Supervisor at
more than that sum.
A choice residence lot for 8175, worth
8250.
Desirable residence lots for 8300,
8350, and 8400.
A good house and lot for 8800.
A number of new bouses for from
8700 to 81200, and lots of farms and
other property for sale or exchange!
J. C. Post, Holland, Mich.
English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft, or Calloused Lumps and
Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavin,
Curbs, Splints, Sweeney, Ring-bone,
Stifles, Sprains, all Swollen Throats,
Coughs, Etc, Saves 860 by use of one
bottle. Warranted. Sold by Dr. II.
Kremers, Druggist, Holland, Mich.
16-6m
Children Cry for Pitchers Castoria.
I have on hand a variety of twenty different kinds of
Chilled Plows
and have sold these goods for sixteen years. My claims are
that they will excel anything on the American market. I
Tl * « « I < I I % A.-.1 /• •
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
Thi* powder never varied. A marvel of parity,
?iren?k *n(l wholeeotneoei*. More economical
than the ordinary kind*, and cannot be told In
competition with the multltnde of low teat, phort
weight, alam or phngphate powder* Sold only In
vK?.TAl' BAkiso Powdeb Co., 108 Wall St.,
•I'tew jork.
50.48.
When Bftby wax sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Mias, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them CaMoria
J. I ILTOll’S
o«r
Reed City, Mich., April, 27, 1888.
Having become satisfied that John-
son's Cyclojiedia, revised edition, has
many iioints of superiority over others.
I have exchanged my Encyclopedia
Rritannioa, twenty two volumes, (Scrib-
ner Edition) in leather binding, even,
for it. l. Brum*, ;
Pastor Evang’l Ass’n Reed Clty,;
Mich.
- mtm -
Special Notice.
While we were going through the City
visiting the.factorieH and places of busi-
ness, we made a call at the Champion
Harrow Works of P. II. Wilms. We
looked the factory and store all over
and found that Mr. Wilms was progres-
sing finely, and that he has sola a good
many thousand dollars worth of har-
rows and cultivators since he has begun
and also that he has a choice stock of
Spring tooth Harrows on hand for the
Fall trade. He also has the finest lot
of buggies and two-seated platform j -s, ^ _
wagons and other wagons for sale that I MflT T T?^ T7
we have ever seen in the City. This is ! W W JL Jj JLvT Jl4 .
not all, he still keeps making Pumps! )
and sells them at wholesale and retail.
This is a growing factor}', and it would
ook well Tor people that want to buy !
anything in his line to purchase at ur ft a
home manufactory. He has also re- 1 / A rmlllttlin \fP
pairs for Dodge No 20. Dodge No 4 ami ™ tl I UU II 101 II 011 1
Curtis 22, old fashioned plows.
P. H. Wilms, Holland, Midi. !
PARENTS
—IF YOUR —
BOY OR GIRL
>. Needs a pair ofSHOES
Before you send them to School. It
will benefit you to call and examine
our stock before purchasing
, goods elrewnere.
We have the best
School Shoe
In the market for the money, and we
are sure if you once buy a pair of
' them you will not regret it.
We also have on hand a good durable
line of
would like the trade of all our farmers on these goods and
give them trial terms.
• J| . , . i , ,, i;
Also have on hand a line line of
Open and Top Buggies,
JACKSON LUMBER WAGONS,
Tlie Late Improved Reed Spring Tooth Harrow
Filler’s Faille and Bictcjc Craia. Brills,
(me me a call it in need of any of these goods, and you will
be treated with courtesy.
C2T’ All goods warranted.
B. VAN RAALTE
That are soft and easy on the" foot.
We still have a lot of those windmills
that please the little ones so much,
which we give away to every
i purchaser of a pair of shoes.
Van Duren Bros.,
24 EIGHTH STREET.
A-TTEJNTTIOUXr S
ive
luy
Honest
-saojid MO]
Then those who are in need of a suit they will save monev iiiNt
now, as our line suits of this spring have to go so we cut nrices'
worth 828 for 822; Suits worth 825 for 818; Suita worth $P10Cfor
816; Suits worth 812 for 8»; Suits worth 810 for 87.60, etc.
Chicago Clothing House, L. HENDERSON.
ft* esfloV) i c
U. S. Marine-Hospital Service, District of the Great Lakes, Port of Lodino.
Pon, Mich., Surgeon’s Office, March 9, 1SS8. PKL Best Brewing Ce., Milwaukee, IVit,
GrntlfmeN: Having twted ’“The Best Tonic” and ob»erved iti effecta when u*ed by
my patients, I find R both invigorates and promotes digestion, giving a normal tone to the
stomach and thereby increasing the appetite. That it is a pure concentrated liquid extract ol
Malt and Hops and is really and properly a food tonic, and as such I can very cheerfully
tecomm-nd its vsfc. Very respectfully, • A P. McConnell, M. D
KcC'-mmendcdtii' pioavncnt phydeianv for ule by all drugjtbti.
For Sulc!
I offer ray place, opposite Phoenix
Hotel, for sale cheap. Inquire at thehouse. Mrs. Mary Long.
28-4t
Horses for Sale.
I have two good large horses which
will be sold very cheap. Apply to
P- H- Wilms, Holland.
Steam Wood Wanted
at our quarry. Apply to O. E. Yates,
manager. Waverly Stone Co. 28-tf.
From Prof. J. H. Haughey, Prof.
Mathematics, Battle Creek College,
Feb. 7, 1888. 
Fpr several years I have been ac-
quainted with Johnson’s Universal
Cyclopedia, and have regarded it as the
best for ready reference in regard to
general information, on all subjects
down to date. I am glad to-day, for
the opportunity of making this in-
valuable addition to my library. As
yet, I have the first individual to find,
who is dissatisfied with his “Johnson’s”
and who does not speak highly in its
praise.
Ilrw JUmtisnncnC.
Yates & Kane
As usual have the Largest
Stock of
SCHOOL
BOOKS
Grand Rapids. Mich.,
Is the place to get
a complete busi-
ness education.
in the Market,
C. Steketee & Bos,
GENERAL
IMERCHANTS,
[ Alway* have on hand a complete stock of good*
conilitlnRof
Dry Goods,
GROCERIES,
fatoj, ini fewit
Special lino of Eartbern Ware anch aa
FLOWER POTS,
From the *malle»t to the larjrrK lire; alio larce
Irn* lor Lawns and Garden*.
JOHN PESSIUK & BRO.,
Wholesalers and Retailers of
andies, Nuts, Bakers’ Goods
CRACKERS, FOREIGN FRUITS, ETC.
The trade. supplied with everything in this line at lowest prices
We are Agents for the Fairview Cheese Factory,
GrIVE US A. CLA.I1.Ij!
I*— We are prepared to furnish Cakes for Wedding Reception
and Banquets of every description, shape, style and price.
it „ At l „ JOHN PESSINK & BRO.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 12, 1887.
1
— AND—
We have a large stock of
A complete line of
10c., and 25c.
Counter Goods.
S, . Strpin in Liu Capi aai M lau.
Lumber Yard.
B. L. Scott, Propretor.
Henry Kamperman, Foreman Sash
and Door Department.
Theadore Bosman, Foreman Plan-
ing, Matching and Lumber Dept.
A Complete Stock of
Rough & Dressed Lumber,
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Etc.,
Glass, Putty, Paints and Oils.
SPRING!!
Yes, the balmy days are here and
everyone is getting their
Spring and Summer
CLOTHING.
While making up your mind as to
what you want just call on
JONKMAN & DYKEMA
Who have a large and complete
stock of
A Cover and Masker Free.
A SHAWL STRAP with
every outfit.
Cheap Cassimeres for Boys’ and
Men’s Suits.
Come Early ! Come Often !
ON THE CORNER,, , .
Yates & Kane.
Plet*e call and examine our Goods before buying
elsewhere.
C. STEKETEE A U08-
Holland, Mich., July S, 1868. W-tf.
CHEAPEST
and BEST In
THE WORLDSheet Music J™* eaUloiM of 8.000 piece* of late and
popolar Sheet Mo»!c. Vocal and Initrumental, all
standard, fall aim, regular edition*. Sold at 10c
each. Special rate* to teacher«,or on order* of 3
piece* or more. All riuric publication* at cut
price*. Mention this piper. Address
^ . JAMBS L. MERRIOTT,
2W Fifth Ave. Chicago, HL
CUSTOM WORK
Promptly done at fair prices.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 24, 1887.
If you want a good pair of
Boots and Shoes
For a reasonable price call at
P. De Kraker’s,
Corner of River and Eighth Sts.
Prices to suit everybody. Come and
see us before you go elsewhere.
Repairing done neatly, subsanttially,
and on short notice.
P. DE KRAKER
Holland, Mich., Aug. 3, 1888. 27-lyr.
of new and stylish patterns, as well
as a nice assortment of light
and heavy
• OVERCOATS-
. In all grades, styles, and prices.
EATS and CAPS,
Wo have the largest stock In the
city. A big line.
Gent’s Furnishing Goods
AND UNDERWEAR.
Everything sold at the closest pos-
sible prices. We are bound to
sell to all.
Call and See Ua!
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.
Holland, Mich., March 14, 188.
11-lyr. V ,
'If-'-' yw1
THRUSTS AT FREE TRADE
ft. McKinley, at the Georgia Chau-
tauqua, Speak* Eloquently
for Protection.
The Greet Evil* of Free Trade Exposed
in a Manner that Surprises
the Southerners.
4 System Under Which the Country
Has Prospered Should Be
Longer Continued.
We print below the main portions of the trry
•hie Mdreaa of Hon. William McKinley, Jr., dc-IU. W itumUA watf *ev-
ItTcrvd at Atlanta, Oa., on the Hist of Angmt, on
of the Piedmont Hocietv :the invitation 
Hie Hon. J. Randolph Tucker, of Virginia, an
eminent lawyer and exoerlpuccd •talesman, In a
...... the House•peeoh delivered In
UVM l
 of Kei>resenta-
May 18, 1878, defined a revenue duty as
follows : "Thereforo, as no higher duty ought to
be laid than Is needed to raise the requisite rev-
esme j>n any particular article, it follows that
the true revenue daty Is the lowest dnty which
viU bring the required revenue. ’
This definition Is a fair and tran^ one, and I
accept It A revenue tariff is, therefore, such a
one as will produce the largest revenue from
the lowest dnty. The lowest rate of duty will
i importations, diminish home produc-
ovitably ii
of necessity check competition at home and
encourage :
lion, and ii Increase the revenue ; it will
oend our merchants abroad to buy ; it affords no
protection, not even Incidental, for the very in-w oa aaava\avo4V~«t ava waav wa a.e-
discover that such dutyvon ii
the home producer, that instant you
•Unt
flavors
4isoovsr that importations and revenue
ore checked, and that our own producers are
4ahlo to control the home market or a part of it
Then at once the advocate of a revenue tariff re-
duces the dnty, brings it down to the true rev-
wane standard ; for it most not be overlooked, ac-
cording to that free-trade maxim, "where pro-
tection begins revenue ends," and th • question
wf revenue is always con trolln ling,
(•venue tariff Is inconsistent with pro-
tection ; it Is intended for a wholly
different purposes. It loses its forces and char-
acter aa a g nulno revenue tariff when it be-
come t to any extent protective. It has but one
•hject. It can have but one effect— that of open-
: up our market# to the foreign producer, im-
poverishing the home producer, and enriching
&i foreign i ‘rival
England Is more nearly a free trade country
than any other, and her system of taxation
famishes an unmistakable example of the prac-
tice and principle of a revenue tariff. Her im-
port duties are imposed almost exclusively upon
articles which cannot be produced by her own
people upon her own soil. Tobacco, snuff, cigars,
chicory, cocos, currants, figs, raisins, rum,o i. isins,
brandy, wine, tea, and coffee— these are the or-
whkh her customs revenuetides from ich  is de-
rived— artides, in the main, not produced in
England, bnt which must be supplied from
•broad ; while practically all competing products
«f foreign make and production are admitted
through her custom-houses free of dutr. A brief
statement of the dntiable imports of Groat
BHtain will not be without interest. It will be
«b served that her duties are more lcr,’elr im-
posed upon peculiarly American products
than upon any others. The dnty upon
tobacco is, according to moisture, from
•I to 92 cents per pound for the raw or
eounanufactured article, and if manufactured it
pays a dnty of from •L04 to gl.l# per pound.
The manufactured artide is made dutiable at 20
•ants a pound greater than the raw product,
’which, with all of England's boasted free trade,
fa intended aa a protection to those engaged in
the manipulation of tobacco. It is almost pro-
hibitive to Americans who would export manu-
factured tobacco. The advaloreza equivalent of
the duty on tobacco Is nearly 2,' OU per cent
-Cigars pay a duty of $192 per pound, and from
tobecoo and snuff over *43,0 W.OU) of duties are
-collected annually. The duty on tea Is 12 cent s a
pound. How would the American euioy paying
auch a duty upon this article of every day use ?
The duty collected from this source is over f 18,-
€00,030 annually. Coffee pays a duty of 3 cents a
pound, but if ground, prepared or in anyway
manufactured, it must pay a duty of 4 cents a
pound— another sample of where England pro-
mote those engaged m manufacture. Cocoa pays
• duty of 2 cents a pound, bnt if it is in any
harm subjected to manufacture it pays 4 cents a
md, the dnty on the manufactured article be-
! double that on the raw material. Besides
the article i-I bare named, there are about ninety
•r a hundred others, chiefly of American produc-
tion, patented and other medicines, which are
dntiable at *3.36 per gallon. More than *93.000.
•00, or nearly one-fourth of the British revenues,
are raised from customs duties.
You will note the character of taxation to
which the revenue reformer invites the people
table
V imww «aaaw^Mvajf « V Vi J
>t the free list of competing foreign
every reduction of duty upon such
i balled as a vindication of Cobdeu
of the United States. Both the breakfast
smd the sick-room are made to bear a large part
of the burden under the British system of taxa-
tion. It is not without significance that the
oearer we approach this system the more gon-
•spus the bestowal of British commendation.
Every step we take in that direction,every en
largeinout of ee m ‘ '
products, 
products, Is _ . _ _ _ ______
and a beneficence to British interests. It is in
vain tea the British statesman to assure us that
4hetr system is best for us. We are not accus-
tomed to look to our commercial rivals for dis-
interested favors. 'It is folly," said Washing-
ton in his farewell address, "in one nation to
look for disinterested favors from another ; that
to must pay, with a portion of its independence,
tor whatever it may accept under that character.
There can be no greater error than to expect or
•ealevlate upon real favora from nation to na-
tion. It is an Illusion which experience must
•ore and which a jnst pride ought to discard."
We are not, Mr. President, insensible to the
(L. Engl
_ race, but when it is to be had oul,
expense of our Industrial independence, at
he sacrifice of the dignity a-.d independence of
-labor and the destruction of national prosperity,
we muat regard it with supreme auspicion and
tarn from it as the eulogy ot selfish interest and
the commendation of interested greed.
The other theory of taxation, and the one
which I believe to be essential to American de-
velopment and national prosperity, is based
«pon an exactly opposite principle. It permits
-au articles of foreign production, whether of the
field, the factory, or the mine, except luxuries
only, which we can not produce in the United
’States, to enter our ports free and unburdened
by custom bouse exactions. The duty is to be
imposed upon the foreign competing product,
4hat is, the product which, if brought into this
country, would contend with the products of our
own soil, our own labor, and our own factories,
In our own markets. Under thfe system if the
foreign producer would enter our market with a
eomp*ting product he must contribute some-
thing for the tirlvilege which he is to enjoy, and
this somethin/, in the foim of duties, goes into
the Treasury, furnishing revenue to the Govern-
4neat;and these duties operate to protect the
Joint product of labor and capital against a like
foreign product. This mode of levying duties
answers a double purpose. It produces revenue
to the Government and at the same time fosters
•nd encourages ibo iccupotions of our own |>eo-
Ri®* promotes industrial development, opens up
•ewmines, builds new factories, and sustains
those already established, wh ch in turn furnish
employment to labor at fair and remunera-
tive wages. A revenue tariff accomplishes
flat a s ngle purpose-that of raising
•avenue; it has no other mission, while
* protective tariff accomplishes this and
not an article that enter* into the every day
iced in the
and more accessible as the nault of home pro-
duction and development, which was to be se-
cured only by the sturdy maintenance of the
protective system. While this is true of proteo-
vc tariffs, exactly the opposite is true of rev-
enue tariffs. They are always paid by the con-
sumer. A duty nut ujhjd a foreign product, the
like of which Is not produced at home, and
wnaiever uiai may oe, muen or little, fc
ing. for example, there was a tax upon 1
coffee. There being no production of the
cles in the United States, and therefore n
_ ^ ------- ced t* o
which enters our markets free from home com-
petition, the cost to the American consumer is
exactly the foreign cost with the duty added,
h t th t b ch . Buppos-
tea and
se arti-
. o com-
petition here, the cost to the American public
would be the cost abroad and the duty added.
We imputed last year 526,:99,000 pounds of cof-
fee. A duty of Id cents a pound would have
produced to the G >vemm wit over *52,000,000,
which would havo hern paid by the 12,000,000
families of this country, consumers of the arti-
cle. Eighty-seven million five hundred and
eighty-four thousand pounds of tea were im-
ported last year. At 10 cents a iwund **,000,000
and upward would have gone Into the Treasury,
every dollar of which would have bpen pxid by
our own people. Take sugar, as another exam-
ple. We produced last year in this country
abont 8 per cent of what our people consumed.
The duty collected from Imported s
is not a tax-payer; he shares in none
of the hardens of your people; he is a
free-trader, who looks upon your market as
much his and as open to him as to your own
tradespeople. Your city government taxes him
to diminish the burdens borne by your own
oitisens. This ll protection, simple nd pure,
and is the exact character of that which we
would apply' to foreign nations seeking our
mQaxUmarkets. Our fathers recognized this principle.
It was emphasized in the second act ever passed
ugar amount-
ed to *38, (M), OCX). The donnsMo production was
so Inconsiderable as compared with the domestic
ccmumption as to have bad little, if any, appre-
ciable effect upon the price to the consumer,
and therefore this sum was almost wholly pnid
by our own citizens, and the cost of sugar, to
the American consumer, because of the in-
adequate home supply, is prao icklly the for-
eign price, duty added, the domestic produc-
tiou being so small contrasted with the do-
-It brings revenue to the' American Tress-
incriminates in favor of the American«ry and di
•liizen. A revenue tariff invites the product of
foreign labor and foreign capital to occupy our
markets free and unrestrained in competition
Srith the product of oar own labor and cspital. A
^protective tariff invites the product of foreign
labor and foreign capital which are necessary to
.the wants of our people (which weeannotpro-
.duce iu the United States)' to occupy our mar-
flats and go untaxed to the people, bnt insists
•that every foreign product which is produced at
home, or can be successfully, in quantities caiia-
vWeof supplying thedomostic consumption, shall,
•hen ever necessary to maintain suitable re-
wards to our labar, bear a duty which shall not
be so high as to prohibit importations, but at _____
neh a rate as will produce the necessary reve-
oues and at the same time not destroy but en-
•oorage American production. It says to the
wrorld of prodneers : "If you want to share with
the citizens of tie United States their home
area trained competition with tke product of our
own people, hut shall be discriminated against
-to snch an extent as to fully protect and defend
oar own."
It is alleged as a serious objection to proteo-
Ive duties that the tax, whatever it may be, in-
ereaiss the cost of the foreign a< well as the
domestic product to the extent of such tax or
doty, and that it is wholly paid by the consum-
er. Tnls objection would be worthy of serious
•onside ration if it ware true, but, as has l>een
demonstrated over and over again, it Is without
foundation in fact. Wherever the foreign
product has successful competition at home the
duty Is rarely paid by the consumer. It 1* paid
profltaof - ' “ W
him andt
from the ] i of the manufacturer, ordivded
i nd he merchant or the importer
mss.
consumer would fare worse than be fares now.
> I* not in the long line of staple nroducts
pie a single one which has
by competition at home,
> possible by protective duties. There ii
mestic demand that it in no wise controlled
or influenced the prio. The price to us is
ftxel by the 92 per cent, which came from
abroad, plus the amount of the dutr collected at
the custom-houHo. It would have been other-
wise if the bulk of our consumption was pro-
duerd at home. If you take any American pro-
duction which is largo enough to supply' the
domestic demand the effect is different. Then
the foreign production must undersell the home
production in order to get a foothold in this mar-
ket, and therefore the foreign producer is willing
to surrender the whole duty, or a considerable
part of it, consenting to less profits for the sake
Wm. McKinlbt, Jn.
by the Congress of the United States. The
ringing words of that declaration for industrial
independence I wish might And a lodgment in
every American heart :
Whkhkah, It is necessary for the support of
the Government, for the discharge of the debts
of the nation, and for the encouragement and
protection of manufacturers that duties be
levied on imported goods, wares and merchan-
dise.
A more positive declaration in favor of the
protective system it would be difficult to find
language to express. This was the first import-
ant legislative declaration under the Federal
Constitution. The only other law that preceded
it was that of fixing the oath of office of certain
Federal officials. It was made even before Wash-
for foreign pnrnhilte.
Yon need not be told that the Government
and the people are most prosperous whose bal-
ance of tradels in their favor. The Government
thVcitixen, Indeed it is bnt an aggregationis l k „
of oitisens, and whan the citizen buys more than
he sells he is soon conscious that his year’s
business has not been a success. Our wealth
increases *875,000,900 every year, while the in-
crease of France la *375,000,000, Great Britainr t is 7
$323,000,000, and Germany *200,000,000. The
total carrying capacity of all the vessels entered
and cleared from American ports during the
year 188i-87 in the foreign trade was 28,000,030
tons. The amount of freight transported by the
railroads of the United States was alone 482,000,-
QUO tone daring the earne period. The sum ot
our indnstriea exceeda that of any otherptople
or tribe or nationality. Mulhall, the English
statistican, placet the industries of th>i United
States at •n,4a'>.OJ0,O00 annually, wnloh is *2,205,-
000.000 greater than those of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain, nearly twice that of France or
Germany, nearly three times that ofRaasa,
and almost equal to the aggregated industries
of Austria, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Holland, Aus-
‘•-Ua Canada, and Sweden and Norway.
This advancement is the world’s wonder. The
nations of the earth can not furnish snch a
tion of material prosperity and industriarde-I !
velopment. Arts, science and literature have
held their own in this wonderful march. We are
prosperous to-day beyond anv other people. The
mass s are bettor cared for, batter provided for,
more self-respectiug, a -id more independent
than ever before iu our history, which can not bo
said of .the masses of other countries. One of
the striking differences between a revenue tariff
ami a protective tariff is that the former sends
the money of its people abroad for foreign sup-
piles. and seeks out a foreign market. Tno lat-
ter k«eps the money at homo among our own
peo; lo. circulating through the arteries of trade,
and creates a market at home, which is always
the best because the most reliable.
One of the chief complaints against the proi
toctive system is Its alleged hindrance to forelg’a
trade and a foreign market for our own products.
It Is argued that if we could Import raw mate-
rial from other countries fres, and manufacture
.such raw material into products for use, wa
oould export them at great profit and thus se-
in the markets of the world.cure a standing
-This story is wholly, as 1 believe, illusory. It il
without substance. We have an example of free
raw material In a certain line of manufactures -
ARE YKZ SHUUK IT WILL MOULD WATHER NOW, MISTHKR MILLS?
of extending his markets, with the hope of ulti-
mately destroying home competition. The real
question, therefore, is whether in raising money
to supply the government needs we should have
thoughtful concern of the industrial interests of
the people we represent, or, discarding every
other consideration shall adjust our duties upon
the revenue principle to secure revenne, and
revenue only. The money must bo raised, and
in raising it the protectionist is mindful of the
interests of our own people. The tariff reformer
is considerate of everybody else's interest but
our own. I con not understand why so long as
..... . fffltaxation must be resorted to (and that wil  be
the case so long as governments exist) it should
not be raised upon the foreign article which
competes with tno domestic article, and thus
discriminate in favor of our own and against the
foreign, rather than to admit to equality In our
markets untaxed, and npon equal terms with
our own producers, the products of our foreign
rivals.
The protective system but Invokes the high-
est law of nature— that of self-government.
There Is every reason, founded in justice, why
the American producer should in every constitu-
tional way be favored as against the foreign
producer whose protnets compete with bis.
This is is our natural market ; we have mode it.
We have made it after a century of struggle.
We have made It after a cost of capital and
brain and muscle. We have preserved it against
foreign wars and domestic conflicts, at a great
sacrifice of men and money. The foreigni   pro-
ducer has coutribut d notninc to the growth or
development of the country. Whatever influence
he has exerted has bsen against us and to our
detriment. He has nothing in common with us.
He is without the jurisdiction ot our laws. He
cannot be reached by the tax-gatherer. He is
ington was inaugurated. It subsequently receiv-
ed his sanction, and it is a fact not without sig-
nificance that his approval was given to it on a
day memorable in American history, the 4th of
July, 1789. It had the approval of James Madi-
son, Rufus King, Roger Knermau, Trumbull, Leo,
and a host of other leading men from all parts
of the Union.
Additional tariff legislation was had in 1790.
Some duties wore increased. The journal of the
House of Representatives discloses toe fact that
of the thirty-nine vot s given in favor of the bill,
twenty-one were from the Southern States. Of
the thirteen votes against, nine were from the
New England States, three from the Southern
States, and one from the Middle States. It will
thus be seen that wo are largely indebted to the
South for the inauguration and establishment of
the protective system in the United States,
which has for the most part governed our legis-
lation since the formation of our government
For nearly sixty sixty years of our national life
this principle in its f ilness has been recognized
in our laws, and whenover recognized it has
l>eon accompanied by commercial and industrial
development, stimulating new enterprises, and
soenring prosperity to the masies without a
d I .....
i>e i>y
exempt from all civil obligations in every pa-t
of the republic. Wo can make no requisitiono s
upon him. either in i>eace or in war. Oar mode
of reaching him is throu ih the prodact he would
send to our markets. We can demand of him
that his merchandise shall make contribution
to our Treasury if he would enjoy the use of our
markets. We can make him serve us in no other
way. In the case of a revenue tariff, as 1 have
pointed out, his product never bears the burden.
Whatever we pat npon it is home by our own
people, and iu no wise shared by nim. Thiseaa v -v aaasas. Aizan
prineiple of caring for our own is founded upon
the highest authority, human and divine. It
commenees with the family, extends up through
the community, to the State, and at last to the
nation. There is no city in the country in any
section that does not invoke this principle in the
administration of municipal government for the
prot« ction and enconragement of its own citizens.
The itinerant vender is tazed in every city of
the land. If he would expose his wares upon
the streets of Atlanta at public auction I doubt
not the city government compels him too o o  pay a
tax for the privilege of doing it, and that tax Is
added to th-’ ordinary revenues of the city to
assist in meeting its obligations. Now, why is
this done? Upon exactly the same principle
that wc tax the foreign competing product under
the system of protection. It is done to protect
the resident merchants of your city, who are
with you always, within your jurisdiction, sub-
ject to your laws, contributing to the wealth and
progress of your city, paying taxes to adorn and
beautify it, paying taxes to support your public
schools and make public improvements. The
:h ritinerate vender has no such elation to yonr
community. He Is no part of your politi-
cal organism. He comes and goes; he
parallel lu the world's annals.
The revenue tariff periods in onr history have
been periods of greatest financial revulsions and
industrial decadence, want and poverty among
the people, private enterprises checked, ana
public works retarded. From 1833 to 1842, under
the low tariff legislation then prevailing, busi-
ness was at a standstill, and our merchants and
traders wore bankrupted, our industries were
paralyzed, our labor remained idle, and our
capital was unemployed. Foreign products
crowded oar markets, destroyed doinetdio com-
petition, and, as invariably follows, the price of
commodities to consumers was appreciably
raised. It is on instructive fact that every panic
this country has ever experienced lias been pre-
coded by enormous importations. From 1846 to
1861 a similar sitnatiou was presented under
the low tantl of that period. Contrast this period
with the period from I860 to 188 >. the former
under a revenue tariff, the latter under a protec-
tive tariff. In I860 we had 160,000,000 acres of
improved land, while in 1080 we had 287,000,000,
a-i increase of 75 per cent In 1860 our farms
were valued at *3,200,000,000. In 1880 the value
had leaped to *10,197.000,000, an increase of over
8)0 per cent. In I860 we raised 178,000,000 bush-
els of wheat ; lu 1880, 408,000.000. In I860 we
raised 838,000,000 bushels of corn ; in 1880, 1717,-
000,000 bushels. In 1860 we produced 5,000,000
bales of cotton ; In 1800, 7,000.000 bales, an In-
crease of 40 per cent Iu 1860 we manufactured
cotton goods to the value of *115,681,774; in 1880
the value reached *211,000,000, an increase of up-
ward of 80 per cent In I860 we manufactured
of woolen goods *61000,000; In 1890, *267,000,-
000, an increase of 333 per cent In I860
produced 60,000,000 pounds ol wool
In 1880, 240,000,000 pounds, an increase of
nearly 300 per cent In 1860 we mined U.000,-
000 tons of ooal ; in 1880, 79,000,000 tons, an In-
crease of over 400 per cent I:......£. Ji . HI a I860 wo made
987,000 tons of pig Iron: In 1880, 8,8*5.600 tons.
In 1800 we manufactured 235,000 tons of railroad
iron, and in 1880, 1208,000 tons. In 1880 onr ag-
gregate of national wealth was *16,159,000,000 ; in
1880 it was *43,000,' €0,000. From 1848 to I860,
during the low tariff periol, there was hut a
single year In which we exported in excess of
what we imported. The balanc of trade during
the twelve of the thirteen years was against ns.
Our people were drained of their money to pay
that of leather for boots, shoes, etc., etc. In 1872
hides and skins were made free so that our
manufacturers could import them without cus-
tom house burdens. They have had "free trade"
in their raw material now for sixteen years.
The industry has been an exceptionally success-
ful one, and you eon not avoid being surprised
when I say to you that in these sixteen years we
havo been able to export but 2 per cent, of the
leather production of the country.
But If free raw material be necessary to se-
cure an export trade and the foreign markets,
then I answer that our manufacturers to-day
havo substantial free trade in foreign raw ma-
terials which they make into the finished pro-
duct in the United States, provided they export
it. Sections 3,019, 8,020, 3,021, and 3,022 of the
United States Statutes provide for the remission
of duties on all foreign materials used in manu-
facturing for the export trade. The law is posi-
tive that all articles manufactured for export
from imported materials, upon which duties
ha\e been paid, shall, when exported, be enti-
tled to a drawback of 90 per cent of the duties
paid on such raw materials. Some use has been
made of these laws. The remission of duties
in 1*84 paid upon Imported material manufact-
ured for foreign markets amounted to *2,256,-
6: 8. On some articles the drawback is equal to
the duty paid, but in no instance where arti-
cles are imported to be manufactured
here and sent abroad is the daty to ex-
ceed 10 per cent. And yet wo ore gravely told
by the tariff reformers that we cannot reach
foreign markets on account of the high tariff on
the raw material, when, in fact, for foreign
* foreign raw materials are practically free,
principle was recognized as early as the
listratlon of George Washington, and has
enlarged and mane applicable to all im-
ported materials, the drawbacks varying from
uo to luo per cent. What becomes, then, of the
cry f. r free raw materi is in the presence of this
fact? The truth is, we are not so much con-
cerm d about the foreign market as we are about
the home market. The latter Is the best, and
we have not yet been able to control it, and
until we do, that should be our' chief concern ;U11VU " U
but If any of our people are sighing for a for-
highly than oureign market, and value it more
own, they can import foreign raw material prac
tlcally free of duty, and after advancing into
the higher forms of manufacture can go out
and possess the world'i markets. Taxed raw
materials do not stand in their way, and it ii
hypocrisy to claim otherwise. "The markets of
the world" in our present condition are a snare
and a delusion. We will reach them whenever
we can undersell competing nations, and no
sooner. Tariffs do not keep us out, and free
trade will not make it easier to enter them. Let
the Central American States, British Honduras.
dies andand the governments ot the West In
South America, products to the value of *172,-
468,525, and sold these governments of our prod-
ucts about 33,4 percent, in amonnt of what we
bought of them, or about 960,000,000: and as a
showing that our protective tariff did not pro-
duce. this uncomfortable balance against us, I
need only state that more than one-half of toe
products we bought were not subject to any
tariff tax at all, but were admitted free ot duty.
The Mayor of Chicago boasts of fifty
seven pairs of trousers.
......... —
IOWA’S WINNING TICKET
Hawkey e Republican* Harmoniously
Nominate their State Can-
didatea.
Presidential Pension Tetoes Are De.
nounced and Prohibition’s Good
Effects Lauded.
Warning to Railroad Managers — Th e
People Want Justice— Governor
Larrabee Indorsed.
The Republican Stalta®CoJSSft]n met in this
city the 22d, the Grand •pen House being
packrd to overflowing. The boxes were occu-
pied by Mrs. Governor Larrabee and party, Mrs.
Lieutenant Governor Hull and party, and
others. The delegations were present with mil
numbers. After prayer by the Rev. George C.
Schrallter were selected secretaries, with J. W.
W allot as reading clerk.
1 he following were chosen as the State Cen-
tral Committee: T. W. Tetlock, Louisa Coun-
ty; L. V. Allen, Clinton County: Edgar Picket.
Blsckhawk County; E. W. Wilbur, Floyd
County; 8. C. Inland, Tama County; G. Si.
Christian, Poweshiek County ; T. T. And<lersou,
Warren County; F. T. Granger, Adams County ;
iu.A. L. Harvey, Harrison County; A. D. Bioknell,
Humbddt County; Edgar E. Mack, Buena Vista
County.
The nominations were made as follows :
For Supreme Judge— Judge Seevers (the pres-
ent Supreme Judge) - Judge Granger, of Allama-
kee County, and Judge Given, of Polk County.
On the first ballot Seevers received 280 votes.
Granger 430, and Given 247. On the second
ballot Granger received 5/8 votes, Given 203, and
Seevers 164. The nomination of Judge Granger
was made unanimous.
For Attorney General, the Hen. A. J. Baker,
the present incumbent; the Hon. J. H. Stone, of
Mills County ; H. S. Winslow, of Jasper County,
and Milton Remley, of Johnson County, were
placed in nomination. On first ballot Stone re-
ceived 310 votes, Winslow 150, Baker 277, and
Remley 199 votes. On second ballot Stone re-
ceived 492 votes, Baker 245, Winslow 80, and
Remley 118. Stone's nomination was made
unanimous.
The convention next procoodod to the nomi-
nation of Rhllway Commissioners. Some dis-
cussion ensued as to the maun* of choosing
them, some wishing to select three on one ticket,
others wishing to vote for each separately. The
plan of voting for throe at a time was adopted.
At this time groat confusion prevailed, and it
was with difficulty the Chairman controlled the
convention. John Mahin, of Muscatine ; ex-Gov-
emor Nuwbold, of Mount Pleasant; Spencer
Smith of Council Bluffs ; J. 8. Lawrence, of
Hioux City ; F. T. Campbell, of Newton ; Merritt
Green, of Marshalltown ; Dey, of Iowa City ; and
id “ ‘Messrs. Kent, Kimball, and Rosain, of Hum-
boldt, were placed in nomination. The large
number of candidates made the calling of the
roll very long and tedious. The result was:
Msklu, 3)2; Newhold, 189; Smith, 734; Law-
rence, 342; Campbell, 818; Kent, 71; Green, 4);
Kimball, 22; Rossln, 90: Falrburu, 20; Dey, 8;
Wilson, 77 ; Coffin, 12; Williams. 21.
S-pencer Smith, of Council Bluffs, end Frank
T. Campbell, of New ton, the present commis-
si iners, having received a majority of all votes
cast, were declared the nominees. The conven-
tion then proceeded to ballot for the remaining
commissioner. The second ballot resulted in
the selection of the Hon. John Mahin, of Musca-
tine, as the remaining candidate. The vote
stood : Makln, 526 ; Lawrence, 202 ; Kent, 17 ;
Newhold, 122; Rossln, 2.
The State ticket as nominated :
Supreme Judge— Jmlgo Granger.
Attorney General-J. Y. Stone.
Auditor— Captain Lyon.
Treasurer— O. P. Twombly.
Railway Commissioners— Spencer Smith,
Frank T. Campbell, John Muhin.
Electors-at-Lorge— Ex-Governor Stone and
Colonel Hepburn.
The following district Presidential electors
were chosen :
First District— L. W. Meyers. Louisa County.
Second— W. S. R. Burnette, Jackson.
Third— Colonel Jed Lake, Bucbauau.
Fourth— A. K. Bailey. Do corah.
Fifth— R. G. Cousins, Cedar.
Sixth— >Iohn Morrison, Keokuk.
Seventh— H. S. Wilcox, Polk.
Eighth— R. L. Parish. Dec tur.
Ninth— A. A. Sneff, Harrison.
Tenth— J. L. Kumrar, Hamilton.
Eleventh— H. B. Wyman, O’Brien.
A. K. Bailey refused to serve as elector from
the Fourth District J. O. Crosby waa elected
iu nls stead.
For electors-at-large Judge Lewis, of Wood-
bury County, the Hon. Pete Hepburn, and ex-
Governor Stone were named. Ex-Governor
Stone and Colonel Hepburn were elected by ac-
clamation.
Senator J. G. Hutchison, of Wapello County,
Chairman of the Committee on Resolutions,
presented the following resolutions aa the nlat-
form of the convention, which were adopted and
heartllv cheered:
The Republican party of Iowa, in convention
assembled, heartily indorse nominations of Har-
rison and Morton, and give our cordial approval
to declaration oi principles adopted by Culcogo
convention.
That we most heartily Indorse the administra-
tion of Governor Larrabee, and commend the
courage and fidelity he has displayed in standing
for the righta of the people.
That we declare our firm adherence to the
principle of legislative control of railways and
other corporations. Haying been created by the
:overument, they are of right subject to such
just iaw< as may be enacted for their control,
and mast obey the same. We would deal as
justly with corporate as with individual inter-
ests, but we demand that the people shall be fully
protected In nil directions from corporate rapac-
ity, whether arising from discriminations, com-
bines, railways, or other aggregated capital. We
commend the general railway legislation of the
last General Assembly and demand that all jnst
proceedings and rates thereunder shall be
promptly, impartially and vigorously enforced.
That we repudiate the imimtatiou that the
people of Iowa are antagonistic to the rights of
capital or desire to oppress any corporation, but
we demand such legislation os will develop the
agricultural, industrial, and manufacturing in-
terests of our State ana at the same time render
a just equivalent for the capital and labor em-
ployed.
Wo congratulate the people of oar State on the
temimrance legislation inaugurated in the Eigh-
teenth General Assembly, and on the faithful
obedience of all subseqaent General Assemblies
to the expressed will of the ma-
jority of the people, which has given to
Iowa the best prohibitory law In the United
States. To the credit of tinto Republican party
for its nn selfish and non-partisan respect for
the will of the people, no backward step in
Iowa has been taken, and none will be taken, on
tills question so vital to the moral welfare of
all our communities. In this connection, we re-
fer with satisfaction to the Urge decrease in the
population of our State prisons, the empty jails
In so many of our counties, and the decreasing
costs and expense upon tbo criminal dockets
of the courts.
That we ore opposed to President Cleveland’s
policy of destroying our stiver money to favor
an exclusive gold standard ; but we axe in favor
of gold, silver, and greenbacks, and are opposed
to their destruction or contraction as a circulat-
ing medium. We declare that the Democratic
majority lu the lower house of Congress has
shown its injustice iu defeating the bensto bill
which directed the refunding to Northern States
ot toe direct war tax and iu remitting toe same
which was unpaid by the Southern States. This
tax would have placed in the treasury of Iowa
about *400,000, and to that extent would have
relieved Iowa taxpayers.
The Republicans of Iowa renew the expression
anjieal for national justice with reference to the
Territories.
That wo stand, as ever, in favor of
liberal pensions to our disabled veteran soldiers
and their dependents, and we denounce Presi-
dent Cleveland's wholesa'e vetoes of pension
bills and the spirit in which they have been
uttered.
That we mourn with sincere sorrow the death
of the heroic Phil Sheridan, the idol of the soldiers
and pride of the nation, and we, in common with
all loyal people, realise that In bis death we
have lost a patriot, a sol ier, and a citizen ever
true to country, to honor, and to duty.
HARMONIOUS GATHERING.
The Delegates Represented the Best Ele-
ments of Iowa Republicanism.
The 945 delegates jn attendance at the conven-
tion were representatives of the best elements
of the Republican party in Iowa. Their delib-
erations were harmonious, and the enthusiasm
exhibited gives promise of an old-time victory at
the polls in November. All felt the electric
tbr 11 and understand what it portends. The
nominations were made without protracted con-
test, not more than two ballots being taken on
any office. The ticket is of sterling and tried
material, no point of weakness bring apparent
in the line.
Captain Lyon, who was renominated for Audi-
tor, and Captain V. P. Twombly, for the third
term as Treasurer, are faV deserving of the
CLEVELAND’S MESSAGE.
Tlie President Aik* Congress to Farther
Authorise Him in Relation to
the Fisheries Treaty.
He Would Forbid the Transit of Domin-
ion Merchandise In Bond Across
American Territory.
[Washington ipocial]
The President sent a long message to Con-
gress, the 23d, in regard to the rejected fisheries
treaty, and recommended that power bo given
the Exe • •eoutive to suspend the laws allowing the
transit in bond across United States territory of
goods going to or coming from Canada. The
President, after referring to the injuries and an-
noyances which led np to toe negotiation of the
peaty, and expressing hU belief that the re-
jected treaty was adequate for the settlement of
the difficulty without saorlflolug our national
dignity, says:
"l am nulto conscious that neither my opinion
of the valne of the rejected treaty nor the mo-
tive which prompted its negotiation is of im-u
portanco in the light of the judgment of the
Senate thereupon. But It is of importance to note
that this treaty has been rejected without any
apparent disposition on the port of the Senate to
alter or amend its provisions, and with the evi-
dent int< ntion, not wanting expression, that no
negotiation should at present be concluded
touching the matter at issue.
‘The co-operation necessary for the adjust-
ment of the long standing national differences
with which we have to deal by methods of con-
ference and a Yeement, having thus been de-
clined, I am by no means disposed to abandon
the interest and the rights of our people lu the
premises or to neglect their grievances, and I
therefore turn to the contemplation of a plan of
retaliation as a mode which still remains of
treating the situation. I am not unmindful of
the gravity of toe responsibility assumed in
adopting this line of conduct, nor do I fail in the
least to appreciate its serious consequencea. It
will be impossible to injure our Canadian neigh-
bors by retaliatory measnres without inflicting
some damage upon oar own citizens.
“Plainly stated, the policy of national retalia-
tion manifestly embraces the infliction of the
greatest harm npon those who have injured us
with the least possible damage to ourselves.
There Is also an evident propri ty, as well as an
invitation to moral support, found In visiting
upon the offending party the same measure or
kind t ‘of treatment of which we complain, and as
far as possible within the same linos. And
above all things, tho plan of retaliation, tf en-n o lc
tered upon, should bo thorough and vigorous.
"These considerations lead mo at this time to
Invoke tho aid and counsel of the Congress nud
Us support in such a turther grant of power as
seems to me necessary and desirable to render
effective tho policy I havo indicated."
The President then refers to the retaliation
act paaeed in March, 1887, and argues that its
enforcomeut in such manner os would result in
tho least possible injury to our own people
would prove inadequate for toe ncoomplisnmeut
of the punwge desired. The message says :
"While f shall not hesitate ujion projier occas-
ions to enforce this act, it would soem to be un-
necessary to suggest that, if such enforcement is
limited in such a manner as shall result in the
least possible injury to our own people, the ef-
fect would probably be inadequate to the accom-
plishment of toe purpose desired.
‘I deem It my duty, therefore, to call the at-
tention of Congress to certain particulars In the
action of toe authorities of the Dominion of
Canada, in addition to the general allegations al-
ready made, which appear to l>e in such marked
contrast to the liberal and friendly position of
our country as. in ray opinion, to call for such
legislation as will, upon the principles already
stated, properly supplement toe powpr to inaug-
urate retaliation, a.realy vostel in the Execu-
tive."
Tho inessage quotes the tw< nty-nlnth article
of tho treaty of 1871, allowing the passage in
bond across tho United States territory of goods
..... . ' ' 11deattnod for Canada, and conferring a like privi-
lege upon goods passing through Canada and
destined for the United States. Since 1880, the
President says, this privilege has been denied
to American fishermen, ami since then they
have not been allowed to ship their fish in bond
through Canadian territory to this country.
After stating that tbo value of British- Canadian
exports and imports carried across American
territory in the last six years was $270, 000,003bvaa vwaj»»» W MSA J wws 0 V* I* O V - » ' '•''W/
(nearly all of which was dntiable goodn, the
ide) ‘Pres nt says :
"I recommend immediate legislative actio*
conferring upon the Executive the power to sus-
pend by proclamation the ojieratlou of all laws
and regulations ]>eniilttlng the transit of goeds,
wares and merchandise in bond across or over
the territory of toe United States to or from
Canada.
There need be no hesitation in suspending
these laws arising from the supposition that,
their continnat ion is seenred by treaty obliga-
tions, for it seems quite plain that Article 29 of
the treaty of 1871, which was the only article
incorporating such laws, terminated tho 1st of
July, J8*i. The article itself declares that ite
provisions iholl be in force ‘for the term of
years mentioned in Article 33 of this treaty.’
Turning to Article 3) we find no men-
tion of toe twenty-ninth article, but only a
provision that arti les 18 to 23, inclusive, and ar-
ticle 30 shall take effect as soon as the laws re.
quired to carry them Into operation shali be
‘ e lei ‘ . ..... .passed by th gislative bodies of the different
countries concerned, and tthat they shall remain
in force for ten years from tho date at which
they may come Into operation, and further, until
tl»e expiration of two years afttr eitoer of the
high contracting parties shall have given notice
to the other of its w.sh to tonninate the same.
"1 am of the opinion that the ‘term of years'
...... .. tW ~mentioned in article 33 referred to in ar icle 29
as toe limit of its duration moons the period
during which articles .Vito 2), inclusive, and arti-“'O aesvs* b vav v - x isui o wu, sauaa raz n-
clc 3o, commonly culled the 'fishery articles,’
shall continue in force under the language of
said article S."
The President also <yaote* to the same effect
from the law passed by Congress to carry the
treaty into effect, and continue* :
‘In any event, and whether the law of 1873 con-
strues the treaty or govern i it, section 29 of inch
treaty, I have no donbt, terminated with the
proceedings taken by our Government to termi-
nate articles 18 to 25, inclnsive, and article 30 of
the treaty. These proceedings had their Incep-
‘ a joftion in int resolution ofCongress, passed May
3, 1883, declaring that in the Judgment of Con-
gress these articles oughtto be terminated, and
directing the President to give the notice te the
Government of Great Britain provided for in
Article 33 of the treaty. Such notice havingbeen
given two years prior to the 1st day of July,
1885, the articles mentioned were absolutely
terminated on the last-named day, and with
them Article 29 was also terminated.
"But statutes granting to the people o( Canada
the valuable privileges of transit for their goods
from our ports and over onr soil, which had
been passed priorto the making of the treaty of
1871 and Independently of It, remained in force
and ever since the abrogation of the treaty, and,
notwithstanding the refusal of Canada to per-
mit our fishermen to send their fish to their
home market through our territory In bond, the
people of that Dominion havo enjoyed without
diminution the advantages of our libe-al and
generous laws.
"Without basing our complaint upon a viola-
tion of treaty obligations, It is nevertheless true
that such refusal of transit and tho other inju-
rious nets which have been rejected constitute a
provoking insistence upon rights neither miti-
gated by the amenities of national Interconrsa
nor modified by tbo recognition of our liberality
and g- nerous considerations.
‘The history of events connected with this
subject makes it manifest that the C.anmllan
' list!Government con, if so disposed, administer ita
laws and protect the interests of its people with-
out manifestation of unfriendliness and without
the uunoighborly treatment of our fishing vessels
of which wo have justly complained, and what-
ever is done on our part shall be done in the hope
that the disposition of the Canadian Government
may remove the occasion of » resort to the addi-
tional executive power now songbt through leg-
la lative action."
The message concludes os follows :
“Tno course which I have outlined and the
recommendations made relate to the honor and
dignity of onr country and the protection and
preservation of the rights and interests of all
our people. A government does but half it*
duty wh n it protects its citizens at homo and
permits them to be imposed upon and humili-
ated by the unfair and overreaching disposition
of other nations. If we invite oar peouie to re-
ly upon arrangements made for their benefit
abroad we should see to it that they are not de-
ceived. and i! we are genorons and liberal to a
neighboring country our people should reap the
advantage of it by a return of liberality and
generosity.
‘These are subjects which partisanship should
not obscure or confuse. Let us survey the
grouna calmly and moderately, and having put
aside other means of settlement, if we enter
upon a policy of retaliation let us pursue it firm-
ly. with a determination only to subserve the
interests of our people and maintain the high
standard and the becoming pride of American
citizenship."
The megssge was not read in the Senate, as
Mr. Edmonds refused to withdraw a motion to
adjourn for that purpose. The motion waa car-
ried by a strict i>arty vote. In the House the
same was referred to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs.
Little children should never b« al-
lowed to drink iced liquids. Ordinarily
qpol water is better for them and subdue*
the thirst more readily than if iced.
... _ ___ _______ _ _______ ___________ i __ ________ ____________
I—A yonng man named Howard \V.
>terling, of Detroit, succeeded in swind-
ling several private parties and two De-
troit banks out of between $14,000 and
$20,000. The announcement of this de-
falcation fell like a thunder clap upon the
large circle of acquaintances which young
Sterling had formed in Detroit. The
scheme by which Sterling raised the mo*t
of his ill-gotten gains was by negotiating
forged mortgages. It was the determina-
tion of the Wayne County Savings Bank,
which institution was imposed upon by
Sterling, to prosecute the offender to the
fnll extent of the law. The first step was
to arrest him, and this proved a matter of
more difficulty than had been anticipated.
It was found that Sterling had left his
private residence, on Champlain street,
and gone to his fathers residence, on
Grosse Isle. At the latter place
it was ascertained that Sterling had
gone to New York, and the matter of
catching him was put into the hands of
the police. Dispatches, giving a descrip-
tion of him, were sent in all directions.
At New York detectives were notified to
watch all qutgoing steamers, and this
precaution proved successful. One of the
steamers was about to leave its moorings
when a young man,, answering to the
description given of Sterling, made a
rapid break for the vessel, carrying a
sachel. He had half crossed the gang
plank when the hand of a detective was
laid on his shoulder and young Sterling
was a prisoner. He was locked up im-
mediately to await the arrival of Detroit
officers.
—James Bagloy, clerk of the Griffin
House, of Detroit, died at the Sanitarium.
Mr. Bagley was born in Maine in 1822,
and was therefore 66 years old at the time
of his death. For years prior to the war
he was proprietor of the National Hotel,
New York, acquiring a handsome for-
tune, which ho afterward lost in specula-
tions in the oil field of Pennsylvania.
Later he became post trader at Fort
Steele, M. T. He went to Detroit in
1871 and was clerk of the Cass Hotel
under Tyrrell Bros., remaining through
successive changes until the house was
demolished in 1885, when ho took charge
of the office of the new Griffin House.
He had been a familiar face to the travel-
ing public at the Michigan Central Depot
, for Beventeen years, and his genial and
kindly disposition made hosts of friends,
who will be saddened by his death. Mr.
Bagley left relatives in New York and
New Jersey.
Peter Nau-Gan-Nee, who died near
Mount Pleasant recently, was the son of
Timber-Full-of-Holes, and was born near
what is now Fentonville, away back in
the eighteenth century. Ho was 15 years
old whan Tecumseh died. During the
war of 1812, when Tecumseh had raised
a company against the whites, Nau-gau-
nee was in the employ of the United
States Government, and was frequently
in Detroit in consultation with Gen. Hull
and Lewis Cass, for whom he acted as a
messenger to friendly Indians. In 1820
he went West as far ns Fort Dearborn
(now Chicago), went down the Mississippi
to the Ohio, thou up that river to the
Maumee to Detroit. In 1843 the Govern-
ment located the Pottawatomies in Kan-
sas. and Nau-gau-nee’s wife, who had
some trace of the Pottawatomie blood in
her veins, became frightened and fled to
Canada., He was absent at the time, and
before he could learn where his wife was
she had united her fortunes with another
buck, and Nau-gau-ueo sought solace in a
new squaw. He settled in Saginaw Coun-
ty and remained there until 1864, when
. he removed to Isabella County. In 1882
Nau-gau-nee’s sons made a tour of Eu-
rope, describing to interested thousands
the life and manners of the North Ameri-
can Indian. The lads were aboard the
Servin on their return voyage when she
was run into by the Scotia off the banks
of Newfoundland. Tho boys got in a
lifeboat and refused to leave when or-
dered to do so, and tho Captain crushed
an axe through the skull of oue of the
lads and throw the other overboard. Tno
latter was drowned. Nau-gau-nee was a
man of powerful physique even in his
later years; but when he was with his
tribe he was credited with being able to
walk erect under tho weight of two deer
and without fatigue. He was a swift
runner, and away back in 1814 was pitted
againt a Wyandotte Indian for a prize of
$30 offered by General Hull, and Nau-
gau-nee won it. Nau-gau-nee was the
owner of a small farm, which he had
cleared himself, and he worked it alone
until within a very short time of his death.
-“Corn-roasts" and “potato-bakes" are
the most pleasing recreations among the
young people in some parts of the State
about now.
—The scarcity of straw has materially
interfered with the operations of the Cen-
tral City Paper Company’s mill at Jack-
son, although Superintendent Brndt re-
ports that five tons a day are being turned
out, and that the capacity of the mill will
soon be considerably increased.
—The Northern papers are beginning
to have notices of “heavy white frosts."
Winter is coming.
—Lightning struck the house of Victor
Wayette, at Lake Linden, destroying the
building and instantly killing the owner.
—The brick school house which stood
for so many years at the crossing three
miles south of Romeo has been tom
down. It has not been in existence for
some years, but for more than a genera-
tion it was the best kuown landmark in
that part of Macomb county, and there are
old, gray-haired men in (hat vicinity who
received their first schooling inside of its
yralls.
—The first four miles of the elec trio
atreet railway at Sault Ste. Marie is near-
Ay completed and ready for use.
—The furnace at Elk Rapids is making
fifty-e'ght tons of irou a day. The last
shipment to England was 600 tons— a
short time ago.
—Elk Rapids talks of putting a track
around Bass Lake— which is right in town.
They will then have the fiuest mile course
in the State.
—The Rust farm, near Puinesville, is
being stumped and prepared for crops.
The monster piue stumps, that are pulled
up by the roots and piled up, make a fire
as big as a house. It will be a sample
piece of land by next spring, and is ex-
pected to help demonstrate that piue
lauds are not entirely worthless.
Dr. Mitchell states, according to the
Jackson Patriot, that not for mauy years
has tho mortality among young children
been so great as this season. He attrib-
utes the cause entirely to uucleauliness
about Jackson. He states that many cares
of nuisances exist; but, judging from the
experience of tho past, it is useless to at-
tempt to force people to keep their prem-
ises cleau, as it is impossible to convict
in cases that are taken to the justice
courts.
Mrs. Abbie Gainbee has been ap-
pointed Postmistress at Newport, to suc-
ceed her husband, who held the office at
the time of his death. The appointment
is a very gracious act on the part of the
administration, and gives satisfaction to
the people of Newport.
—Among the various schemes talked of
to give Tecumseh a boom a fruit cunning
factory won Id bo one of tho most prac-
ticable. Adrian has a large and success-
ful establishment of this nature, and
there is no reason why the business could
not bo made equally successful in
Tecumseh.
—The death of Bishop Harris, of this
State, oceurred in the Langham Hotel,
Loudon, England. He showed symp-
toms of paralysis after preaching in Win-
chester Cathedral. He went to Bowuess
to try the hydropathic treatment, but re-
ceived no benefit. He returned to Loudon
and was attended by Dr. McGraw, of De-
troit, assisted by Drs. Maudsley and Rey-
nolds. They could do him no good, and
he died in tho arms of his wife and
daughter. Tho body was embalmed and
shipped to America. A service over the
remains was held in Westminster Abbey.
Mr. Morgan, Mr. Phelps and Mr. Duncan
were present, and sent wreaths. The
coffin was covered with floral emblems,
(’anon Wescott conducted tho services.
The Bishop of Mississippi made an ad-
dress, and Bishop Whipple of Minnesota
pronounced the benediction. Many
Wiltiaf for tte Press.
Write on peper foolscap size, or on
trail paper, if it is more handy. It
cresses so beautifully' when you cram
it into the envelope. Then, too, you
will please the oompositor.
Use pale blue ink and don’t aim at
legibility. The editor is fond of de-
ciphering hieroglyphics. It is likely
that hell guess at a far better word
than the one you really used. If you
have no blue ink, black that has been
frozen and thawed out three or four
times will do as well.
When your article is finished, don’t
revise it Above all don’t prune it;
that might strengthen it, but it will
also shorten it, and quantity goes
farther than quality.
There’s a great deal in sending the
article to the journal for which it isn’t
at all adapted.
Wait at least two days before you
write to inquire why you haven’t heard
about the article.
If you live near the publication office
don t send your MS., but take it your-
self. Read it to the editor; read it
Jwisberously, so that others within
hearing may enjoy it. They may
doubt the ‘massiveness of your brain,
blit Tint tllA /•nvxnnviv wvsmiw
etw far Rheumatism. I Shacking AeeMant.
G. G. Treat, of West Granville, Mass., | 8o md the headlines of many a newspaper
writes pf Allcoci’b Porous Plasters: S'® 5nd "• with palpitating CSr-
For rheumatism, neuralgia, pain in the are “d
<1« n jmpreeeed by the saerifloe- ucurmgiB, pain in tne
side or back, coughs, colds, bruises, and human
any local weakness, they truly poesesi of mea and women are fililng
wonderful curative qualities. I have rec 1 Tiot,m, ‘ ---- -- — **’ *
ahuluckb. * listers would be lu |
crippled condition st home. In every in- j iWe^sT^SnSSS^ St
stance where they have been faithfully rapidly Md surely arrest the rav^Vdf £0-
aud properly applied the result has been •umP*‘on if taken in time. Do noUherefore.
wonderfully satisfactory. 1 jjJJPjjj unU1 y°u ha vs tried this wonderful
Aiy Colsr Would Do.
groom (to waiter)— Bring
Q1 1 ^ to th 0 °* y°ur lungR-
----- — -v.vwx „ *„F, walk all over
him, figuratively speaking. He enjoys
such visitors hugely; the disappoint-
ment of his life is that they do not
come in squadrons.
Should the editor, through dementia
or the idiotic fortuity of circumstances,
accept your article, send him another
right off. In fact, keep sending them.
Load them in a galling gun. Make a
target of him.— The Epoch.
Country
ns some fislT.
Waiter— Yes, sir; blue or white fish,si ? ’
Country groom (to bride)— Which’ll
it be, Maria?r genteel indifference)—
I don t keer what the color is, John, as
long as it’s fish.— Tid-Bifs.
“The World Mores,”
Maintained Galileo, when his tormentor* racked Fworii 'pSflSt^^cuSi1 the* PsJJlfa!
r ’cS.truVir.rjr:; ^
the Illumination of discovery and experience. - --
Geufeel quacks.
1 £ ^ Jr0Q 1 t*ys I" And Dr. H 1
.™?1Plion ror®* ths peculiar
--- ------- u a u ci a xperience.
There are hosta of people ir ho, because they hare
adopted certain principles, contlnu# to swallow
them to their dyin* day In defiance of the laws of
common sense. Mercury, drastic purgatives,
sui>er-potent narcotics
they nave given ground _____ __
progress of Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, a na-
tional, painless remedy for disorders of the liver,
the stomach and the bowels, still continue to
make ambulating apothecaries shops of many
stomachs. The symptoms of liver trouble are
•asily remediable without any abdominal dls-
turbance with this beneficent alterative. 80, also
«u.
Very ChUly Weather.
Frederick Schwatka Bays: “Tho cold-
are constipation, sick haadaebsTWrUraraaS
7 ,or tUo
Helhat at the pole itself there is open to hisbed^-110 18 ^ he 18 CODfined
“How cold is such a temperature as » eh?, <?ue818 ho mil8t have made
:dged by results?” I * miB^ahe and drank some of the water.41TA m m  I A THAU OdTvf n rv ^  1 _ X itjud \ i8“ - — ------- — n<,TO*.
“It is pretty cold, but one gets used Can f l}e_to° careful at these
to it. iWis a neenliar EnZ! I health ^sorts.-T^as Siftings.it. ^ There is p culiar misunder-
standing about such a low temperature
in the scientific world. I remember
reading in the Popular Science
Monthly, which is supposed to be ac-
curate, a statement to the effect that, in
such cold, meat taken from a boiling
Publications.
try uxasuo purgative., Tho present Presidential campaign Is
and sedatives, though j somewhat remarkable by reason of the hl(h
l before the Irresistible Jltorsrv ability engaged In preparing authon-
B a- t’0 and r«arly excellent biographies of the
men who are named for rulers of the fore-
most nation of the earth.
t The popular Senator and soldier, General
Lew Wallace, more widely celebrated as the
author of “Ben Hur," and one of Gen. Har-
rlson's most intimate and life-long friends,
has just completed the authorized biography
of the Republican candidate, and the life of
President Cleveland, originally prepared by
hiH old friend. ex-Gov. Dorshelmer, has
been almost entirely rewritten and enlarged
by W. U. Hensel. one of the brightest jour-
nalista and among the foremost men of tho
Deraocratlo party. They each contain also
a mkLetcJl ?f t'1® v‘oe Presidential candidate.
These books are far above the usual
standard, and illustrate how self-made men
nave risen to great eminence, and every
loyal man, woman and child ought to be fa-
miliar with the life, charcter and public ser-
vices of the man they help to make Pres!-
dent of this great nation.
niBSffBiMaaag
WRITING
_
NORTH WESTERN MIUTARY IMBQIV
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Remedy*™7 “peciflo~Dr' Catarrh
As you raise them so you have them—
tore of 68 degrees below. It was in- er8 ot. en.dur,Knce ,n 0 few days; oures the
side a snow hut as I took off mv clothes I}ppeUt* for bTuors and tobacco at once, and
and got into a alAAttimr Locr J* .re1c?v®red a, iar£® number of casus of
aua goc into a sleeping-bag. It is the old. helpless paralysis as a food only.
wind that plays the mischief with - - 
everybody; but, fortunately, the colder Now, the trout fisherman will begin to
it gets the stiller it gets, and when it I ^ in bi* line and to reel off his lies.—
gets away down it’s pretty quiet, I can | Boalon Poat-
tell you. But when it gets to the or- -  -
— i — xi-— ----- .« I Go Heal Thyself Y- ^ ' DUC wnen 11 8et8 the r ~ —Americans were present. Samuel Smith temperature, then comes the Neal Thyself
Harris was bom in Autauga Countv Ala- 1 °n the whaler ^e watcre of West Baden and French
bnma Sent u ifiii i VT'Vi and began to get south, I buffered ex- ft*8' 1110cat®d in Orange County,
g.rftl!U.ated at the oruciatingly and thought I should suf- rife X! B° aTl
focate, a fish out of water was nothing the Monon Route (Louisville! Now Albanyt°it.” (and Chicago Railway Companv) n£
-  I 8Erinif8 on this continent, as yet analyzed
Where He Learned His Slang. afford more than a Jourth part of thequal-*
Matilda, that boy of our. is chuck I
All Run Down
From th* wssksalng streets of w*rm wssthsr, by
hsrd work, or from • long Hlasss, you aetd a good
tonic sad blood puvtOar. Hood’s StrsapsrllU fires
s good appetite, •trsngtheoi ths whole systsm, puri-
fies ths blood, regulate* ths digsktloa.
It affords ate much plsiauis to recommend
bnma, Sept. 14, 1841, graduated at the
University of Alabama in 1859, and was
admitted to the bar in tho following year.
After practicing law for several years he
became a candidate for holy orders and
was ordained a priest June 30, 1869. Ho
held pastorates at Montgomery , Ala.; Co-
lumbus, Ga.; New Orleans, La., nud Chi-
cago, III. He declined the Bishopric of
Quincy in 1878, and that same year, with
the Rev. John Fnltou, he founded the
Living Church, and was its editorial man-
ager tor six years. He was cousecrated
Bishop of this State in 1871. He received
tho degree of D. D. from William and
Mary College in 1874, and that of LL. D.
from the University of Alabama in 1879,
and had published, besides occasional
sermons and reviews, the “Bohleu Lec-
tures."
—Lightning struck the residence of
Wm. Johnson, Supervisor of Isabella
Township, Isabella County, as the family
were sitting in the house, and with them
was Mrs. Hugh D. Johnson, who was
struck, the charge passing through her
back, teariug the flesh in n fearful man-
ner and injuring her in other ways. It
tore her clothing into shreds and riddled
the house in every way. A child was also
prostrated, and for some time it was sup-
posed to be dead.
W O , . nclc
full of slang,” remarked Mr. Dusen- 1 In this particular. •
harr* in m -L — ---- v-.-_.__ . . I AH these Waters havs about tho sameberry, in * sharp, complaining tone. « n nmi m i18!® S&°ut tho same
He talk, .bout me a, tlfe guvnor, and
this morning I beard him tell Bridget I quantities, are nowerfuiB“v “or, anu auve and tonic when moderately used- i»mn get W®r p l eUmfeatore
to Let her go, Gallagher!’ Where the bowels, kidneys and skin!
does he pick np such abominable ^?whiaWhur;i?/^?c,nf
^ “Goodness only knows,” Mrs. Dusen- X
berry said, with a well-simulated look 8! 1° ^ e treatment of dls.
of ignorance. ®{“*9°f“® »Wn. dyzpensia, oonstlpation.
m“A‘ 1 continued
Mr. Dnsenberry, “of those Darringer ?^c,flflc. and. in fine, may b? very
boys. He is altogether too fly, that boy, wh/re^llnSf6^ ch1ronio affections
and if Icatch him with these boys again JlgSed “d altertttlve effect 1# d®-
Ml make a home run of the liveliest J® the Invalid the many cures effected bykmd P;op®r we of these waters for the last
He may hear some of it at home,” re ief T^thow w!6 8'xon*eet )W«urance of
—A young lad went to the express offioe
in Saginaw with two bushels of huckle-
berries, which wore to be sent away, the
basket not being marked. The polite
agent inquired the destination of tho
package and the lad replied: “It’s for
Uncle Jim." He never in the world had
heard him called by any other name, and
was sent home to ascertain the rest of
“Uncle Jim’s" name.
—Lester Hawley hired a valuable mare
of E. Jay ^ Villard, at Lansing, and cele-
brated the arrangements by an after-
harvest symposium, in which Mark
Sackner and his younger brother joined
with enthusiasm. The trio. drove out to
Milletts nnd found any amount of un-
diluted excitement in running their horse
up and down the main street until the
animal went down in the ditch, and a
general row followed. The horse’s right
forward leg was broken in two places, and
she was afterward killed ot the request of
Mr. Willard. Hawley, with head badly
bruised and the skin scraped from his
right cheek in a wholesale manner, was
taken to Lansing and spent a day in jail.
—The snake editor of the Petoskey Re.
sorter is at his post, and under recent date
says: “J. F. Groskopf, of Harbor Springs,
killed fifty snakes in five minutes. The
largest was four feet long and the olher
forty-nine were fellows who ran into the
parental stomach for refuge. "
—The meeting of the “Old Crowd" at
Mt. Clemens was a very snccessfnl re-
union of one of the jolliest crowds of
thirty years ago which still bolds annual
reunions. An excursion on the steamer
Ida and lots of fishing were among the
pleasant features.
—The Lenawee teachers at the close of
their institute, gave their instructor, Hen-
rj R. Pattengill, of Lansing, a gold-
headed cane, and to Instructor R. W..
Putnam and Secretary E. G. Walker each
a gold-mounted umbrella.
nd of, then. Refined conversation is a ^ul valley surrounded^ by an uSduhTted’
mark of culture. Let me hear that kid Picp ureT° ,re*,on' The water of the
use slang again and 111 give it to him lsP[S^dWhirB.nnrock*Ilned •pertur®8 and
look an MafaT “
hi, hat raddenly, and muinbLg some- The jround, are beaEny“]inithout!!mii
bmg about having an appointment at de^or**fed In landscape. A band of music
the office, fled.— Time. 16 '••‘gular attendance. nmsw
- - - - - taliiR0 nlnrhrBaden ?pr,n*8 property con-
U.e«r Lie, the Head.
forest, extending ___ * r.. . uVasue neau. ngmiuny varied landscape of prairie and
A thoroughly well-authenticated an- ,reBl!u! re^Pafi«n to the
^dote illustrating In, great tact, w.\j ®lsraeN 800n a^tor he was ere- tanks and baths tempered by steam
ated Earl of Beaconsfierd. Jh® springs are locutefln a cLrmlng
It appears that not long after his inti 7Hl5f,i.?eK,c?ted 7hter babbling up
transplantation to the House of Lords, roek. thu, WaXV
Disraeli met a brother peer in the e®cacA. °°od music in attendance* d
street, who asked him how he liked the tunXLfo/K? iLlck 9^®k afford oppor-
Ch“?.e- .... _. |!nhi,ri,rHm'‘pXr,0,t£V/idJ^“^
- _ _ ---- —  ui wrominr a
Hood's BtrsiptrlUs. My health two yean ago was
very peer. My friends thought I was going with
consumption. I commenced oalng Hood's Samps-
rills, took fire bottles of it, and to-day I can do u
hard a day's work aa I ever could. It ssrsd ms from
the grave and pot ms on my feet s sound, healthy
man." WillR.D. Tbisbit, hi East Main street
Wlggonsvllle, Ohio,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Bold by Ml druggists. Hislxfbria. Prepared only
by C, I. HOOD ft OO* Apothecaries, Lowell, w—t
IOO Poffiet One Dollar
piS0 S CURL FOR CONSU MPTI o N
$15.
S'
 '"wv mrncwtmwm
with all tiUck-
•MU u* warraati * ‘
JMlIr U*. Bar <tm« traai Ua
aaahHarm, aa4 aata^gUjeJlM
READ THIS I
A ft WASHING MACHINB FREE |
mmmm
< i jui bi.,i was eo m
BRJhJretrSw wSa,?? b*c“** “
*•<•>« tb*f wilt give
ha^^-T^ _ *~tnlsf maass ws
tpHssal^yeor b^ a^ .ad,* ^
“ DR. WIRQH ILL'S
Teething Syrup
rOR OHIXjDRKX
IMIRTOriaTABT oo* _ _
Th# OLDEST MEDICINE la th# WORLD la
grabaMyDr. IfiftAD TlM>apM«!»f> D
Watill•libratid Eys
aU o n a^ t^UhayY been" lY
rectlonaaw
.. w» — article is oor
Ctlonasre tollowedlt
getting himself for the moment, and
blundering out with the truth ; “like it!
I feel as if I were dead and buried
alive.” Then, seeing the expression of
discomfiture on the peer's face, he add-
ed, hastily, with a courtly and irre-
listible smile, "And in the land of the
blessed!”
Something That Would Be SnIUble.
Miss Coupon— Yon dear old darling,
you! I’m too awfully glad to see you
for anvthing. And what do you think ?
Papa has just collected a dividend—
from one of his railroads, yon know—
and he has just given me a check to
but a gown. What ought I to get ?
Miss Penn— A watered silk might be
ipropoe.— Philadelphia Call
LllT.uenMp,Ve . P^Pbfefe containing
analysis of the waters, address any agent
manager, is. o. McCormick, General Pam.
sengcr Agent, Chicago. Ill “
^JACOBS oif
Patient Endeaver.
‘Do you speak German?” asked Miss
De Leicester of Mr. De Lisle.
“No, Miss De Leicester,” said Mr. De
Lisle, sorrowfully. “I can’t really say I
io. I only try U).m- Somerville Jour-
nal.
In ewe of a cut, smoke the wound with
burned red flannel on which has been
Prevent a quarrel with your child by
mrmng his attention to something differ-
For Rheumatism.
BRAND NEW, STRONG PROOFS
•S Tsars. VtwtM. m.. May U. UM.
JTNm UM Is UM-ahMt BS yvan-Z (mf«r*4
•nft i riMsmatUa af Um Big. X was ren« Sr ths
«« M IL XarehaOU. T. C. BObP.
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Coughs,
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---- ...rost,
Hoarseness,
•tiff Neok/
ronshltis,
Catarrh,
Nesdaeha,
Toothache,
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Asthma,
Bruisoa,
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Tee Loo Cabins of
America have been
birthplaces of some of
the grandest men. Lin-
coln, Grant, Sheridan,
first ssw the light of
day through the tdiinkN
n of Badway’s
i.'.ssu&Xxr
AJ,urnJ( Old Isret
Wb have sold Big G tm
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of a Log Cabin. Warner’s Log Cabin
Saroaparilla also originated in a Log
Cabin and stands pre-eminent among
the blood purifiers of to-day as Warner’s
“Tippecanoe” does as s stomach tonic.
^ fy* foWsre .ln a Kub6rr Coat, and _ ^A
Ask tor ths
fine* not ha1
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fioPE Reformed Church:— Ser-
vices at 10:30 a. ui. aud 7:80 p. m. Sun-
daj’Schocl at 12 in. Young People’s
ingThursday at
tioiial Singing. All are welcome, itev.
Beanlslee will conduct the sendees,
Methodist E. Church:— Services
at 10:30 a. in. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday
School at'12 m., Prater meeting Thurs-
Tlay evening at 7:3<*. All arc welcome
sand the seats are frefc. Rev. H. D.
, Jordan will conduct the sendees. Sub-
jects Morning, The Promises. Eve
ning, An Expository Sermon. *] ».
IIolland Christian Ref. Church,
Ninth street.— Rev. E. Bos, pastor.
Sendees at 9 :30 a. in., 2 and 7 :30 .p. m.
Rev. E. Broene, of Drititlie, will Occu-
py tlie pulpit. »*
Holland Chrirtuh Ubkohmed
Church— Market Street.-rRev. E. Van
der Vries, Pastor, Sendees at 7:30 a.
in., 2:00 and 7:30 p. m.
• First Reformed Church.— Ser-
ces at 9:80 A. M., 2 and 7:30 P. M. Dr.
N. M. Steffens will conduct the ser-
vices.
Third Reforaied Church.— Rev.
D. Broek, Pastor, Services at 9:80a. m.
2:00 and 9:30 p. m.
KU/d, oniie wine pltce’ d»ti»a tR t‘h d»yof Aui
RUBt A. D. 1886, and recorded in the Office of the
Hejater of peeda, for the County of Ottawa, and
Sute of Miahtean, on the 23rd any of September
A. D. I88ti In Liber No. 37 of Mortgages on page
108, which waa on the 23U1 day of July A. D. 1888
duly awigaed by aald John R. Kleyn toGerrttJ.
Ulckema, of Holland City, Ottawa County, Michi-
Igan. and which said aaslgoinunt waa recorded in
he office of the Register of Deed* for said Countyv» XII VV.UO AVI DUIU V UU II l y
of Ot awn, and Sute of Michigan on the 25th day
of July A. D. 1688, in Liber No. 35 of Mortgages on
page fti on which mortjtage there ii claimed to ba
due at the date of this notice the sum of Oue
Hundred SeTeuly-nlne Dollar* and eight ecu w, and
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
. Chilblains, Corns, and ^ 11 Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For
sale in this city by Yates & Kane, and
byA.De Kruif, Zeeland, Midi
New Finn.
Mrs. David Bertsch has bought half
of the stock and the tirm will Se here-
after known as Van den Berge &
Bertsch. We are receiving new goods
daily. Our stock will be complete about
the 15th of Sept.
Van den Berge & Bertsch.
Johnson^ Cyclopedia.
noflultorprocacdinufl at law having been Inetl
luted to recover the moneys secured by said mort-
gage, or any part thereof; Now, therefore, by vlr-i mert r  « n i
tue of the power of sale contained in said mort-
gage, and the statute In such case made dud pro-
vided, mtee U hereby given that on (he
Twenty-second day of October,
A. D. 1888.
at eleven o'clock in the fore-noon I shall sell at
public auction to tlu' l.ichest bidder at the front
door of the Court-House in the City of Grand Ha-
ven that being the place where the Circuit Court
for Ottawa County la holden the premises de-
scribed in said mortgage, with eight per cent In-
XJIIIV, UID w UU, Ui uuiiauu iu»u-
ship, Ottawa County. Michigan, to Jan Van Dyk,
Sr., of the same place, dated March Fourth. A . D.
1884, and recorded In ihc tfflee of the Regirrer of
Decda of Ottawa County oh March Hx'h, A. D.
1884, 'In liber 16 of Mortgage!1 ou page 314, (and
rk to
-Sled
- --- - — ---- -- — , ------ -- „„ March
Seventh, A. D. 1885, in said Register’s office, In
liber 30 of mortgages on page 117, and said mort-
gage was assigned by said Fillmore Bird, io Jan
Van Dyk by assignment In writing, dated Feb-
ruary Sixteenth, A. D. 1606. and recorded In said
terest. and all legal costs, the premises being de-
scribed in said mortgage, as all that certain piece
or parcel of land, siluate in the City of Holland,
de-
seven-
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and
scribed as followa, to wit: All of the East 
ty-five (75) feet of Lot Ten (10) In Block Sixty-five
(65) In said Clly of Holland, according to tho;orig-
!nal plot oftbe Village (now City) of Holland, of
record In the office or the Register of Deeds of Ot-
tawa County. Michigan.
Holland, Only 26th A. D. 1888.Dated:
26-131.
GEKKIT J. DIEKEM A,
Assignee of Mortgage
Mortgage Sale.
yvEFAULT having been made in the conditlonaU of payment or a n
entod on the First day of M>n.u, a. u. iooi, oy
Abraham Felton and Lanra M. Felton, of Holland
made and exe-mortgage
arch. A D 1881 b
Township, Ottawa Connty, State of Michigan, i
Alexander Wilcox, of Marengo, Calhoun Connty,
Michigan, and recorded In the office of the Regis-
ter of Deeds of the County of Ottawa, State of\svuM jVS vrilOSYOt Ui iC UI
Michigan, on the seventh day of March. A. D. 1881.
at nine o’clock In the forenoon, In Liber alxteen of
At a meeting of the School Board of-EM" — T _______ ___
the village of Hesperia, Oceana Co.,
held .Aug. 24, ’8b it was voted, unani-
mously, to purchase Johnson’s New
Universal Cyclopedia for the School
lAhE&ry.,
•/! J. Rose Mansfield, Director.
Hesperia, Aug. 24, 1888.
.. ^  Don’t Experiment.
You cannot afford to waste time in
experimenting when your lungs are in
danger. Consumption always seems,
at Jirst only a cola. Do not permit any
dealer to impose upon you with some
cheap imitation or Dr. King?s New
Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
j*nd Colds, but be sure you yet the
genuine. Because he can make more
protit he may tell you he has something
yost asgood, orjnsttlie same. Don't
l»e deceived, but insist upon getting Dr.
King’s New Discovery, which is guar-
anteed to give relief in all Throat,
rtmm Hud Chest affections. Trial
bottles free at Yates & Kane, Holland;
H. De Kruif, Zeeland.
nle RomeIJn and his wlfa Christina Romeijn. both
V January Llgolce _______ __ HEX
, oflcnofUis Register of Deeds Of Ottawa Connty,
'3rd dar of Jnne A. D. 1885 duly assigned by said
Klaas smlts to Jannerje Smlts and recorded in
aldRegistprs office on the 8th day ol Jane A. D. 1885
in Liber 80 of Mortgages on page 178, on which
mortgage there is claimed to be doe at the date
ofthU notlre the snm of two hondred fifteen dol-im 
and twenty cents, and aoaiit or pioceedlnga
-- w or In eqnlty having been Inatlinted to recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any part
or to much thereof os Is necessary to' pay the
' amount dne on sold mortgage with interest and
• Mots^at the front dour of "the^ Ottawa Connty
useatUreod Haven, Michigan on theTwenty November
ot lloveD o’clock In 4he forenoon of said day.
The said Mortgaged premise* to be sold being
that certala piece or parcel of land sltnated and
being in the Village of Zeeland In the County of
Ottawaand the State of Michigan —•*
described aa Lot numbered Sixteen
numbered Two (2) of the Village of
oording to a recorded plat thereof in
office of ubo' .........
eonare piece
of One hand
felt
Jnjt a ecord d lh« Registers
s Jtte  t e 'inlUt* N ort ^  We st°c unh.’ r” fC said U) t*
Ired twenty five (123) feet South and
upon which said Mortgage there la claimed to be
due at the date of this noUce the sum of Three
hundred and five Dollars and forty cents ($305.40.)
Notice is therefore hereby given that by virtue of
the power of sale In said Mortgage contained and
the statute In such case made and provided, said
Mortgage will be forclosed by a sale at public
auction or vendue of the Mortgaged premises or so
much thereof as is necessary to pay the amount
due with interest and costs including the atiorney
fee provided bv law at the front door of the County
Court House In the city of Grand Haven, Michi-
gan, that being the place where the Circuit
Court of Ottawa County, Michigan, is held, on the
Second day of October, A. D. 1 888,
at one o’clock In the afternoon of said day. The
mortgaged premises to be sold are described In said
IM •MV WVMUtJ VI V/ 1 1*1 TV O | aim lilt: DIAIG
of Michigan and described as follows, to-wlt: The
south east quarter of the south east quarter of
section numbered ten (10) also the following
described premises, vlx.: Commencing at the
meander post on the shore of Lake Michigan at
the west end of the sooth line of section num-
bered nine (9) In Township numbered fire (5)
north of range sixteen (16) west, and running
thence east along said line thirteen (13) chains
and fifty (60) links to the quarter post on the south
line of the said section nine (9), running thence
north on the quarter line ol said aection nine (9)
eight (8) chains and ninety (90) links to a certain
stake, running thence west parallel with the south
Hue before described to Lake Michigan and thence
south along tbs watsr line of Lake Michigan to
the place of beginning, containing twelve acres,
r k .tit m
by the north line ft tlw'te^^f^described!
bounded east by the quarter line of said section
mne. bounded north brn Une parallel with the
ith line of uld second parcel of land, and lar
snongh north from It to contain seven acres, and
ided — *' ‘ ------boun on the weft by Lake Michigan, contain-
ing seven acres andf making In both said paresis of
Iwid nineteen acres, all in Township five [5], north
of ranee sixteen 116] west, containing In all fifty-
nine (59] acres of land according to the Govern-
James Felton and wife to Henry Loomis, vm ;
part of the 8. E.4d quarter of the 8. W. fcl
quarter of said aection nine. Bounded on the
west by Lake Michigan, south by the sooth line of
said tract, and on the north and east by a line
commencing at the waters 'of Lake Michigan»» aaav  ca wv * m Ui JUMLC JUUUJU U
thereof as tt now stands, thence soatheasterty to
a point on the sonth linoof said tract five 15] rods
east from said pier together with the pier inereon.
Dated July 0. 1888.
F. H.
Mortgage Sale.
TownsMp^ Ottawa Connty, Michigan,' loChrletlna
ads, dated October first A. D. 1885, and recorded
in the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
Connty, Michigan , on October first A. D. 1885, in
liber 27 of Mortgages, on page 178, (which mon-
gage was assigned by said Christina Drakt
March tenth, ^A. D. 1887, by uslgnment in n
on
writ-
ing to Ellen V. Van den fierg of Holland City,
Ottawa County, Bute of Michigan, and which
terminates
d August 28th 1688.
JANNKTJE 8MIT8,
Assignee of Mortgagee.
^^Dw^Hannwa^AttorninJ^Jj^
Mortgage Sale.
r\BFAULT baring been made In the conditions
JLF of a certain Indenture of mortgage made aud
executed by William Hudson and Hannah Hudson,
(blawire),hotn of Grand Rapids. Kent County,
Michigan, to Martin Luikaart ol the same place,
datad March 26tb, A. D.18W. and recorded In the
office ofsbo Register of Deeds for the County of
-Ottawa on the 97ih day of March, A D. 1N6,at
8 o'clock a. m.. of that date In Liber i
sum of one hundred and nlnetr-one, l
five one hundredths (#191 95-100) dollars.
and ninety,
llars, said
mortfiuee by reasonof the default In the payment
of taorest therein aiipulartd to be paid, having
commenced to recover the moneyaaecured by said
•mortgage, and by virtue of the power of sale in
-•aid mortgage contained, notice is hereby given
that /;
Saturday, the 25th day of October,
188S.
; eleven o’clock, a. m , i shall
auction to the hlghest kldderat the fron
the Court House In the <lty.of Gran. _
Ottawa Connty. Mtcblggn. (that being the pi
holding the Circait Court of said couuiyy the
sell at pfibllc
: t door of
Grand Haven,— c
u  i hi a , s
  •-••w - e l J bl wu ^r ibd
premises and appurtenances In said mortgage de-
scribed to pay the amount due on said mortgage
men ter .wnt Interest and all legal coats of
tnclndiog the stipulated attorney fee of
y-flve dollars In raid mortgage mentioned.'
With seven
1 sale, incln .
twent five i tioned
Bald premises are described in said mortgage aa
follows: Three and one-half UK) rods east and
aSaouih^S Uie snoth-eas'eorner o? Hie fffil«
log described piece ofiand lo-wll; Commencing
at a certain point being ten Op) rods doe east from
the south-west corner of the south.east quarter (li)
of the wnth-eaet quarter U) of s«cUo« anm£r
fifteen (15), township number five (5) north, ranee
number fourteen (14) west, luialng thence north
parallell with the west line tt said south-east
quarter (jfl of the south-east quarter to the north-
r-nih tan ^ U1X ^ of,h,eW WfOa)
ssaww
eaat half ol the east half illi a point being forty-
nine (18) rods doe north frem the sooth-west
aornor of said east half of the east half, running
thence doe west thirty-two and two-tblrds (tt 1-3)
tods, thence doe south till the south section line,
1 hereby conveyed being one-fourtb of an
the south-east corner of the land conveyed
tto Hendrik Uusron on the
— WJ I i* 1 1 U  UI L U
aaslgnment waa recorded on March Iwclfth, A.D.
1887, In said uttawa Connty Ret Ister’a Office, in
liber 80 of Mortgages, ou page 481) on which mort-
gage there Is claimed to be due at the date ol this
notice Three Hundred and Fourteen Dollars and
Eighteen cents, (said sum being the whole amount
seenred by said mortgage and the same being due
according to the terms of said mortgage by reason
of the default of said John T. Drake end Kilts A.
Drake In paying the interest on said mortgage
debt) and no suit or proceedings having been In-
stituted at law (or in equity) to recover the debt
secured by said mortgage or any part thereof;
Notice Is, therefore, hereby given that by virtue of
the power of sale In said mortgage contained and
the statute In anen case made and provided, aild
mortgage will be forecloetd by sale at public Ven-
due of the mortgaged premises, to pay the amount
due on said mortgage, with Interest and costs,
Including the altomey fee provided by law, at the
front door of the Ottawa Connty Court Honae at
Grand Haven, Michigan, on
November Twelfth. A. D. I 888,
«t one o'clock In the afternoon of said day.. Tho
said mortgaged premises to be sold being, All
that certain piece or parcel of land situate and
being In ihe Township of Holland, OttawaConnty,
State of Michigan, known aud described as fol-
lowa, towit: Lot numbered two 12] of Section
o  «uu iu r n
Register’s office on Jnno Twenty-eevomh, A. D.
1888, In liber 35 of mortgages, on pace 10,) on
which mortgage there Is claimed to be dite at the
date of thla notice the snm of 6'our Hundred aud
Fifty-two Dollars and thirty-eight cents, and no
suit or proceedings al law or In i-quiry having been
institQted to recover the debt xt-ciired by said
mortgage, or any part thereof; Notice is, ihere-
forc, hereby given that by virtue of the power of
sale in said mortgage contained and of the statute
In soch case maae and provided, said mortgage
will be foreclosed by sale at public vendue of the
mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as la
necessary, to pay the amount due on aald mort-
gage with interest and costs, including ike at-
torney fee provided bv said mortgage ana by law.
at the front door of the Ottawa County Court
Rouse at Grind Haven, Michigan, on the
First day of October. A. D. 1 888.
at one o'clock In the afternoon of said day, the
said mortgaged premises to be sold being: That
part of the north-west fractional quarter of section
thirty (30), township numbered live (5), north' of
range fifteen (15) west, which Is described as lot
numbered three (8) in said north-weal fractional
quarter of section thirty (30), according to a map
thereof from a survey made by Bernardus Grooteu-
bull, of. record In the office of the Register of
Deeds of Ottawa Coonty, contalnirtg according to
said survey, twenty acres, more or less. Also the
north half of the north-west fractional quarter of
section eighteen (18), township five (5), north of
range fifteen (15) west, in said county and State,
“A Great Newspaper.”
MMMM ...
“The newspaper entitled to the distinction of
having the largest daily circulation in America is
The Chicago Dailt News. (Since this state-
ment was made it is possible that the growth of
the New York World entitles it to first place.)
The Graphic to-day devotes a page to sketches of
scenes in and about its establishment The his-
tory of this paper is probably without a parallel
in the annals of American journalism. It was
and north sides, by the east/aonth and'nortkllnes-------- j  _____ _ ____ _ ______
of aald north half of tbs north-west fractional
quarter of said section 18, and bounded on the
west aide by a line parallel with the east line, and
thirteen and elghty-two one hundredths chains
west of said east line, being twenty-seven and
eighty-fonr one hundredths acres of land, moro or
less. Also, excepting a certain piece described as
commencing fifty-six rods and twenty (20) links
east from the north-west cornet of said section
eighteen (18), township five (5), north V-nnge
fifteen west.
_ le n , and running thence east along the
section line fifty-eight rods, seven and one-half
links, thence sonth thlrtf-four rods, four and one-
thlrd links, thence west parallel with north line
fifty-eight rods, seven and onobaU links, thence
north parallel with east Hue thirty-font (31) rods,
four and one-third links, to place of beginning,
twelve and forty-five one hundredths acree of land.
Also, excepting from said north hilf of north-west
fractional quarter the following lend released from
aid mortgage by release in writing, recorded in
said Register’s office in liber 28 of mortgages, page
95, described as follows: Commencing at north-
west corner of aection eighteen (18), township 5,
north of range 15 west aud running from thence
east along the north section Une of said section 1#
for a distance of 56 rods and 20 links, thence south
on a llns parallel with the west section line of said
lection 18 till where it strikes the sonth line of the
north-west quarter of the north-west qnirter of
said section eighteen, thence west parallel with the
north line until It strlkea the west section llns of
said section eighteen, from thence north aldng said
section line to place ol beglnninp, being twenty*
eight and fonr one hundredths acres of land, more
Dated: Jnne 30th, 1888.
JAN VAN DYK, Asslgtce of Mortgage.
J. C. POST, Attorney. 23-13t.
Administrator’s Sale.
In the matter ol the Estate of Lkendert Mid-
delhoek, deceased. v v
, Notice is hereby given that I shall sell at
Public Auction, to the highest bidder, on
Wednesday, the Tenth day of Octo-
ber, A. D. 1888, I ,
at two o'clock, in Hie afternoon, at fbe premises
hereinafter described. In the Township of 'Hoi-
laud. In the Connty of Ottawa, in the State at
Michigan, pursuant to License and authority
granted to me on the fifth day of June. A, D.
1888, by the Probate Court of Ottawa Connty,
Michigan, aU of the eeUte, right, title and Inter-
est of the aald deeeaaed of, in and to the real
Mtateaitoated and being In the Connty of Otta-
wa, in the State of Michigan, known and des-
cribed as follows to- wit:
founded December 20th, 1875, and was the first
low-priced daily successfully established in the
West. At the end of its first year it had achieved
a circulation of about 10,000. From that time on
its growth has been remarkable. It now prints
seven editions daily, comprising both morning
and evening issues. Its statement of circulation
for the year 1884 shows a daily average of 125,178
copies, unquestionably the largest daily circulation
on the American continent. (The sworn state-
ment for 1887 shows a daily average of 165,376.)
“ In politics The Daily News is always inde-
pendent, never neutral. While its editoral ex-
pression is sometimes vigorous to the degree of
severity, there is always in its utterances of opinion
so manifest a purpose to be impartial and fair to
all opposing interests, that it rarely loses the con-
fidence of the reader, however much it may fail to
bring him to an acceptance of its own view con-
cerning the matter in hand.
“As a newspaper proper, The Daily News
has earned a reputation for enterprising news-
gathering second to none in the United States.
It is the only cheap paper in the West that is a
^ rvw 4- A ^  ~ _ i .1 Ti T. • • .
member of the Associated Press. It gives its
readers all the news worth giving and gives it for
two cents. (Now it does it for one cent a day)
“Aside from its own deserving merits as a
complete and cheap newspaper, it is doubtless
much indebted for its remarkable growth in circu-
lation to the persistent adherence on the part
of the other Chicago dailies to the “blanket-
sheet ” style of journalism. Of all the people in
America the average Chicagoan is most in a hurry
and least inclined to wade through columns ol
verbiage and stuff. The Daily News is the only
Chicago daily that has the facilities for giving all
the news, and at the same time the good sense to
present it in concise form. The result of such a
condition of affairs is that The Daily News prints
more papers than all the other Chicago dailies
combined.
“In considering all the causes which have
entered into and produced so phenomenal a jour-
nalistic growth the most important one unques-
tionably has been the controlling conviction of its
managers that the “cheap paper ” should be cheap
only in price; that its news should be as fresh and
complete, its editorial discussion as able, and its
general tone and character as pure and heathful
as its best and highest priced cotemporary. All
this the “cheap paper” may easily be even at its
reduced price.
“ The difference of revenue between the two-
cent paper (even more so when the price is one
cent), and the higher-priced “ blanket-sheet,” the
latter throws away in useless and unasked for
size, that not only is of no worth to the reader,
but is even an annoyance, in that it compels him
to gleam what is of real news interest from a mass
of verbiage and worthless amplication.
“ It is because its managers have been wise
enough to practically recognize these essential
elements of the best American journalism of to-
day that The Daily News is the best and most
popular general family newspaper published in
Chicago or the West.”
It seems hardly possible that an endorsement of merit could be framed in stronger terms than
Die toregoing analysis, and yet how much greater is not the achievement now that such a journal as
,1 HI? .daily News is placed in every man’s hands at the reduced price of ONE CENT A DAY
costs but little more than the old time weekly. The shrewd farmer wjll now fiave his daily market reports. Address 1
VICTOR F. LAWSON, Publisher The Daily News, Chicago.
J. FLIEMAN
Manufac’.ore* and sells the
BEST WAGONS
AND BUGGIES.
I havo recently commenced the manufacture ofAU that port of the North-west f factional .qnaiv
-or ot Section Twenty-eight (38.) in Townibio. l-i •
-Platform, Combination &
ftna rl 1 to tha VIIImoa nf Ifollavui • foo < fm . a • ’ * • . ?*One (1,) to the Village of Holland, accoidingito
the recorded map thereof, running thence . East .
two handled nod thirty-one (281,) fee* thence
North three hondred and sixty (360.) feet, so as
Lot Eight (6.) thence Sonth to the place nf begth-
ning. The South-east corner of aald Lot Sight.
(8.) Addition number One (1,) to the Vtllata bl
Holland, lying on the so-called Holland nod Zee
land Boad, all in the Township of Holland, Ottsi
wa Connty, State of Michigan, - a ,
Saidpremisea will be sad subject to the right
of dower and homestead rights of the widow:, of
said deceased therein .
The terms of sale will be made known at the
time and place of sale.
Dated : August 16th, A . D. 1888.
Gezxha Middklhoik, Administratrix.
Mortgage Sale.
Dommelen
wife, of the City of HoUand, uii&wa vouniy,
Michigan, to Mannes Kok of Overlsel, Allegan
County Michigan, dated the first day of May A.
D, 1880, and recorded in the ofijee of the Regis-
ter of Deeds for the Connty of Ottawa, and State
of Michigan, on the Eleventh day of May A
1880, in Liber No. 16 of Mortgages on page w,
which said mortgage was on the 23rd day of
Febroary A. D. 1888 dnly assigned by Hendrik
Kok, as Executor of the Will and Estate of laid
Mannes Kok, deceased, to Hendrik Kok aa an In
dlridaal and legatee of. sold Mannes Kok, and
which said aasignmnt was recorded in the office
o! the Register of Deeds for sold County of Otta-
wa and State of Hfdllgafi, on the nfteenth,day ot
March, A. D. 1888 in Liber No. 30 of MortRSges
page 667, and wbicHsaid mortgage was again
the second day of June A. D. 1888 duly assigned
by said Hendrik Kok to Wiepke Diekema Of Hol-
land Township, Ottawa Connty, Mich Inn. which
aid assignment was recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds for aald Oonnty-of -Ottawa and
State of Michigan, on the fifth day. of Jane A. D.
1888 In Liber ho . 35 of Mortgages on page 37, on
wh^b mortg^e^there^s cWujed Jonbo dun at the
numbered thirty five [35] In township five (5]
North of Range Sixteen (16] wert. containing for-
ty two and Eighteen one hundredth acres, be the
me more or lerr.
J. C, Post, Attorney.
Assignee of Mortgage.
ioncw»-M
Mortgage Sale.
--- -- ------- uuu lutanjure uruae, ui noiiauu,
Michigan, to Fred J. Metz, of Grand Haven,
Michigan, dated March Fifth, A. D. 1887, and re-
corded on March Vleventh’ 'a. ~D. 'l887, in the
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa Connty,
Michigan. In liber 32 of mortgages, psge 351. on
whlctTmortgage there Is claimed to be due at the
dated this notice One Hundred and Slxty-foor
Dollars, and no suit or proceedings baring been
Instituted at law or In eqaliy, to recover the debt
secured by rsld mortgage dr any part thereof;
teiby xlven that '
asassssss-ss
paid morigage will be foreclosed by sale at public
riffidne of the mongsgt-d premises, or so much
thereof as Is neficssary to pay the amonnt due on
aid mortgage with Interest aud costs, Including
the attorney tee provided by laid mortgage and by
ssa: SoSSKMrm'sr CMrt
paid m
fit day of Qptpb
of laud Iu the Towue
aid day. The
^,4-belnwC Those
Pisces n n wnship of Holland, Ottawa
Cointy, Michigan, described as follows, to-wlt :
The north-west quarter of the eonth-west quarter
of Section thirty-five and also the aontn-west
quarter of the north-weet quarter of said section
thirty-five, being all the land south of Black Lake
In raid descriptions, said lands being also known
as lot two (2) In said section thirty-five, and being
In township five, north of range sixteen west, In
Mid county and State, containing forty-tno and
eighteen one hnndreih acres, more or less.
Dated: July 5th, 1888.
FRED J. METZ, Morlgsgte.
23-Ut.J, C. POST, Attorney.
— ~ ». ...... .uw.cit nod taxes
paid, the sum of Fonr Hundred and Fifty two
Dollari, and no anit or proceedings at lasr having
been Instituted to recover the moneys secured by
said mortgage, or any part thereof. . Now Ahere-
for by virtue of the power of sale contained in
said mortmue, and the statute In ins b case made
and provided. Notice iu hereby given that on the
Tteenty Sixth day of October A. D. 1888
at Eleven o'clock In the forenoon, I shall sell ar,iev  cioox i me l o . i n i n
public aactoln to the highest bidder, at the front
door of the Court Houta in ttie City of Grand
Haven, (that being the place where the Cfreuit
Court for the County of Ottawa is bolden) the
premises described in said! mortgage, with Nine
per cent interest and all legal costa, together
with an attorneys fee covenanted <Qx therein and
Lota numbered One OJ Two (2,
pttho Weak five soda of Lotexcept ha v.
(3) and except a part which ia sclfitothe C. M.-
L.8.R. B. Company In lot numbered Two (3,1
now City of Holland.
Dated : Holland, An*. 3rd A. D. 186%
. WIEPKE DU^-** * ------ 'y:r*
GEBBITJ.DII
md. 8
DIEKEMA, Assign ce'of Mortgagee.
DIEKEMA. Attorney fo* Assignee.
Notice of Oomminioneri on claims.
STATE OF MIOttlUAHV. V.T
Cotrxrt or Ottawa. (”•
Probatk Count fob said Cotreir.
Estate o{ DalUsM. Gee, /
The undersigned having bocn appointed by tt
Judge of Probate of Mid Coaniy^GomalMloae
on Claims in the. Matter of aald eeta
and six months from the twenty-first day. 1
July, A. D. 1888, haring, been allowed % i
Judj-e of Probate to nil perrons ---- --
against said estate. In which
claims to us for examination a
Nolle* Is Hereby Given, that
Express Wagons,
To which I Invite the attention of all who desire
.isht ami durable wagons.
THE FINEST
Boots and Shoes
—AT—
E. H ED OLD'S.
Honest Goods
— AT—
Honest Prices.
BEST $3.00 SHOE
** i -J. • *» V* " A C . •
I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
raiPhoresi In this vicinity to the fact that I have
pfoenred the assletance of one of the best horse
sboera In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or '.ran shoes either of hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize home trade when
they.can be as well served, and I would ask that
wjjjro me *j?ood trial before taking their work
I also manufacture
and have them constantly on hand.
Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.
Hollaxi), Mich. Jan. 13, J887.
J. FLIEMAN.
CLOTHING
— AT—
ALSO
Gents Furnishing Goods.
I have a Job Lot of Clothing which
l am spiling very cheap and should
Hkd to show eustbmers. Call early.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Hollaed, Mich. April 5, 1688. Eighth Street.
«.lyr. - 7
Thursday, the sixth day ofi£
and on Monday, tha twenty
A. D. 1889, at nine o'clock*, m
the law office of G. J. Dlekco.uv v. w . . J ma in
Holland in said connty, 16 redeiygaad
such claims. • r C » '
Dated: Angust 1st A.D. 1888.
ISAAC
NVIEPL __________
Commissioners
 . ;
C MARSILJE.
PKE DIEKEMA.
£URCS PILES,
SALT RHEUM,
JETTIR, BURNS
^SCALDS, SORES,
WOUNDS. IN-
FANTS SORKS
AND CHAFING,
SORE NIPPLES.
AN INVALU-
ABLE REMEDY
FOR CATARRH.
xuanLc oauaQiara am
rr on a Ponivivc Guarantkk.25Vf
For solo by Or. F. J. Schouten,
17-lyr.
in the city, always on hand.
I have the celebrated
GBAY BROS.’ SHOE
for Ladies. Call and see them.
Repairing promptly
neatly done.
A Full Line of
DRY GOODS
GROCERIES,
Hats, Caps,
FLOUR AND FEED,
Always on hand at
G. Van Men & Sons.
Telephone No. 27.
No. 40, EIGHTH STREET.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 20, 1886.
WATCH ! !
But don’t wait when you want to buy
Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, Silverware,
But everything kept in a first-class
E. J. HAWiHiGTOii's JEWELBY STORE
Is being sold at a
baH/O-aiit.
But go to
0. BREYM&N ft BOB
And be assured of good goods, low
prices and courteous treatment.
We have in our employ a
first class watehmaker and are
prepared to do repairing of all
kinds in a satisfactory manner
and on short notice.
We sell goods cheaper than
ever and are constantly adding
to our stock all the latest de-
signs and novelties in Jewelry
and Plated Ware.
Gall on us and examine our goods,
learn our prices and be oonulnoed.
O. BREYMAN & SON.
Holland. Mich., March 15, 1888.
Holland, Mich., June 30, 1888.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN. I R a ,
COUXTT OP OTTAWA. |' D- 
At a session of the Probate Court for the Conn-
Jy of Ottawa, hotden at the Probate Office, In the’
City of Grand Haven. In said county, on Sator-
- ----- -- «... UVUIV, u u Jfffl
In thn matter of the estate of Frederick Nle-
wold, decMsed.
named, praying for the probate of an instrument
In writing filed In Mid Court purporting to be
the last will and Testament of said Frederick
NIewold, late of HoUand City in said Connty, do-
ceased, and for her own appointment as Execu-
trix thereof.
Thereupon it is Ordered, That Saturday the
Twenty Second day of September next,
at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, be u-
signed for the bearing of said petition, and that
the heirs at law of said deceased, and all other— w — W MMSM MWUUMUVU BUU OU 011161
persons Interested in said estate, are required to
en^ftoV^^te Offlreln to UCi,tyrtnOnmdhOU*
ven, In said Connty, and show oanie, If any then
“^ows^ager printedand circulated In saldConn-
vloui toialYday0oftheariDg.00efl8lVe W ek, ^
(A true copy.) Attest,
CHA8. X. SOULE, Judge of Probate.
HOLLAND, SAUGATUOX, CHICAGO-
Str. O. C. Williams
Will make Dsily Trips from Holland to Saugatuck
to connect there wlih Steamers
DOUGLAS AND A. B. TAYLOR
For Chicago.
Will leave Holland after arrival of 6: 10 p. m. trains
Irom Grand Rapids, Allegan and Muskegon,
make snre connection with eteamera at Sauga-
tuck, and reach Chicago at 6 o'clock next morn-
ing. Will leave Baugstnck each morning on ar-
rival of Chicago steamers and reach Holland In
lime to connect with morning trains.
Holla15^t^uOEo $2
Round Trip, $3.25.
t3f|No steamer leaves for Chicago Saturday
night or arrives Monday morning.
Subscribe for
the “News,”
. i
11 imm
y MM
